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I Introduction

Aleksandra Zińczuk

Preface – Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Volhynia 1943
Everywhere I went, I saw a profound purpose in being there.
(Rev. Władysław Bukowiński – parish priest of the Lutsk Cathedral in 1939–1945,
prisoner of Soviet labour camps; inscription from a commemorative plaque in the Lutsk Cathedral)
The book Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Volhynia 1943 is one of the results of the project under the
same title, a Polish-Ukrainian project of cooperation initiated in 2012. The aim of the initiative is to present the difficult joint
history of Poles and Ukrainians and the pain involved in reconciling with the past. This is made possible not least by the fact
that examples of noble and fair conduct were to be found, especially among the Ukrainians who rescued Poles during the tragic
events of 1943–1945 in Volhynia and Galicia, and Poles coming to the aid of Ukrainians at the time of reprisal and deportation
actions.
In the summer of 2012 a group of students from Poland and Ukraine decided to delve into the subject of Polish-Ukrainian conflict and collected testimonies mainly among the inhabitants of Volhynia. The expedition lasted from 15th to
31st of July and covered the major towns of Volhynia: Lutsk, Rivne, Volodymyr Volynksyi, Novovolynsk, Shatsk. One group of
twenty students visited over 50 towns and villages: Торчин (Torczyn), Новий Двір (Nowy Dwór), Хорохорин (Chorochoryn),
Сирники (Syrniki), Костопіль (Kostopol), Мирне (Myrne), Залавя (Zalawia), Грицкі (Hrycki), Хринів (Hryniw), Крать (Krać),
Ставки (Stawki) and Світязь (Świtaź), among others.
The whole process of collecting the testimonies was set in motion at the workshop-conference seminar (the first
seminar took place in May in Lublin, followed by one at the Lesya Ukrainka National Pedagogical University in Lutsk).
Each day would start with planning out the excursions in Polish-Ukrainian subgroups. After a whole day of interviewing
the participants would meet in the evening at an evaluation session. Particular issues and further tasks were discussed
systematically, biographical cards for our respondents were drawn up, records organised. Every evening meeting would
include a summing up and the writing down of the day’s events and personal reflections. In this way a polyphonic diary of the
expedition was created (Diary of the journey).
After two weeks of fieldwork 145 testimonies were recorded. Impressive as the numbers may be, one should bear in
mind that the majority of these were witnesses of the events, fewer of them – eyewitnesses, and even fewer – of course – were
the testimonies of those who took an active part in rescuing. The reason is obvious, but it has to be mentioned – many people
have passed away, but second-hand testimonies are still around.
It was possible to take this next step towards building a Polish-Ukrainian bridge of mutual understanding because
when researching the difficult past we worked together with Ukrainians. A true lesson in humility for us were the encounters
with people who had rescued Poles or Ukrainians and who, to this day, do not consider their’s an exceptional act of heroism,
but just an ordinary gesture of help towards another person. There were also awkward moments. There were not too many of
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them, but they did happen. For example, when recording in groups of mixed nationality, there were moments of discomfort
– sometimes for the Ukrainians, sometimes for the Poles. Not only because of the stories of murders committed by their
compatriots, but also from instances of ordinary unfriendliness or maybe fear of the other. Apart from these incidental events,
there were numerous poignant moments, which made up for all inconveniences. The mixed groups of students were often
taken for a tangible proof of reconciliation: here are young Poles and Ukrainians wandering from village to village asking about
Polish-Ukrainian relations, life and death, friendship and betrayal, searching for those who had rescued others on both sides.
It is worth underlining that the project “Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Volhynia 1943” is the first
documentary co-operation of this type, at the same time being one of great symbolical status, where two generations –
moreover, both Polish and Ukrainian – have had a chance to meet. I believe this can serve as a great example for other
institutions or people involved in the issues of memory and reconciliation. The project offers a possibility to understand human
behaviour when facing war and evil, presenting the fine personalities and individuals who saved the lives of other people,
irrespective of faith, origin and nationality. By showing positive examples of Ukrainians rescuing Poles and Poles rescuing
Ukrainians the references to build the dialogue between the next generations were made possible. These isolated stories of
Ukrainians warning their neighbours are particularly significant when we consider the Volhynia tragedy.
The need for this project arose from numerous discussions on Polish-Ukrainian relations and the upcoming
commemorations of the 70th anniversary of the Volhynia events. I hope that this presentation of the collected material
will facilitate a wise reflection on the ways to talk about a difficult past. When the significance and the complexity of the
subject are considered, the issue of difficult history and memory may be of interest to various experts, hence the attempt
at a comprehensive look at the problems discussed in the introductory part (Contexts: History – Memory – Culture), which
form a cross section of pieces by historians, journalists, writers and practitioners. This deliberate polyphony is an attempt
at presenting model activities for the work methodology (on the contemporary potential of the oral history method) and
illustrating a suggestion for reflection in the sphere of the culture of remembrance.
Bearing in mind the restrictions on size in the publication and the need for clarity in the narrative structure of the
interlocutors, we have made a selection from over 140 testimonies in the part entitled Testimonies. For educational purposes,
some accounts were edited as first person narratives of the witnesses, while part of them were saved as interviews to be
used by teachers, educators and art and culture programs coordinators who might wish to touch on the subject in their
work.1 Oral testimonies are presented in two ways and can be used as educational material for workshops on the analysis
and interpretation of informal spoken utterances. Materials presented in the Educational materials section may be used for
the same purpose. Even at the level of the actual language of the respondents: archaic with a mix of words from different
languages, the archive material might be of interest to researchers. In a wider context, the initiative, as well as this publication,
are addressed to other countries where the revision of international conflicts is not yet complete.
This project would not have been possible if not for the financial support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Republic
of Poland and the Polish History Museum.
Likewise, it’s scope would not have been so wide without the help of each of the partner institutions. I would like
to express my gratitude to all the partners of this initiative and especially to Jarosław Godun, Krzysztof Sawicki and Professor
Anatolij Szwab for their invaluable help at various stages of the project. I am grateful to the authors of the texts and statements
who wished to contribute their experience and enrich this publication, to the experts who were always available for consultation.
I would also like to thank the translators for their thorough work, as well as all those who worked on editing the testimonies. It
was a very complex task whose main goal was to edit the accounts as little as possible in order to maintain most faithfully the
tone of the stories told.
1 The whole of the collected material still needs expert editing and constitutes a rich research database for the years to come. Anyone potentially interested
in the subject can use the material presented in part at: www.pojednanie.org.pk.pl and www.biblioteka.teatrnn.pl. More details: www.archiwum@pk.org.pl.
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I would like to thank Maryna Chorna, Emil Majuk and Jurij Matuszczak and all the Polish and Ukrainian participants of
the expedition for their organisational support for the whole project. Without that group of young people this project would
not have been so noteworthy in the process of reconciliation, not only at the international, but also at the generational level.
On their behalf, as well as on my own, I would like to thank every interlocutor encountered during our expedition. Thank you
for being willing to share your stories with us – the difficult ones and the inspiring ones, for the trust that you have put in us
and for the silence that has not not divided us and for the hope that we wish to share with others through your memories. You
shared your stories with us on the doorsteps of your homes when we all knew that most probably this would be our first and
last meeting ever.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka

Dialogue of Historians.
A critical review of one’s past as a stepping stone towards Europe
A discussion between Grzegorz Motyka and Leonid Zashkilniak

Aleksandra Zińczuk: To start our discussion, I would like to ask you, as experts representing the Polish and Ukrainian sides
respectively: what is the state of research in Poland and Ukraine regarding the events in Volhynia?
Leonid Zashkilniak: In Ukraine and, I think, also in Poland, you can hear about books published last year dealing with World
War II and Polish-Ukrainian relations. These are mainly a collection of previously unpublished documents concerning the OUN
and UPA, as well as the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, prepared by Volodymyr Vyatrovych. The materials are impressive, since
there has not been a collection of the history of Ukrainian-Polish relations on this scale before. I doubt if many people have
read these documents. They make up two large volumes, a part already familiar, which form a retrospective on Ukrainian-Polish relations. Of course, the collection is not complete, and selections are made. Vyatrovych’s books are, for now, probably
among the most valuable resources, alongside earlier studies on Polish-Ukrainian relations, including the document database
prepared by the Institute of National Remembrance. Not everything has been published yet. Vyatrovych found and copied
1500 documents of the government-in-exile in the United States, which he wants to publish. These documents concern Polish-Ukrainian affairs, specifically the entirety of Ukrainian affairs in Poland’s policy during World War II. This is Ukraine’s response
to the Polish “challenge”. There are also accounts by those who took part in or witnessed events in Volhynia and Galicia,
prepared by amateurs, authors, voluntary activists, who follow the traces of Polish victims in the provinces of Lutsk (Łuck),
Volhynia, Tarnopol (Ternopil) and Stanisławów (Ivano-Frankivsk) and collect and publish their stories. The greatest contribution
has been made by Ivan Pusko, an amateur historian from Lutsk, who has conducted research and prepared a collection of
accounts concerning Volhynia, along with source materials from all 19 districts.
What is most important in this subject is that according to most researchers, the Polish view of the events from the
years 1939–1947 is slightly distorted: Polish losses are exaggerated, while Ukrainian ones are underestimated. According to
certain documents and accounts, the number of Polish victims was smaller, and the number of Ukrainian victims is difficult
to calculate. Therefore, in most cases, one should adjust the Polish casualties downwards and Ukrainian casualties upwards,
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although no-one in Ukrainian historiography has presented a final tally. Another important issue is the growing confusion over
the treatment of the Ukrainian national or nationalist movement. I believe that the nationalist movement is part of the national
movement, and must be treated in the context of those events – and generally the events of the 20th century – as part of the
historical process. Unfortunately, we believe that neither the Polish and Russian side wants to recognise this movement as
having the right to exist and raise the issue of independent statehood, the unification of Ukrainians, and generally to recognise
the Ukrainian question as legitimate at the level of international relations.
Grzegorz Motyka: When it comes to the study of Polish-Ukrainian relations during World War II, particularly with regard to the
massacres in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia, the disproportion between Polish and Ukrainian historiography is growing. In my
view, Polish historiography has made great progress in this area, while Ukrainian studies have barely touched the subject. Polish
historiography basically started from scratch in 1989. Prior to that, the few books that dealt with the subject were tainted with
the world view advanced by the Communist regime. Contrary to what you can read or hear in the Polish media, a lot has been
done during the two decades of independence. Polish historians engage in heated debates, often hold completely different
views and, frankly speaking, not infrequently dislike each other. But it may be thanks to this rivalry that their work has produced
a wide range of books that present quite a coherent picture of events. Numerous titles can be cited: from the most outstanding
studies – by Ryszard Torzecki, Andrzej Leon Sowa – to documentary works, extremely valuable though controversial in their
interpretation of certain problems, e.g. works by Siemiaszko and Siemiaszko, and finally, conference proceedings, e.g. the
“Poland–Ukraine: Difficult Questions” series.2 In my opinion, what Polish historians have in common is their conviction that it
was an organised bloody ethnic cleansing operation against the Poles, and the goal of the operation was the total “removal”
or, in Volhynia, outright massacre of the Polish population. Each year, the awareness of that enormous crime seems to be
growing in Poland. Some differences have remained, of course. While Ryszard Szawłowski shares the perspective of the former
Kresy inhabitants and maintains that the anti-Polish operation was a genocidium atrox – a particularly ruthless genocide, other
academic historians conclude that it was rather one of many genocides that should not be compared to the Jewish Holocaust
(a unique genocide in all history) but rather to massacres committed by Croats against Serbs, or the brutal expulsions in the
Byelorussian countryside carried out by German troops during World War II.
The Ukrainian side, however, rarely recognizes that the massacres in Volhynia and Galicia were an enormous crime and,
consequently, a moral catastrophe. There is no doubt that Ukrainian historiography has a lot of praiseworthy achievements,
and has come a very long way over the last 20 years. I could mention numerous good books dealing with various aspects of
Ukraine’s history, including World War II (e.g. the recently published book by Vladyslav Hrynevych). When I talk about the
shortcomings in Ukrainian historiography, I mean this specific episode of World War II (the massacre in Volhynia and Eastern
Galicia) where, except for isolated books and articles, there are no studies which would recognize that what happened in this
case was an enormous crime. As far as documents published by Volodymyr Vyatrovych are concerned, I would like to refer you
to a review by Andrzej Leon Sowa, soon to be published in the journal Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość [Memory and Justice]. Sowa
superbly demonstrates that the published documents often contradict what Vyatrovych himself claims in his commentary.
The fundamental flaw of the book is that Vyatrovych tries to deny that the massacres of the Poles had an organised character.
The author makes little effort to hide his main objective: to deny the Bandera movement’s responsibility for the anti-Polish
operation. Considering what historians have established during 20 years, such a view does not deserve to be discussed at all.
Several sources indubitably confirm the responsibility of the Bandera movement, but in many cases Vyatrovych simply ignores
them. This brings me to the problem mentioned by Professor Zashkilniak, which I think is worthy of comment. I understand
that the Ukrainians today are at the stage of forming their historical identity. Certainly in Poland there is an awareness that
the dispute about the Ukrainian Insurgent Army is also, in a sense, a dispute about whether Ukraine can be independent
2 R. Torzecki, Polacy i Ukraińcy. Sprawa ukraińska w czasie II wojny światowej na terenie II Rzeczypospolitej, Warszawa 1993; A.L. Sowa, Stosunki polsko-ukraińskie 1939–1947, Kraków 1998; W. Siemaszko, E. Siemaszko, Ludobójstwo dokonane przez nacjonalistów ukraińskich na ludności polskiej Wołynia
1939–1945, Vol. 1–2, Warszawa 2000; Polska – Ukraina: trudne pytania, Vol. 1–11, Warszawa 1997–2007.
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or not. However, the aim of numerous Polish historians is not seek to cause embarrassment to Ukraine. We simply want to
call a crime by its name and to condemn the wrongs that took place during World War II: the monstrous crimes committed
against the civilians. If you look at the attitude of Polish historians from this perspective, you cannot fail to recognize that their
determination in this respect largely results from ethical considerations. And we cannot back out of this because any step
backwards, pardon the expression, would de facto mean that a massacre of civilians is a standard method in the struggle for
independence. We cannot abandon our ethical convictions. I wanted to draw attention to something else: on their path to
joining the European Union, all Central and Eastern European countries have, to some degree, had to face the pain of critically
reviewing their past. Such reviews have been conducted, for example, in Lithuania, Latvia and Poland. It is worth taking into
account this Central-European example when looking at the future of Ukraine.
A.Z.: On the one hand, I feel uneasy about historical books without an academic seal of approval. On the other hand, it is
a good thing that there are enthusiasts who collect more testimonies although, we know, such oral sources are difficult to
verify. Is it good that such sources appear? How should they be treated and how are they viewed by scholars?
Leonid Zashkilniak: This is my area of interest because I am involved with the methodology of history. History that we know,
learn and accept reflects the point of view of historians. The problem lies in the interpretation of the sources. Every historian
and every institution are virtually subjective parties that look at the past as a reflection of certain individual or group interests.
According to theoreticians of history, every text is marked by the society, nationality, emotions and views of the historian.
You can say that Ukrainian, Polish and American perspectives are distorted by specific interests and views. It is quite normal
and understandable in Ukrainian historiography; views wrapped up, so to speak, in such a national packaging are ever more
prevalent. Such books also provide specific material, and the interpretation can result from a variety of views. The worst is that
some Russian or even Ukrainian historians want to discredit the Ukrainian liberation movement by discussing its collaboration
with the Germans or work for the German intelligence. In Ukraine itself there are various standpoints – communist and proRussian – in which Ukraine and Ukrainians do not exist. They say: “What Ukraine are you talking about? Those were Fascist
collaborators who fought against the Red Army, the Allies and Poland. Why should they be heroes? They are not heroes
because they did not serve the interests of the Ukrainian working people who were oriented towards the communist state.”
This is a myth. Other historians demonstrate that in the inter-war period and during World War II, anti-Soviet, anti-Bolshevik
and anti-Russian sentiment was very strong among the Ukrainian population in western, eastern and central Ukraine. We
struggle on and exert a lot of effort for Ukraine and Ukrainians to take their due place because if we are not familiar with
Ukraine and Ukrainians – which happens, for example, in the case of international affairs – it turns out that there is no Ukraine
but merely an empty space between Poland and Russia. As a nation that wants to be a subject of history and international
relations, we have to fight for the recognition that the Ukrainian perspective exists too.
The above does not refer to Volhynia and Galicia, but in reply to Professor Motyka I would like to briefly explain
my point of view and the standpoint of academic historiography. We, Ukrainian historians, cannot deny that the anti-Polish
operations occurred; documents and thousands of victims are sufficient proof of that. We have to view it critically, and recognise
its inhumane nature, regardless of whether we refer to it as ethnic cleansing or genocide. The point is something else. For us,
historians and citizens of Ukraine who, as Professor Motyka has remarked, are shaping their ethnic and national identity, it is
important that the whole series of events during World War II is not limited to those massacres. As no other country in Central
and Eastern Europe, Ukrainians were engaged in quite a few such operations – against the Germans and the Red Army – that
lasted well into the 1960s. It was a desperate struggle for the recognition of Ukraine and Ukrainians. All this shapes the image
of “Fighting Ukraine”, analogous to the concept of Fighting Poland. This image, as any other – of Fighting Poland, fighting
Ukraine or fighting Serbs – contains both white and black stains. We must not let the black anti-Polish stain tarnish the entire
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national or nationalist movement. Those were people who died for an idea, for the independence of their country. Therefore,
we fear that the above issues may cast a dark shadow on the entire Ukrainian liberation movement. This movement developed
under very harsh conditions. There were attempts to revive an independent Ukraine in the 1920s. The movement had to be
oriented at Germany, the Soviet Union, United States and Italy. All the time it had to look for a path that would or could lead
to independence. This is very difficult, and this tragic history is very painful for us.
Grzegorz Motyka: Nearly ten years ago, Professor Jarosław Hrycak wrote an excellent text entitled “Arguments for a Discussion
about the UPA”, where he strongly condemned the Volhynian massacres, referring to them as a war crime and pondering
whether they should not be classified as genocide. At the same time, however, he wanted to separate the more positive
aspects of the UPA’s activity – its fight against the Germans and Soviets – from the ethnic cleansing of the Poles. If only that
text had had a greater resonance in Ukraine and Poland, it would have been a good starting point for further discussion; this
did not happen, however. Many people believed that the history-based problems between Poland and Ukraine were no longer
important. However, I have the impression, though I would like to be wrong, that today it is even more difficult to conduct this
discussion as Polish and Ukrainian historians are moving further away from each other in their understanding of those events.
Leonid Zashkilniak: I only disagree with the statement that we are moving away from each other. Quite the contrary, it seems
to me that we are closer because today we know more specific facts, we know more about their origins and have more
space for interpretation. And so I think that we are not moving away from each other but simply subconsciously looking for
justifications. This is normal human behaviour. The discussion that followed Jarosław Hrycak’s article was political rather than
historical. Hrycak made a very strong point about whether something that could not be won was worth the sacrifice of so
many young people. Was it worthwhile starting a desperate fight against the Red Army, the Poles, the Polish underground, the
Germans, instead of preserving the nation’s human resources? Of course, this proposition was very painful and could not stand
without discussion because thousands of gifted young people were murdered by the NKVD or died in Soviet camps. Questions
were asked: would there be an independent Ukraine, had it not been for the many victims and sacrifices for the cause of
independence? Again, the issue has been sidetracked from the purely academic to the political point of view, where Ukraine is
first and foremost a political matter.
Grzegorz Motyka: Professor Zashkilniak has said that he disagrees with me but while talking about the discussion about
Hrycak’s text, he has actually demonstrated that I am right. I have said that there was no discussion of the proposal to separate
what is wrong in the history of the OUN and UPA from what is good or, at least, can be good. What I consider wrong were
the atrocities perpetrated against Poles, and for that matter the murders of Jews. A debate on this subject has not yet taken
place in Ukraine, which means that public opinion there regards internal Ukrainian matters as the most important, while issues
relating to the crimes committed by the nationalist movement are of minor significance. I can understand that such discussion
is very difficult. Based on similar Polish experiences where crimes of a much lesser magnitude were discussed, I am aware that
such issues can stir up quite strong emotions. Nonetheless, sooner or later, such a debate will have to take place in Ukraine.
Pokłosie, a film dealing with a blot on Polish history, i.e. the murders of Jews in 1941, was recently shown at cinemas. I think it is
a very good film, and I see it as a universal story about killing. If, someday, a similar Ukrainian film is made about the Volhynian
massacre, that would be a sign of normalcy. It is not the point that such a film should present history from the Polish point of
view. We simply need films, books and other works of art that show empathy towards innocent victims.
A.Z.: Why is empathy so important in education? Should it not set the path for education today?
Grzegorz Motyka: This issue touches on didactics so I can only give an answer based on my own experience. For a year I delivered
lectures on the history of genocide at the Pułtusk Academy of Humanities. I laboriously developed a certain methodology
for those lectures, and I often use this methodology for other lectures as well. When I draw people’s attention to certain
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mechanisms of crimes that have occurred throughout history on various continents, among various races and nationalities,
I have this somewhat naïve hope that while talking about these crimes, I also convey the message that such things should never
happen again. Every individual can do the wrong in certain situations, and nobody really knows how they would behave at
a moment in history when faced with equally dramatic choices. The point is that if we experience such a moment in history, our
conscience should warn us that such solutions are wrong. Perhaps this would help humanity reach a stage when phenomena
such as genocide will be merely a thing of the past.
Leonid Zashkilniak: This is a romantic vision but I am a romantic too, and I believe that humanity will learn in the end. Empathy
and sympathy are within us. On November 1 this year, like every year since 2002, a march was organised to the Łyczaków
(Lychakiv) Cemetery to the graves of the Eagles and the Sich Riflemen, accompanied by joint prayers of the Greek Catholics,
Roman Catholics and Orthodox in memory of the victims of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict. In Ukraine, political, ethical and
moral matters are kept separate. Referring to the question of genocide, a very good book by Andriy Kozytsky about the mass
extermination of people in the 20th century has been published in Lviv recently. At present, it is probably the best publication
in Ukrainian historiography.
Emil Majuk: To what extent are cases of help and rescue present in the historiography, the discussion about the Polish-Ukrainian conflict?
Grzegorz Motyka: This thread is present in Polish historiography but has not yet been fully researched (the study by Romuald
Niedzielko is an important step in that direction). Nearly all books, regardless of the views of the Polish authors, stress that
there was a considerable group of ordinary Ukrainians who rescued their neighbours. It is also stressed that there were cases
where the Ukrainians sacrificed their lives for the Polish neighbours.
Leonid Zashkilniak: Articles about Ukrainians helping Poles appear only rarely in Ukrainian historiography, as a side note. On
the Polish side, there are articles about Poles rescuing Ukrainians. Nearly every memoir-type work provides details of mutual
help. Ukrainians rescuing Poles appear somewhat in the background.
E.M.: Perhaps this is due to problems with verifying these accounts?
Leonid Zashkilniak: Perhaps because there were more negative cases... In fact, the good things should be remembered, and
the bad should be forgotten.
A.Z.: What is the state of knowledge about the events in Volhynia among young people in both countries?
Leonid Zashkilniak: In 2003, before the 70th anniversary, a survey was conducted among teenagers and students. It showed
that knowledge about those events, particularly among Ukrainian youth, was almost nil. Now, ten or so years later, I cannot
quote exact figures but it seems to me that school and university students, particularly in western Ukraine, know slightly more
about the subject. In eastern and central Ukraine, Soviet-style views prevail – the Red Army, struggle, pobieda, etc. So, sadly
enough, older people are not bothered about anti-Polish operations or Polish-Ukrainian relations during World War II. Some
say, “It happened, so what? Now we go for a coffee to Przemyśl, and the Poles come here. Look how many visitors come here
on Sunday.”
Grzegorz Motyka: In Poland, on the other hand, there is a view that public knowledge about this subject is limited, but a survey
conducted by the Second World War Museum a few years ago showed different results. As far as I can remember, about 60
percent of Poles had heard something about the Volhynian massacres and the activities of the UPA. Of course this was not
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encyclopaedic or textbook knowledge but even so, the findings came as a big surprise to many people. It became clear that
awareness of the terror suffered by the Poles at the hands of the UPA was quite high. I often mention the findings of that
survey because they show that we face a serious historical problem which appears in Polish-Ukrainian relations whether
we want it or not. Several times during my classes with Polish and Ukrainian students I have noticed that when a discussion
about history started, lack of knowledge was not an issue. They knew, or rather “remembered” the past quite differently,
and their knowledge depended on whether they were Poles or Ukrainians. That is why I believe that we are dealing with
a Polish-Ukrainian conflict of memory. Twenty years ago, when the Polish-Ukrainian dialogue was beginning, the situation was
extremely serious because Poles and Ukrainians did not know much about each other. The entire knowledge of one nation
about the other was informed by stereotypes: on the Polish side – the stereotype of a Ukrainian rezun (slaughterer, murderer),
and on the Ukrainian side – of a haughty Lach (Lechite) one should beware of at all times. It seems to me that during these
two decades of freedom, a whole lot of contentious issues among historians have been clarified and cleansed. The meetings
at Lychakiv Cemetery are a proof of that.
Leonid Zashkilniak: I believe that this [the Lychakiv Cemetery – translator’s note] is a place of joint Polish-Ukrainian
remembrance, and this is what counts most.
Grzegorz Motyka: Yes, precisely. It seems that today the only contentious episode in history that remains unresolved is the
assessment of the Volhynia massacre. This is a serious problem that should be addressed because sooner or later it will have
to be resolved. Taking up this subject in Poland is important because, among other reasons, if mainstream historians do not
tackle the subject, it will be taken over by groups of extremists. Although new studies on Polish-Ukrainian relations appear
– a book by Mariusz Zajączkowski about the activities of the UPA in the Lublin Region will soon come out, in my opinion very
good – there is currently a marked transition to a new stage of discussion in Poland. Having learnt the basic facts, historians are
placing more emphasis on how to describe those events, what to call them. As for those sceptics who think this subject had
better be left alone, I always tell them that, in practice, this would be tantamount to allowing extremist interpretations to be
recognised as the only and true picture of those events.
A.Z.: Do you have any suggestions as to how informal education can be strengthened? Should its aim be to increase historical
awareness of difficult historical subjects since there is no place for them in public education?
Leonid Zashkilniak: There are two kinds of risk here. On the one hand, historians and journalists write about these subjects;
the media covers the topic in various ways. There is a fear that these “black stains” may cast a shadow on present-day relations.
Of course we can see that the relations between the states are quite normal, European-style, but there is a danger that if we
talk and write about these difficult historical subjects too much, the attention they receive may make matters worse. Worse
still, those events and generally the whole subject of the Ukrainian liberation movement are exploited for political ends.
If Ukraine were a more ethnically and socially balanced country, like Poland, the situation would be better. Unfortunately,
Ukraine is not like that. I can already see that next year attempts will be made to exploit these issues to heighten the tension
among Ukrainians themselves. Attempts will be made by our communists and the Party of Regions in order to pull Ukraine
away from Poland by means of such statements: “Can you see who you are dealing with? They have a problem with Bandera’s
movement, with bandits. Do you need that? Poland has to distance herself from Ukraine. The real Ukraine is there, in the east,
and that Ukraine wants to be with Russia because the three sisters – Russia, Ukraine and Belarus – have been together for
centuries.” We shall see what happens. For us it is very important that these matters do not become an issue at international
level. It is essential that we, historians and ordinary people develop this debate. Those events have already taken place, there
will be no more victims, and we have to pray for and remember them. As a civil society, however, we have to resolve these
problems in a civilised manner. That is why, as far as I can see, our young people do not show much interest in finding things
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out. No, they would rather travel to Lublin, Warsaw, Przemyśl, or Kraków to have a coffee or take a walk there. This country is
poor. Our people have been stripped of everything. Billions are spent on other goals. Books will make no difference for what
can still be done. Art, cinema and literature, these have the greatest impact on people’s awareness. Unfortunately, Ukraine
does not produce any films. For example, Americans get 60 percent of their information about the history of their country
from films, 9 percent from school and only 0.1–0.2 percent from scholarly works. Scholarship must constitute a sound basis for
writers, journalists and politicians, but they are not very willing to refer to sources.
Grzegorz Motyka: I would like to make two remarks about what has been said. Firstly, in the early 1990s, the Polish government
decided to develop neighbourly relations with Ukraine so that historical issues could be separated from political matters. This
principle has been adhered to until now. It is worth noting that this was quite a deliberate decision, which until today has
been very strongly criticised by certain groups albeit most often not openly. I place emphasis on this because the aim of the
parliamentary resolution recognising the Volhynian massacres as genocide was only an ethical assessment of those events.
That resolution was not aimed at persuading the Foreign Minister to continue good neighbourly relations with Ukraine on
condition that certain history-related demands were met. Secondly, the risk of exploiting the issue of the UPA’s activities
against the Poles in Ukraine’s internal politics. Such a risk is certainly present but, in my opinion, there is no better way to
eliminate this risk than tackling the problem in a decisive manner and starting an open, public debate, perhaps primarily
in western Ukraine. It is a bad idea to establish defensive positions as is happening now. Books comparable to the book by
Vyatrovych have also been published in Poland, which try to negate Polish responsibility for various atrocities against Jews. This
has led to no good though. Studies of this kind have been severely criticised. I understand how difficult Ukraine’s situation is
today. I know how difficult, in these times, it is to take up challenges that sometimes require great sacrifice. But on the other
hand, Ukrainian historians cannot expect us, Polish historians, to remain silent about issues in Ukraine that are worrying us and
about books we cannot agree with. I cannot remain silent when the book by Vyatrovych, who negates the organised character
of UPA’s activity, is presented as an accomplishment of Ukrainian historiography whose achievements in other areas I respect.
I believe that this book is an embarrassment to Ukrainian historiography. And one more thing, since the impact of literature
has been mentioned here: I read The Museum of Abandoned Secrets by Oksana Zabuzhko very carefully, pen in hand, and I am
sorry to say it but parts of the book concerning the UPA’s attitude to Poles and Jews are simply a falsification of history. In any
case, the Poles in the novel are caricatures. I have not found a single sentence that would present the Poles in a positive light,
and the massacres in Volhynia are presented in a bizarre way, to say the least. To answer your question, I have no ready-made
solutions, of course. In your studies, you have come against a huge problem which has a gigantic bibliography. In order to say
anything sensible on the subject, you have to have read hundreds of books in Polish, Ukrainian and Russian; and it is advisable
to be familiar with studies by German and American authors as well. Therefore, one should be cautious, though one can, for
instance, select a few proven examples of neighbourly help and use them for educational purposes. Such micro-histories,
stories of individual people, are often more important to readers than an elaborate portrayal of those events.
Leonid Zashkilniak: I would like to add that we will never convince the older people who know those events from their childhood;
their memories and stereotypes are fixed. What is important is that those events are not perceived in a confrontational
manner by the majority in society. You can write about anything but you just need to choose carefully the words to convey
this information to people. I would not be so harsh on Vyatrovych though. He says that he wrote his study based on OUN
and UPA sources obtained from collections that had thus far been unavailable. Of course, he presents a one-sided picture of
events but this picture follows on from Ukrainian documents. A Ukrainian MP, Vadim Kolesnichenko organised an exhibition
entitled “Ukrainian nationalists, criminals, murderers of Poles and Jews during World War II.” The exhibition caused an outrage.
Nevertheless, I have a positive outlook on the development of historiography. It is essential that historians strike a balance so
that conflicts among politicians do not flare up. We must not let historical memory overlap with politics.
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Grzegorz Motyka: But Vyatrovych’s book precisely serves the purpose of those in Poland who would welcome such a Polish-Ukrainian clash. If we have been able to avoid such a clash so far, it is, among other reasons, thanks to the fact that all Polish
historians stated categorically that this book is biased.
A.Z.: Would Polish-Ukrainian dialogue benefit from discussions that would cover the context of retaliatory actions, Operation
Vistula or the problem of Ukrainians murdered by the Stalinist system? Can a debate based on these questions contribute to
a fuller understanding of the history which is so complicated and painful to both parties?
Leonid Zashkilniak: In my opinion, Operation Vistula has been thoroughly studied. There only remain some doubts as to
whether the decision the Polish authorities made to conduct the operation was made autonomously or were they merely
carrying out orders from Moscow, from the Kremlin. The deportations of Ukrainians from the future Poland were mentioned
by Churchill and Stalin as early as 1941–1942. Churchill talked about precisely that during a session at the House of Commons
in 1944. The question is: was there any influence on those matters from outside Poland or Ukraine, or was it largely Poland’s
own action? It is a moot point but I know that there is rather no discussion there. Because the operation has been judged... by
Polish and Ukrainians historians and politicians from an ethical perspective.
A.Z.: Are any studies published about Ukrainians murdered by the NKVD?
Leonid Zashkilniak: Currently, a lot is being written about Ukrainians murdered in Soviet camps, during deportations, etc.
many documentary and journalistic books have been published. The Ukrainian movement has been described as a national
movement active in the years 1939–1960. According to this picture, which prevails in textbooks even now, all Ukrainians
fought for communism and socialism, there was nobody who put up resistance; yes, there were Bandera’s men, but they
were quickly crushed and anyway they had no influence with the population. The reality was different, however. Now we have
to rewrite this post-war history of Ukraine because there was a powerful anti-Soviet, pro-independence movement which,
of course, was suppressed with all possible means by the powerful dissident movement. This picture of non-Soviet Ukraine
has to be restored to the pages of history; it has to be said that Soviet textbooks did not tell the entire truth. It is difficult to
get this message across to society. In western Ukraine, actually, this is not a problem, but it is in the centre, south and east
where most of the population continues to live under the yoke of Soviet stereotypes. Even now, they still have monuments to
Lenin, streets named after Dzierżyński and hundreds of others who tormented the Ukrainian people. Unfortunately, Ukraine’s
Minister of Education and Science, Dmytro Tabachnik, removes from textbooks nearly everything that concerns the Ukrainian
liberation movement, which, after all, existed. It is a tragic story. Almost nobody has written about the Ukrainian population
under wartime occupation when it lived its own life. This is also a task facing Ukrainian historiography. We simply have to write
a new history where there will be no Soviet citizens but Ukraine and Ukrainians instead.
Grzegorz Motyka: Actually, I agree with nearly everything that Professor Zashkilniak has said in relation to Operation Vistula. It
seems that there is a growing understanding in Poland that Operation Vistula was wrong. The problem of who actually made
the decision remains although it seems that the latest book by Eugeniusz Misiło, Akcja “Wisła”, answers this question in part,
even though the answer is different the one the author intended. Misiło presents the basic facts of the decision-making process
which, in his opinion, indicate that the decision was made autonomously by Warsaw. In my view, the facts suggest something
else: Warsaw asks Kiev whether Soviet Ukraine will receive more Ukrainians and when the answer is: “We will not take them...”
Leonid Zashkilniak: But Kiev did not decide about anything in Ukraine.
Grzegorz Motyka: Not exactly. Kiev’s answer that Ukraine would not take more deportees had a deeper meaning. In communist
newspeak, this answer boiled down to: “They are yours, do whatever you want with them.” Thereby, the Communist Party
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(Bolshevik) of Ukraine gave up any right to represent that group of people.
Leonid Zashkilniak: The thing is that the decision was not made in Kiev. Kiev could do nothing, only the Kremlin could decide.
Grzegorz Motyka: Of course, we do not know what orders were received by the republic’s authorities from the Kremlin.
Perhaps Kiev was told: “Do what you want”, and Warsaw heard: “Settle this between yourselves.” Documents pertaining to
this subject are still classified.
Leonid Zashkilniak: Stalin may have said: “Do what you want.”
Grzegorz Motyka: Maybe. At any rate, there must have been reminders saying: “Order must finally be established at the
border.” This was the most important issue in the eyes of the communist regime. I would also like to mention the problem
of communist repressions against Ukrainians in Western Ukraine in the years 1944–1953. I have an impression that historical
research in Ukraine focusses on the fight against the Ukrainian underground but not on the accompanying repressive measures.
According to official Soviet data, 153 thousand Ukrainians died between 1944 and 1953. However you look at it, this number
is several times higher than the number of Ukrainian victims of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict. I would venture a hypothesis that
if we conducted a survey among Ukrainian youth, the majority would be convinced that Poles killed more Ukrainians than the
Soviets.
A.Z.: Perhaps we do not need reconciliation in today’s Polish-Ukrainian relations?
Leonid Zashkilniak: It seems that reconciliation has already taken place and now nothing divides us. We have common interests
in Europe, common interests in strengthening universal humanist values. We are reconciled with each other. Suffice it to recall
the year 2003, the meeting of our presidents, the joint statements. The declaration of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine [Ukraine’s
Parliament] was adopted with a one-vote majority; the communists did not want to let it through, and today they also want
the Polish-Ukrainian border to be a border between Europe and Asia. I believe that we no longer need the reconciliation at the
level of the people, society and state. We need talks and a humanistic evaluation of those events, and this is going to take time.
A.Z.: You mean that the reconciliation manifest in the political gesture made in 2003, after the meeting of the presidents of
Poland and Ukraine, can be described as political reconciliation or reconciliation on a wider, universal human scale?
Grzegorz Motyka: There is a saying that there are no contentious issues in Polish-Ukrainian relations except for history. I would
say that we are no longer divided over the entire history but precisely the period of World War II and the problem of UPA’s
anti-Polish operation. I would be careful with statements about achieving reconciliation. Reconciliation is not a one-off act
of embracing each other; it is a process of developing a shared awareness on both sides of the border. The current conflict
of memory can be resolved through more meetings, conferences, open and honest discussions and, last but not least, the
opening of more cemeteries. The point is that the process has to be patiently and painstakingly continued.
26 November 2012, Lviv. The discussion took place at the Centre for Urban History of East Central Europe
Translated by Sławomir Nowodworski
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II Contexts: History – Memory – Culture
Paweł Smoleński

I Like to Think
Dedicated to Jacek Kuroń, advocate of truth and Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation.
Today it is clear how deeply he is missed.
I like to think that in the case of these particular issues, I was saved by my aversion to school and lack of any reverence
for books, in one word – ignorance. At the time when, following orders from above, I should have read those two books,
I preferred to play football and hoped for the best that the teacher would not call me out to talk about the books in class. That
is why I did not read Łuny w Bieszczadach (Bieszczady on Fire) and Ślady rysich pazurów (Traces of Lynx Claws) which were on
the compulsory reading list at each school during Poland’s communist period. Actually, I read them, but it was many years later
when I already knew more about the subject... Then my belief was confirmed that you can write anything on paper, including
many vile things.
And these books are exceptionally nasty. Thus, my laziness and reluctance to study saved me from being brainwashed.
Or it may have been the result of an evening I spent as a child watching Ogniomistrz Kaleń (Artillery Sergeant Kaleń)
on TV, and my father, who was very alert to any falsehood, interpreted the name UPA mentioned in the film (of course in the
context of atrocities, banditry, etc.) as the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. And I thought to myself, I remember it very clearly to this
day: if someone stages an insurgency and considers themselves an insurgent, they have a good reason to do so because one
does not start uprising just so; an insurgent is a noble man by definition. This conclusion was simplistic, but I still like to think
this way. Or, I wish things were this way.
But it all really began when I was persuaded to visit the village Pawłokoma in the Przemyskie Foothills many years ago.
“You will go there,”I heard, “and then form your own opinion.”
I received an address and name: Dionizy Radoń. And so I went, together with Piotr Janowski, then a press photographer
of the Gazeta Wyborcza daily.

***

This was one of the most important trips in my entire journalist career. And the meeting with Dionizy Radoń, no
longer with us, was one of the most enlightening. In March 1945 Radoń, then a boy, witnessed a massacre of 365 Ukrainian
inhabitants of Pawłokoma carried out by a Home Army unit. The alleged reason for the massacre was the earlier kidnapping,
by persons unknown, of seven Poles from Pawłokoma, which was eagerly, though wrongfully, attributed to the UPA.
In the early 1960s the inhabitants of the village destroyed the Greek Catholic church, and the Greek Catholic cemetery,
where the massacre took place, was partially converted into the village waste dump.
Dionizy Radoń, though born into an ethnically mixed family, considered himself a Pole and a Roman Catholic. From
1946 he would light candles at the mass grave where not a single cross was erected for many years. He was the only person in
the village who chose to remember, even though the entire population knew the truth about the events of March 1945. He fell
foul with several neighbours, but the majority regarded him as a harmless (?) oddball. That is until he got into the bad books
of the local, democratically elected authorities.
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In 1998, he said: “I removed the rubbish, cut the grass and, because depressions had formed in the place where the victims
were buried, I brought some dirt, made small mounds and stuck birch-tree crosses into them. The village mayor said it was
illegal. Mister, every grave is legal, even of the biggest criminal, and the ones from Pawłokoma were innocent.”
The crosses were vandalized, while Radoń’s neighbours levelled the dirt mounds. The mayor of Dynów municipality,
to which Pawłokoma belongs, told me that those were “illegal monuments to bandits.”
For remembering the murdered people, Dionizy Radoń was beaten up at least twice by “persons unknown” although
it seemed to me that the inhabitants knew who had done it. He stopped counting the insults, assault attempts and anonymous
threatening letters. They set fire to his barn and poisoned his dogs. Nonetheless, on each anniversary of the massacre and on
All Saints’ Day, Radoń would invariably light candles, lay flowers, put the fallen crosses back into place, and tidy up the litter. All
these years, he did it all alone.
But it was Dionizy Radoń who was right. Eight years after I met him, the Presidents of Poland and Ukraine jointly
unveiled the monument commemorating the murdered Ukrainian inhabitants of Pawłokoma. It is only right that they did. But
the real hero of the story is Dionizy Radoń.
***
Through Pawłokoma I discovered aspects of Polish-Ukrainian history that I had not known about. The feature
entitled “Cichaj Dionizy” (“Hush, Dionizy”) opened up a host of stories from other ethnically mixed or Ukrainian villages in
the Bieszczady Mountains, the Przemyskie Foothills, the Low Beskids. Some of them have already disappeared from maps, for
example, Zawadka Morochowska, a quiet village hidden among the hills and forests, a village where Polish troops carried out
three expulsion operations.
These are tales of unexplained crimes but, above all, stories of injustice without compensation, told after decades of
silence. It transpires that Poland’s recent history holds secrets which are not necessarily something to be proud of.
Everywhere, thank God, I have met people like Dionizy Radoń and, unfortunately, people like the mayor of Dynów
municipality who forbade the commemoration of the victims. I do not even want to mention his name. I am afraid that the
latter kind of people are more numerous. The most numerous group, however, are the unconcerned, and this attitude is
almost as damaging as hatred because it allows the monsters of the past to raise their ugly heads at every opportunity. Or even
without a particular opportunity.
***
My stories were read by Jacek Kuroń, a Pole born in Lviv, who was very much dedicated to Polish-Ukrainian
reconciliation. He said that I was both right and wrong.
I was wrong because the other party – the Ukrainians – treated the Poles with equal cruelty, and the Volhynia
massacres are among the biggest crimes against civilians during World War II. And my writing mainly deals with Polish sins.
And that is precisely why, according to Jacek, I was right. Because Poles should make a clean breast of their sins
without at once talking about the wrongs done to them. This is a simple question of honesty and decency.
Reconciliation requires the good will of both parties. But acknowledging that one has committed sins (and this
a condition for reconciliation) requires the readiness and courage of only one party. When you confess your guilt, you should
not expect the same, or any gratitude, in return. Although you may hope that something like this will happen.
What is more, inquiring who started the conflict, calculating the relative numbers of victims and “competing” with
regard to who suffered most and whose wounds are deeper, does not serve any good. A discussion about facts should be
conducted by historians. Reconciliation will never happen without the debate of scholars. But reconciliation is not a matter
of knowledge but of feelings, memory, overcoming the bad feelings arising from family stories. And these stories are like an
inheritance, they concern everyone.
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That is why it is pointless to hope that anger will stop with the generations that have not suffered. It will not happen.
Anger that has not been discussed and healed will be passed on to the next generation. And it is going to be even worse
because it will draw on stories and will be devoid of personal experience which always suggests that one Pole or Ukrainian was
a bad man, while another Pole or Ukrainian was decent. Memory allows nuances although, we have to admit, not in all cases.
Family stories rule out any shades of grey.
Jacek said that the distinction between those who desire Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation and mutual forgiveness and
those who brood over the past is different than the division into the political right and left, believers and non-believers, those
born in the Kresy borderland and those from Zakerzonia. It is a division between those capable of empathy and those who
cultivate suffering. He did not know how to eradicate this division. And he felt guilty about it.
Or perhaps he knew how? His friendship with Yevhen Stakhiv, a legend of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army and the
Ukrainian nationalist movement is an example showing that anything is possible. Stakhiv, an enemy of Poland in his youth,
found an opportunity for a better tomorrow in the reconciliation between our two nations. Jacek understood that Stakhiv
had come a long way. But Jacek himself did not hide anything from his earlier life: after all, in his youth, slightly hot-headed
and much less knowledgeable, he had named the scouts teams under his charge in memory of general Walter, i.e. Karol
Świerczewski. Walter had quite a few Ukrainian miseries on his conscience.
Both Kuroń and Stakhiv called to to the heavens about the necessity for Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation. Both beat
their own breasts. They were often in a minority. Sometimes people listened to them.
***
In the winter of 2008, I went to Piskorowice, a village located amidst the flat fields by the San river near Przemyśl.
Before the war, it was a mainly Ukrainian, Greek Catholic village, supposedly harmonious and peaceful, even though a Polish
priest squabbled with the Ukrainian priest over who ruled the people’s hearts and minds. In the early spring of 1945, the
Ukrainians prepared to move to the Soviet Ukraine were assembled at the local school. Their move never took place. A unit
of the National Military Organization under the command of Józef Zdzierski “Wołyniak” entered the village. Hundreds were
murdered. The inhabitants of the nearby villages took part in the massacre too. There have been no more Greek Catholics in
the village since then, and the Greek Catholic church has turned into ruin.
However, Piskorowice has followed a different path than the majority of villages afflicted by the Polish-Ukrainian
conflict. At the initiative of the inhabitants, with the support of the local authorities and rector of the Roman Catholic parish,
a bilingual plaque was placed on the school: “In memory of the Ukrainian inhabitants of Piskorowice and its environs, murdered
in this building in April 1945.” The unveiling ceremony occasioned a local celebration. There were guests from Ukraine, firemen
brought chairs and tables to the school, the Country Housewives Club prepared food, and the rector invited everyone to pray
together.
People in Piskorowice do not jump at each other’s throats. No one points an accusing finger at the originators of the
memorial plaque, even though it mentions the wrongdoing of the Poles and the suffering of the Ukrainian victims. If there is
any criticism, it comes from people from the outside. But no one in Piskorowice pays heed to them.
The memorial plaque has never been desecrated. On the contrary, people light candles and lay flowers decorated with
Polish and Ukrainian national colours. The example of Piskorowice proves that you can talk about history and remember it in
a way which does not offend anyone’s sensitivities. And that, on such a foundation, you can build understanding for the future.
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***
I have never written a piece on the Ukrainian crimes in Volhynia even though it seems that I know quite a lot about
them. It is not that I have never been tempted by the subject. On the contrary, there is something picturesque in crime, if you
pardon the expression. Cruelty can be graphic, and it is easier to write about evil than about what is good.
In the end, however, I have concluded that I had better leave it to others. What I would really like is for such pieces of
reportage to be written by Ukrainians.
I have also thought that as long as there are people in Poland – lay persons and clergy, the Left and the Right,
women and men, inhabitants of a tiny village and a metropolis – who believe that the Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation will be
accomplished when the Ukrainians kneel down and apologise, and then they will graciously forgive (or not – if there is too little
humility in that request for forgiveness, the knees have not been worn enough by the kneeling, etc., etc.), I will not join their
team even if my intentions are entirely different.
I prefer to ponder why my dear compatriots behaved the way they did and what prevents them from admitting their
guilt. I would also rather be proud that I had the good fortune to have met Mr Dionizy Radoń.
I wish that a similar climate would prevail in other villages with a similar experience to Piskorowice, both in Poland and
Ukraine. This is difficult but possible.
And when it finally happens, it turns out it was not so difficult after all. You just need some imagination.
Translated by Sławomir Nowodworski
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Andrij Portnov

Ukrainian (Non)Rememberence of Volhynia 1943
The new Ukrainian history coursebook for schools, published in 2011, make absolutely no mention of the Volhynia
events.3 In the previous coursebook, often criticized for being too “patriotic” in its portrayal of the past, the mass killings of
Polish inhabitants of Volhynia organized by UPA were presented as follows: “The relations between UPA and Polish armed
troupes representing various political forces present in the western regions of Ukraine turned tragic. UPA declared the necessity
to close the secondary front, apart from the Nazi and the Soviet front lines. An agreement with Polish nationalist forces could
not be reached. Ukrainians blamed the Poles, who wanted to reconstruct Poland within its prewar borders. Poles, on the other
hand, claimed that the impossibility of reaching a compromise stemmed from the unyielding position of the Ukrainians. The
civilians, above all, were to become the victims of this political antagonism.”4 The quotation is a strongly euphemized version
of the events and not in any way helpful in understanding what happened in Volhynia in 1943, but it clearly demonstrates how
difficult it is for Ukrainian society to talk about the issue.
In 2003, on the 60th anniversary of the Volhynia massacre, the joint declaration of the parliaments of Poland and
Ukraine, which condemned anti-Polish campaigns from the time of World War II, was accepted by the Verkhovna Rada only
at president Leonid Kuchma’s insistence and with a difference of just one vote. Accepting this document was important for
Kuchma’s relations with Poland, not for Ukraine’s internal policy.
Kiev did not use any measures that would give this issue wider publicity. According to sociological research conducted
in 2003, 48.9 percent of Ukrainians had never heard of the Volhynia tragedy of 1943.5
This number should come as no surprise as the issue of Poles killed in Volhynia had been taboo under Soviet propaganda and
the chance to learn anything on the subject was technically none, especially for inhabitants of geographical regions furthest
away from Volhynia.
The Volhynia tragedy was never, either before or after 2003, the subject of Ukrainian films, with perhaps the exception
of Svitlana Ostapenko’s 2011 twenty-minute documentary, “Volyn trahedija. Operacija Vistula” (“The Tragedy of Volhynia.
Operation Vistula”) which gave a rather superficial treatment of the issue, nor was it the subject of any theatrical or literary
work or commemorative civic initiatives. Individual local projects, much as they deserve a mention, do not change the overall
picture, examples being the opening of the Polish cemetery in the Ostrówki village of Luboml Region or Jaroslaw Caruk’s
project devoted to gathering eyewitness testimonies of events in 1943–1944.6
In April 2010, the organisation “Russkojazycznaja Ukraine” (“Russian-speaking Ukraine”) opened an exhibition of
photographs entitled “The Slaughter of Volhynia”. The exhibition took place in Kiev. Its patron, claiming to have been entitled
to speak on behalf of the “Russian-speaking Ukrainians”, was Vadim Kolesnichenko, delegated by the Party of Regions. This
event had nothing to do with a critical reflection on the dark pages of our history. The purpose of the exhibition was different
– to provoke friction within Ukrainian society, to oppose the myth of the “Great Patriotic War” with the accusations of “fascist
minions”. The co-organiser of the exhibition was the Society for Remembrance of the Victims of Ukrainian Nationalists’ Crimes.
Interestingly enough, these people had not considered conducting any research into the approach of the Ukrainians who
denounce UPA to the subjects of Stalin or the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact. In this way, they have allied themselves to people
3 O.I. Pometun, N.M. Hupan, Istorija Ukrajiny. Pidrucznyk dlja 11 klasu zahalnooswitnich nawczalnych zakładiw, Kiev 2011.
4 F.H. Turczenko, P.P. Panczenko, S.M. Tymczenko, Nowitnja istorija Ukrajiny. 11klas, Kiev 2006, p. 45.
5 В. Berdychowska, Ukraińcy wobec Wołynia. Zeszyty Historyczne, Paris 2003, Vol. 146, p. 69.
6 J. Caruk, Trahedija wołynśkych sił 1943–1944, Lviv 2003. Caruk’s work’s main goal was to deny the number of Polish victims given by Władysław and Ewa
Siemiaszko in their monograph. Despite the visible political connotations, the oral testimonies gathered by Caruk in the Volhynia villages, are of undeniable
scholarly value.
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who often justify Stalin’s crimes (including the Katyn massacre of Polish officers). In any case, the scuffles at the opening of
the Kiev exhibition and the accompanying atmosphere of scandal was in no way favourable to critical reflection on the past or
professional historiography.
In Ukrainian literature, the term “Tragedy of Volhynia” was adopted to discuss the events of the years 1943–1944.
In Ukrainian texts there are virtually no examples of classifying these events as “ethnic cleansing”, not to mention the term
“genocide”. To date, major works by Polish historians dealing with the issue have not been translated into Ukrainian which
significantly hinders a competent dialogue of any worth.
At the same time some Ukrainian historians have proposed labeling the Volhynia events of 1943 as a “war crime” and
summoned the societies of both countries to adopt the “forgive and ask for forgiveness” approach.7 These voices, however,
did not gain much support among their Ukrainian colleagues. A slightly modified interpretation of the Volhynia events, created
by the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists’ (OUN) propaganda, gained much wider popularity. This is clearly demonstrated
by the success of the recently published book by Volodymyr Vyatrovych entitled Polish-Ukrayinska Druha Wijn (Second Polish-Ukrainian War) which required a second print run shortly after the first.8
Expanding the main thesis of the OUN propaganda, the book aims at convincing the Ukrainian reader of the absence
of orders for OUN to carry out acts of extermination on the Polish population and presenting the events in Volhynia as
a spontaneous movement of Ukrainian village dwellers, denying that the UPA anti-Polish activities had a coordinated character
and lowering the number of their victims; it insists that Poles were the ones to begin the attacks and the Ukrainians were just
forced to act in self-defence, presenting the events as “war” so that the concept of “genocide” would not cross anyone’s mind.9
Ukrainian authors, clearly more open in expressing their thoughts, state that what happened in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia
was an act of “expelling the colonizers from the Ukrainian lands” and therefore it would be “deeply immoral to require an
apology from the victims.”10
It would be also worth mentioning that in Ukraine the subject of the Volhynia massacre is still a local issue and does
not play a major role in the general Ukrainian perception of World War II. In Poland, on the other hand, it is one of the most
significant topics where the memories of the war are concerned. This asymmetry leaves a significant mark on the Ukrainian
attempts at settling the scores with its own past. Remaining a “gray zone” between the EU and Russia and persistently seeking
the meaning of its existence, contemporary Ukraine seems unable to get rid of the phobias of “new Russification” and “lack
of national idea”, and a greater part of the society yearns for simple answers to the complex challenges posed by modernity.
The casualties of this “desire for simplicity” are a critical reflection on one’s past, the development of empathy for alternative
memory and willingness to see yourself in history not only as a victim but also as a culprit. On the Polish side, the understanding
for Ukrainian “growth pains” is rapidly declining, which inevitably leads to an exacerbation of two-sided judgments and
a deepening of the crisis in Polish-Ukrainian historical understanding.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka
7 Most of all: J. Hrycak, Tezy do dyskusji pro UPA, Strasti za nacjonalizmom, Kiev 2004, p. 111. (Polish edition.: J. Hrycak, Tezy do dyskusji o UPA [in:] Nowa
Ukraina. Nowe interpretacje, Wrocław 2009, p. 85; I. Iljuszyn, UPA i AK. Protystojannja u Zachidnij Ukrajini (1939–1945 rr.), Kiev 2009.
8 V. Vyatrovych, Druha polśko-ukrajinśka wijna 1942–1947, Kiev 2011, 2012.
9 A detailed analysis of these narrative strategies can be found in the essays: A. Portnov, Wołyń – 1943. Pro kompleks żertwy z czystym sumlinnjam, http://
www.istpravda.com.ua/articles/2011/06/30/44410/, A. Portnov, Istorija dlja domaszniego upotrieblienija, http://urokiistorii.ru/blogs/andrei-portnov/3149
[accessed on 2 December 2012].
10 J. Daszkewycz, Podzwinnje operacji „Wisła”, „Ji”, No. 10, p. 65, 68. Daszkewycz’s words on “removing the colonisers” are almost identical with the theses
of resolutions of the First Congress of the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists in 1929, when the organisation’s intentions to “complete eradication of all
the invaders from the Ukrainian lands.”
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Piotr Tyma

The Volhynian problem: the dilemmas of Ukrainians from Poland
The Polish-Ukrainian conflict in Volhynia and its scale, causes and consequences for the mutual perception of Poles
and Ukrainians can be written about in a variety of ways. A particular approach to the problem may result from a number
of factors such as one’s origin, personal experience, the books one has read, and one’s sensitivity shaped by the media or
personal contact with the inhabitants of the former south-eastern provinces of the Second Polish Republic. It may also follow
from one’s understanding of the place and role of historical issues in the policy pursued by the state or the activities of civil
society organisations.
In the mid-1980s, the novel Czerwone noce (Red Nights) by Henryk Cybulski (five editions by 1990), which described
the story of the defence of a Volhynian village, Przebraże, was the subject of discussions in Ukrainian circles. The book aroused
interest because, on the one hand, it features the subject of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) and, on the other hand, it
has been referenced in Polish-Ukrainian discussions on World War II. Articles on this subject published in Przegląd Tygodniowy
(Weekly Review) were in similar vein. A largely distorted view of Polish-Ukrainian relations dominated in both sources. They
usually presented “bloodthirsty” Ukrainians, “crazed Nazi collaborators”, “brutal sadists” on the one hand and, on the other,
the defenceless Polish population, Soviet partisans and Poles defending themselves against the murderous assaults of the
“nationalists” (Ukrainian ones, of course, because the term “nationalist” was mostly reserved for this nation).
Towards the end of the 1980s, the publication of Władyka Świętojurski: Rzecz o arcybiskupie Andrzeju Szeptyckim (The
Bishop of St. George’s Cathedral. The Story of Archbishop Andrzej Szeptycki)11 and Herosi spod znaku tryzuba (Heroes under
the Trident Banner)12 had a strong impact on how the perception of the conflict developed. These books were also the subject
of a heated debate in Ukrainian circles in Poland, for the same reasons as Cybulski’s novel. Ukrainians interested in their own
history were avid readers not only of this kind of literature, but also of strictly propaganda publications from the Żółty Tygrys
(Yellow Tiger) series or Artur Bata’s books because they assuaged the Ukrainians’ thirst for information on the “forbidden
history” (the book Droga donikąd (The Road to Nowhere) by B. Szcześniak and Wiesław Z. Szota reached a limited audience).
It remains an open question how this type of publications influenced the rest of society, including the inhabitants of the Kresy
(the eastern Borderlands) and their descendants.
The perception of the so-called Volhynia question by the Ukrainian minority was also impacted by the fact that in
the 1990s Polish press and media reported that 300 or even 500 thousand Poles had fallen victim to the UPA. An additional
jarring note was struck when the media reported on investigations conducted by the Main Commission for the Investigation
of Crimes Against the Polish Nation concerning “the crimes of Ukrainian nationalists against Poles in the eastern Borderlands.”
The World War II victims were categorized according to ethnicity, but the reports did not mention the crimes suffered by Polish
citizens of a different ethnic origin, e.g. Ukrainians who were in majority in Volhynia, or the Ukrainian population in other
areas). The several instances of the Commission’s passivity with regard to crimes committed against the Ukrainian citizens of
Poland living within the present-day borders of Poland created a dissonance in the Ukrainian community’s view on the forms of
Polish-Ukrainian dialogue concerning difficult history. The renewed interest in the subject of the Borderlands, the idealisation
of the Second Polish Republic, and the simplified presentation of the causes and development of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict
appearing in mainstream media were also a source of concern.
With each year from the mid-1990s on, the version of the events as seen by some of the Kresy circles increasingly
came to dominate in the Polish media, e.g. in dailies such as Słowo. Dziennik Katolicki or Nasz Dziennik, and even in the
11 Andrey Sheptytsky – Archbishop of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church [translator’s note].
12 The Tryzub, or trident, is the national coat of arms of Ukraine [translator’s note].
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influential Rzeczpospolita daily. One-sided views were often presented on public television, and became the norm in the years
2007–2010.
Thus, the conflict over memory (also experienced by Polish citizens of Ukrainian origin) was inherited by the Third
Polish Republic from Communist Poland. This situation forced the representatives of the Ukrainian community to continually
search for new possibilities and forms of dialogue with the Poles. The process, however, did not mean the avoidance of
frequently awkward questions about facts linked with the actions and responsibility of the Polish side, both in the border area
in the years 1944–1947 as well as in Volhynia and Galicia in the years 1942–1944.
Doubts. Questions. Reflections from the perspective of 2012
Looking at what happened in Volhynia from the perspective of 2012, a person wishing to adhere to their personal
standards of calling evil and paying homage to all civilian victims of the bloody conflict is often placed in an uncomfortable
situation owing to the currently dominant Polish point of view on these events. This situation is very sharply perceived and felt
particularly by the Ukrainian minority which is seen by some circles as a hostage.
One can have doubts about the very level of public discourse on the history of Volhynia, the degree of objectivity and
presentation of various aspects of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict during World War II. One can get the impression that from the
end of the 1990s, the Kresy movement, and a considerable part of Polish politicians, historians and journalists, in their thinking
about the reasons for the bloody conflict in the Borderlands, have unquestioningly adopted the patterns of thought that
were partially elaborated in the Communist period (modified and supported by scholarly work and a large number of Polish
testimonies and memoirs). The works of reliable researchers, on the other hand, usually remain in a narrow field of interest.
As a result of this process and contradictory views of World War II in Ukraine, both the Polish and Ukrainian sides present
a substantial set of taboo subjects.
The first problem is that many publications ascribe the roots of the conflict and the high number of victims among the
Poles almost exclusively to the ideology of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), pursued by the UPA against the
Polish population in the years 1942–1945. In such a vision, there is usually no space for in-depth analysis, identification of other
factors (Germans, Soviets, the social background of the hostilities, the extent of wartime demoralization and criminalization
of society) or a full coverage of the question of the Ukrainian victims of the conflict. If Ukrainian victims are mentioned at all
in the established discourse in Poland, these are victims of “reprisals” (and usually the definition of a “reprisal action” is not
clearly defined; it is not specified what kind of actions qualify as reprisals). In consequence, each incident which resulted in
Ukrainian casualties is labelled a reprisal. Another instance of obfuscating the problem by means of terminology is referring
to Akcja “Wisła” (Operation “Vistula”) as the “defensive operation ‘Vistula’”, or putting forward arguments about the need to
defend the national interest and territorial integrity of the Polish state.
In fact, the reasons behind the bloody conflict (other than the ideological motives of the Ukrainians) still require
a full scholarly analysis. Another reason for concern is the lack of extensive investigation of tough matters, e.g. the problem
of Poles collaborating with Germans, including the crimes committed in Volhynia by German Police battalions made up of
Poles (e.g. Schutzmannschaftsbataillon 202, Schutzmannschaftsbataillon 107), and the impact of that factor on the dynamics
of the conflict and growth of mutual hatred. Except for an article by Grzegorz Motyka, published some time ago in the Karta
monthly, it is hard to find serious studies on this subject in Poland. What is also missing is an attempt to respond to the
fact that, after a while, some of those policemen joined the 27th Volhynian Division of the Home Army or other (e.g. Soviet)
partisan structures. There is a similar situation with the anti-Ukrainian activities of Polish troops closely cooperating with Soviet
partisans (e.g. units of Robert Satanowski or Józef Sobiesiak). In the case of Communist formations, the fact that they defended
the Polish population continues to be stressed while their behaviour towards the Ukrainian population is still little known.
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The highlighting of Ukrainian cruelty in numerous accounts and scholarly publications addressed to experts and
the general public (including the well-known but faked photo of the “garland” murder)13 as well as documentary films and
information materials broadcast and published on successive anniversaries, is interpreted by some members of the public
as sufficient reason to disregard the doubts and questions that may arise after reading, for instance, the works of Professor
Ryszard Torzewski or Ukrainian testimonies and memories from Volhynia.
One of the numerous doubts and questions that can be asked is: did all Polish “actions” really qualify as having the
character of reprisals? How else can one understand the facts reported by some researchers, such as the executions of all
captured Ukrainian males aged 16 to 60 carried out by Polish units during one stage of the Volhynian conflict? I believe that
without responding to such facts and explaining their scale to Poles and Ukrainians, it is going to be difficult to talk about
genuine dialogue and to demand from them a full condemnation of the inhumane actions of the Ukrainian underground.
After the Polish debate on Jedwabne, new publications by Professor Jan Grabowski, showing the wartime experiences
of Jews in Poland’s rural areas, and studies by Barbara Engelking-Boni, it is also difficult to idealize Poles from the eastern
Borderlands (inhabitants of Volhynian or Galician towns and villages) en bloc. What should be examined is the negative impact
continuous wartime threats had on Ukrainians and Poles, i.e. changes of rulers, terror instigated by the occupying powers,
the murder of 200 thousand Volhynian Jews, extreme living conditions. One can hardly accept the assertion made by Ewa
Siemiaszko (in an interview for the Rzeczpospolita daily) that “we had to deal with a culture where violence is deep-rooted” (of
course she meant Ukrainian culture). It is also difficult to concur with Siemiaszko when she sums up the question of Ukrainian
civilian casualties, e.g. in the village of Sahryń, with the euphemism “a painful reprisal”. Referring to hundreds of victims in such
a way does not create any space for dialogue.
Another question that is asked not often enough in public discourse is about the actual, scientifically proven number
of Polish and Ukrainian victims (both in Volhynia and eastern Galicia). The discrepancies in figures furnished by researchers
and writers are too large; the disproportions with regard to research on the subject and the research potential of the Polish
and Ukrainian sides are still enormous. In the context of the dispute over the number of victims, there is a lack of open debate
on the sources of information and the methods of determining the figures (the comprehensive project for counting Polish and
Ukrainian victims was unfortunately abandoned). Even scholarly publications contain conflicting data. The scale of Ukrainian
victim numbers remains a major issue. Polish historians put their number between 2 and 3 thousand in Volhynia (the total
number of Ukrainian deaths is 16 thousand), which is evidently smaller than the number of Polish victims. But does this
conclusion exhaust the subject of Ukrainian casualties? Does the number of Polish victims (approx. 60 thousand in Volhynia)
and the conviction that exclusive responsibility for the massacres lies with the Ukrainian underground really close the matter?
Is the decree of President Viktor Yushchenko awarding the “Hero of Ukraine” title to Stepan Bandera or the view of Ukrainian
history according to the Svoboda party14 really the end of the debate? Mindful of the need for genuine dialogue and full
reconciliation, I think the answer is: not by any means.
In 2003, Wiesław Romanowski, a Polish Television journalist at that time, and Eduard Lozovyy from the then most
popular Ukrainian commercial station 1+1, made a documentary entitled “The Fifth Commandment”, which was broadcast
in Poland and Ukraine. Besides commentaries from historians from both countries and testimonies of the witnesses to those
events (e.g. Poles from the village of Wola Ostrowiecka, and Ukrainians from the village of Malinówka who had fallen victim to
the conflict), the film tells the shocking story of the Polish girl Teresa Guz from Kolonia Niebrzydów. The girl’s father was killed
by Ukrainian partisans and she was rescued by a childless Ukrainian woman who treated her like her own child. A while later,
Polish partisans killed the Ukrainian woman and injured the girl who was then rescued by a Ukrainian family. Besides showing
episodes of the Volhynian civil war and the tragedy of Polish and Ukrainian civilian victims, the film conveys an important
13 A photo of children allegedly murdered by the UPA and tied to a tree trunk in what resembled a garland [translator’s note].
14 A far-right nationalist party in Ukraine [translator’s note].
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humanistic message: it showed examples of humanity that surpassed ethnic divisions. The film is an example of a rather
infrequent co-production of Polish and Ukrainian television. In my opinion, it is not mentioned often enough during PolishUkrainian historical debates.
When considering dialogue, it should be noted that, from the end of the 1990s, mass media coverage of Ukrainian
victims in Volhynia typically mentions only those killed by the OUN and UPA (in revenge for help given to Poles, or suspected
of being hostile towards the Ukrainian underground). This message was to be expressed on the plaque on the monument to
the victims in the eastern Borderlands that was to be erected in Warsaw. Inscriptions on monuments commemorating victims
in the Borderlands usually refer exclusively to the “Polish, Jewish, Armenian, Russian and Ukrainian victims of the UPA” or to
the “righteous Ukrainians”. Victims of Polish units or Poles in serving in German or Soviet units are not recognized. There are
no proposals for commemorating, for instance, the inhabitants of the Ukrainian villages of Remal, Pidłużne, Jałopołć and many
others, or the Czech Volhynian village of Malin, destroyed by policemen or Home Army units. Polish calls for an unbiased and
thorough investigation of cases where Ukrainian civilians were killed are few and far between. In my opinion, such an approach
obscures the full view of those events. It is not illuminated by the continuous emphasis on Ukrainian guilt and Ukraine’s failure
to face its past, and the fact that all too often remembrance is restricted to the Polish victims while Ukrainian victims of the
Soviets, Germans, Poles and Hungarians are ignored.
Similarly, the reconciliation process is compromised by how the achievements of the “righteous” are described,
as in Romuald Niedzielko’s book, published in 2007, Kresowa księga sprawiedliwych 1939–1945. O Ukraińcach ratujących
Polaków poddanych eksterminacji przez OUN i UPA (The Kresy Book of the Righteous 1939–1945. Ukrainians Rescuing the Poles
Subjected to the Extermination by the OUN and UPA). Among aspects that have not yet been studied comprehensively is the
phenomenon of the “righteous” Poles and Ukrainians (including Volhynian Poles who helped Ukrainian civilians threatened by
death at the hands of Polish units). Ukrainian memoirs attest that such people existed.
The debate about Volhynia, the Polish-Ukrainian conflict and Polish victims began, on a large scale, in 2003, and in
Ukraine has triggered not only negative tendencies mentioned by many Polish researchers (i.e. publications and other ways of
glorifying UPA commanders responsible for anti-Polish actions such as “Klyma Sawura”), but also a slow process of Ukrainian
research on the losses of the Ukrainian population in Volhynia. Some of these research efforts can be described as amateur,
while the study area of others is too small (only a few Volhynian oblasts). The question remains, though, whether the facts and
figures concerning the Polish and Ukrainian victims, such as those contained in the two-volume publication Krywawa Wołyń by
Iwan Olchowski (Kiev 2008), can be refuted without due verification.
The aim of the observations above is not to argue which side suffered greater losses or which victims are more
important. The goal is to establish clear and objective criteria for the Polish-Ukrainian dialogue so that Ukrainian traumas,
doubts and questions are noticed alongside those of the Poles. What we also need is to reflect on what really happened in
Volhynia in 1943 and what factors, besides ideology, land disputes and political mistakes played a role in the particular stages
of the conflict. In order to maintain honesty in this dialogue, we have to discuss not only the scale of the conflict in Volhynia in
1943, but also about the coordinated actions of the Polish underground in March 1944 which brought the destruction of many
Ukrainian villages in the Chełm district and the death of Ukrainian civilians. The situation is similar in the case of the deaths of
the clergy. Apart from several dozen Roman-Catholic priests, Orthodox and Greek Catholic priests were also killed during the
conflict. The project “Niedokończone Msze Wołyńskie” (“Unfinished Volhynian Masses”) only mentions the Roman-Catholic
priests or those Orthodox priests who were killed for opposing the UPA. What about the others?
In 2012, Ukrainians living in Poland can have an enormous problem with Volhynia, particularly with the prospect of
the imminent 70th anniversary. On the one hand, they must reconcile the family stories of the events in the Chełm district in
the years 1942–1944, the deportations to the USSR in the years 1944–1946, Operation “Vistula” and the concentration camp
in Jaworzno (all reinforced by Polish and international publications on the subject). On the other hand, they have to accept that
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one cannot argue with facts. As regards the need for dialogue, Ukrainians from Poland have to admit: large numbers of Poles,
very frequently innocent, were killed by Ukrainians in Volhynia; the Ukrainian society is still in the process of discovering this
part of its history and, in some aspects, is unable to be an equal partner for the Polish side. Hence, the Ukrainians from Poland
(despite their limited possibilities) face an obligation to constantly undertake dialogue.
There are various responses to this dilemma: some representatives of the Ukrainian community in Poland feel the
need for dialogue and overcoming the past, and try to be open to facts and Polish arguments. This has given rise to numerous
initiatives such as the “Message to the Polish Nation” from 6 April 1997 issued by the First Congress of Ukrainians in Poland. It
said:
Sorely tested by history, the Ukrainians in Poland understand the pain and suffering of the innocent
victims of the last war and the post-war period. We particularly sympathize with the pain of the Poles who
suffered at the hands of Ukrainians. We pay homage to the dead and extend our deepest sympathy and
human solidarity to the families of those who suffered injustice. We join the declaration of the Ukrainians
saying: “We forgive and ask for forgiveness.”
The Association of Ukrainians in Poland and the community of the 27th Volhynian Division of the Home Army jointly
initiated a series of seminars “Polska – Ukraina: trudne pytania” (“Poland – Ukraine: difficult questions”) and issued a Polish-language publication of Ihor Ilyushin, one of the best Ukrainian experts in the field. In 2003, the late Myron Kertyczak, the
then president of the Association, participated in the ceremonies commemorating the 60th anniversary of the anti-Polish attack
of the UP on Poryck-Pawliwka. There were many other pro-dialogue actions, calls for reconciliation, and public declarations
concerning the Polish victims of the conflict. Both symbolic gestures and practical initiatives took place. Unfortunately, some of
them were ignored, others had no chance of being noticed (e.g. the words of Ukraine’s Minister for Culture and Tourism Affairs,
Vasil Vovkun, spoken on stage during the 19th Festival of Ukrainian Culture in Sopot in July 2008).
Personal experiences of Volhynia
When I was a teenager, I became interested in Polish-Ukrainian relations during World War II, and I looked around
for publications on the subject. At first I wanted to confront the knowledge gained at history lessons in school and from
books such as Wanda Żółkiewska’s Ślady rysich pazurów (Traces of Lynx Claws) or stories about the general “who did not bow
to bullets”15 with the stories told by my parents and their Ukrainian friends. In that period, the subject of Ukrainian civilian
victims of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict during and after World War II mostly appeared in my mother’s stories, for example
that of the circumstances of the death of my mother’s uncle Michał Łychacz from the village of Mołodych in Jarosław county,
on 27 March 1945. The ethnic-based murders of the Ukrainian inhabitants of the village were committed, as the locals
believed, by people from the unit of Józef Zadzierski “Wołyniak”, while Jan Kuca, a Polish historian from the Podkarpacie
Region, asserts that it was “a Polish gang from the area of Czerwona Wola and suburbs of Jarosław, impersonating Home
Army soldiers.” Etched in my memory are my mother’s stories about wartime atrocities, including the pacification of the
Mołodycz village by the soldiers of the Polish People’s Army. These stories were full of the civilian population’s fear of troops
and armed civilians, descriptions of panic and escape; an image of my mother, aged 10 at the time, witnessing a soldier
shooting at grandpa and carrying out two little brothers (in a feather quilt) from the burning cottage. To this day I remember
grandpa Wasyl Łychacz (a carpenter by profession) and his fingers distorted by rheumatism. His rheumatism was caused
by the events of 1944–1947 when all adult inhabitants (Ukrainians) of Mołodycz were forced to hide in earth dugouts in
15 General Karol Świerczewski [translator’s note].
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the forest because every male was treated as a UPA member, and risked being tortured and even killed. Neither grandpa
Wasyl nor grandma Tekla belonged to the OUN, nor were they members or collaborators of the UPA or any other Ukrainian
organization, they were simple peasants.
Another family story is about the death of Ukrainians from the village of Terka in July 1946. The remains of Ukrainians
murdered in Wołkowyja by soldiers of the 36th Command of the Border Defence Troops (some people, mainly women, children
and elderly men, were shot, while others were burnt alive in a cottage set on fire by the soldiers), as I learnt years later, were
transported from the site of the tragedy to the mass grave in the village cemetery by my paternal uncle Jarosław Kopczak,
born in the village of Zawóz in Lesko County, a few kilometres away from Terka. I discovered that he carried within him the
knowledge about the perpetrators of the massacre and its circumstances and the fear associated with it until his death in 2003.
I first heard about Volhynia towards the end of the 1970s from my father who was born in the village of Zawóz. It was
a period of a dichotomy between the “school” version of Polish-Ukrainian relations and the “domestic” narrative. My father
was a prisoner of Soviet camps in the years 1947–1955 and talked about serving his sentence in the Inta camp (Komi ASSR)
together with UPA members from Volhynia. The inmates from Volhynia told their compatriots about their fights against the
Poles and stressed that the Poles in Volhynia were “taught a lesson.” My father told me that they did not hide the fact that
everyone was killed, including civilians. I was troubled by that story for a long time When I was at high school and university,
the dichotomy deepened. The stories told by Ukrainians from Poland about the murders, pacifications, resettlements to the
USSR and Operation “Vistula” clashed with what I read in books and press articles and heard in disputes with my colleagues,
some of whom had roots in Lviv or Volhynia.
The image of the UPA, the “bulbowcy” (as they were called in memoirs) and Ukrainians in general was decidedly
negative in the media and popular awareness at that time. This stark opposition, the black-and-white image of the wartime
conflict, inspired the need to search for answers to the questions: What really happened? How do the family stories about
the fate of the Ukrainian population that lived within today’s Poland relate to the Polish perspective on the situation in south-eastern Poland and Volhynia? Because the subject of the Volhynia massacres was appearing more and more often in both
official and underground publications starting from the 1980s, my process of reworking these two aspects of memory, Polish
and Ukrainian, began as well. Has it been a success? Difficult to say.
Translated by Slawomir Nowodworski
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Zbigniew Gluza

KARTA and “Volhynia”
It’s been exactly 20 years since Karta began dealing with “Volhynia”. These two decades have proved illuminating and
very bitter at the same time. Despite the rapid recognition of Ukrainian Independence by Poland as well as correct relations
between the two countries, the tensions between them have been high from the beginning of the 1990s with a very clear
reference to the past. As soon as the first editions of the legal Karta were published in January 1991, letters from the families
of the Volhynia victims started arriving, urging us to undertake a thorough description of the slaughter that happened in
the region in the 1940s. Karta No. 8 (1992) included a collection of testimonies entitled Karczowani (The Cleared) which
touched upon the subject. Again, however, we heard opinions stating that this was not enough – given the scale of the crimes
committed by Ukrainian nationalists.
Those involved with Karta assumed that in order to establish a constructive dialogue with the Ukrainians, a common
definition of the past was necessary; that it would be impossible just to add up the bill of Ukrainian faults, and the work was
rather to describe the whole historical process that took place in the first half of the 20th century than to point our fingers at
the culprits. Starting with such an assumption, we decided to confront Polish and Ukrainians researchers on the subject. We
wanted both sides to take a step towards each other by stating the extent of their knowledge of the crime: its origins, course
and consequences.
An international project “Common Place – Eastern Europe”, aided by U.S. subsidies and launched in June 1993, created
a common space for such activities. For the sake of the project, a model concept of “expertise” was established – both sides
would agree on which records of the past events gave rise to the greatest tensions between the two nations. The experience
of “Common Place” has shown that work involving both sides is necessary, that co-authorship of this analysis is vital as the
knowledge of one of the sides complements that of the other. Convinced of the importance of communication on this level,
we decided to launch the “expertise” of Polish-Ukrainian research.
To prepare such an announcement was possible thanks to a meeting of Polish and Ukrainian scholars, which took place
in June 1994 at the Centre of Culture in Podkowa Leśna – “Poles and Ukrainians, 1918–1948. Difficult Questions”. Members
of the Ukrainian team were proposed by Volodymyr Reprincew, historian of Kiev. The Ukrainian coordinator of the “Common
Place” invited historians, mostly professors, from the academic circles of Kiev, Lviv and Lutsk. The Polish team was put together
after numerous discussions with experts on the history of World War II.
What was vital for the meeting was the absence of mutual aggression. The longer the session lasted, the clearer
it became that this was not about an account of past misdeeds compiled for national heirs, but rather about establishing
historical facts. An initial anxiety on the Ukrainian side, some nationalistic rumbles, aggressive-defensive speeches which were
probably meant to forestall a blow, have lessened with time. Individual oratorical excesses were met with tolerance. Even
when Professor Wiktor Kowal of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences stated: “We claim, and rightly so, that in 1939 two bandits
agreed on Poland’s partition. But then one should adequately state that in 1921 two bandits – Piłsudski and Lenin – partitioned
Ukraine”, the auditorium remained calm. The reaction came in the distinct yet restrained protest of Professor Ryszard Torzecki.
The period of Polish-Ukrainian relations discussed in Podkowa was divided into seven sections, two papers on each
section, one from each of the participating sides. After the reading both sides had a while to give their statement concerning
the papers – this is how the partial agreements were made. Finally, an open discussion took place; at that point even the irking
disturbances in the room could not spoil the constructive course of the meeting.
Work was done on the final report from the very beginning of the meeting. Abstracts of speeches, statements,
summaries of voices in the discussion were subsequently collected and combined into a single record. The project of the report
was presented to the participants. Work by members of both teams on its final shape lasted a whole day and a night during the
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last stage of the meeting winding up with a final communique announced at a press conference.
The report made it clear which parts of history both sides agreed on and where their opinions differed; the part both
sides shared as a common ground of opinion turned out to be surprisingly extensive. The most vital element, however, was the
presentation of the process which had taken place during those 30 years. It was the first such announcement and it was the
result of dialogue. The report was signed by all the participants of the two groups – 11 Poles and 11 Ukrainians.
Participants of the Polish-Ukrainian conference in the announcement:
1. Historians on both sides evaluate in similar terms the period of their nations’ construction of statehood in the years
1918–1919. The war between our nations which happened in those days – given the impossibility of communication and
thus of a peaceful negotiation of border lines – proceeded in general in accordance with the terms of international law.
The estimated combined losses amount to around 25 thousand people.
We acknowledge that the politics of Józef Piłsudski was aimed at recognizing Ukrainian independence. The alliance
signed with Ukraine in 1920 constituted a form of anti-Soviet blockade and resulted from both nation’s struggle for
independence. It did not result from a wish to make Ukraine a subordinate state. Exhaustion stemming from the war
with Russia made it impossible to continue the Ukrainian policy. The Pilsudski–Petlura alliance was made invalid by the
resolutions of the Peace of Riga.
2. The Polish side points to the actions of the authorities of the Second Republic of Poland, which enabled the
development of the Ukrainian community and its peaceful coexistence with Polish society. Much of the Ukrainian
minority showed loyalty to the Polish state and respect for the law.
Both sides are of the opinion that Polish authorities did not provide the Ukrainian minority with the all the rights the
latter were entitled to according to the signed international obligations. The Ukrainian side considers as an important
feature of Polish government policy towards Ukrainians: depriving them of many basic civil rights, the use of not only
legal but also illegal methods (pacification, etc.) with the aim of denaturalization. The Ukrainian side emphasizes the
nationalistic character of Polish politics at that time, which led to a Polish-Ukrainian confrontation in the south-eastern
Polish provinces in 1930.
Although the majority of the Ukrainian community was ready to fulfil their civic duties towards the Polish state, Ukrainian
society as a whole never recognized the legality of the Polish authorities in these areas, treating them as invaders. The
Ukrainian side finds it unacceptable to label the ethnically Ukrainian territories (Eastern Galicia, Volhynia, Lviv, Lutsk)
“Eastern Lesser Poland” and “the Polish lands” even for the period of their membership in the Polish state.
According to the Polish side, interwar Polish-Ukrainian relations were destabilized by the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists and the Communist Party of Western Ukraine. Terrorist actions carried out by OUN caused severe repression
conducted by the Polish authorities.
Both sides recognize the differences in policies of the Second Republic of Poland in Volhynia during the reign of voivode
Henry Józewski and the later period (1938–1939), when the influence of the right-wing camp led to the tightening of
policies towards the Ukrainian majority in these areas.
3. The Polish side is of the opinion that the Polish policy of 1939–1944 towards Ukrainian issues was determined by:
Polish membership in the anti-German coalition; the defence of the territorial status quo from the pre-war period
(based on the contemporary international law); negative attitude to the formations co-operating with the Germans; the
need to adhere to the policy of the anti-Hitler coalition opposing attempts at Polish-Ukrainian communication as acting
against a member of that coalition – the Soviet Union; the Ukrainian attempts to restitute its own state. These factors
shaped the plane for the Polish-Ukrainian conflict.
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The Ukrainian side is of the opinion that Polish public opinion is insufficiently informed of the immense Ukrainian
contribution in the struggle against the Third Reich. […]
4. The biggest controversies were the result of the issue of the bloody conflict between the two nations in the years
1941–1944.
Both sides recognise the national liberation nature of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA). The Polish side, however, is
critical of the UPA policies and methods applied in their conduct towards the Polish population.
The Ukrainian side sees the causes of conflict especially in the pre-war nationalist policy of Poland, directed against
Ukrainians, which strongly influenced the development of nationalist sentiment in Ukrainian society. The Ukrainian side
sees the responsibility for the particularly cruel course of the conflict in the extreme nationalistic environments of both
nations.
The Polish side believes that the Ukrainian nationalistic underground launched its actions with the aim of depolonising
the territories of Western Ukraine through, among others, the destruction of the Polish population.
The Ukrainian side believes that the (Polish) Home Army (AK) was determined to restore the membership of Western
Ukraine back to the Polish state and giving it control over these areas. This caused a negative reaction in Ukrainian
society.
The Polish side estimates the number of Poles murdered in Volhynia in the years 1939–1944 at the hands of Ukrainian
nationalists at 50,000 people. So far 34,647 cases of murder have been documented, the names of 12,491 victims
identified. The conditions for research at source do not currently allow for a definitive determination of the number of
victims on both sides.
The Ukrainian side emphasizes that the first terrorist attacks were directed against the Poles employed in the German
administration. It is noted that not all cases of killings were politically or nationally motivated.
The escalation of atrocities served the cause of demoralization of society, which resulted from both the ideology and
practice of totalitarian regimes. Participants of the conference consider it inappropriate to assign a specific cruelty to
all the victims of the fighting.
The Ukrainian side states that there is no evidence pointing to the UPA leadership’s decision on the extermination of
the Polish people while the Polish side believes that despite the absence of such documents the facts show that such
an operational plan must have existed.
The Polish party formulates the allegation that the origin and size of the Ukrainian nationalists’ crimes against the Polish
population have not yet found their proper place in the historiography of Ukraine. Polish public opinion expects cases of
exceptional cruelty towards the Polish population to be accounted for in such a historiography.
The Polish side recognizes the facts of extermination as a crime of genocide. The nationalist OUN-SD is seen as the
force responsible for its planning and organization. At the same time the Polish side indicates that a significant part of
the contemporary Ukrainian community of those areas took part in the massacre and emphasizes the need to explain
this phenomenon. Polish historians also emphasize the need to establish a common geography and chronology of the
“Volhynia crime” and the account of the losses suffered by both nations.
5. The Polish side believes that the main method used by the Polish authorities acting against the UPA in the areas of
post-war south-eastern Poland were the forced resettlements of the Ukrainian population.
Ascribing collective responsibility towards the whole of the Ukrainian population which often had nothing in common
with the activities of the OUN–UPA, was a violation of human rights and amounted to breaking family ties, historical
and cultural traditions.
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The total number of those resettled: to the Soviet Union – about 480,000 people; to the north-western areas of the
Poland – 140,000 people. Ukrainian casualties (1944–1949) amounted to about 5,500 killed. Polish casualties – 2,200
killed. [...]
At the same time we believe that the Ukrainian-Polish conflict of 1941 to 1945 in the Eastern Borderlands, and the
events of the years 1945–1947 in the area of today’s Poland are not to be treated as one and the same thing.
Podkowa Leśna, June 9th, 1994
Komunikat polsko-ukraiński, (Polish-Ukrainian Report) Karta No. 13, 1994.
This was one of the most difficult experiences of the KARTA group; the underlying incessant tension present during
the session seemed exceptionally toxic. During the sessions, there was always a danger that the overall peaceful discourse
may suddenly turn into a fight, some kind of cross-game, and that emotions will take over. A comprehensive analysis of the
event also proved impossible – the existing level of knowledge (mainly on the Ukrainian side) did not give a sufficient basis
at that point. The document promised further actions, including work on subsequent versions of the document. At the time
of signing the report, it could be felt that a certain breakthrough had been made, that it was really a step towards Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation. However, despite the large presence of journalists at the press conference, the media failed to make
any mention of the event and without public support Karta was unable to continue the process.
The text of the report, apart from appearing in Karta, was also published by the Paris-based Kultura and the Przemyśl-based Biuletyn Informacyjny Południowo-Wschodniego Instytutu Naukowego (Newsletter of South-East Institute of Science),
while on the Ukrainian side only the Kiev magazine Z archiwów WUCzK–GPU–NKWD–KGB (From the Archives of WUCzK–GPU–
NKWD–KGB) published the document without any signatures. It seems the Ukrainians who had signed the report were afraid
of making their names public.
An additional confirmation of the failure of the project described was the fact that a year later, in the summer of
1995, when Gazeta Wyborcza began a discussion on the Volhynia events the paper completely ignored the document signed in
Podkowa and returned to the propaganda of Ukrainian texts from before the Podkowa sessions. The issue of the Report, which
actually had changed the state of shared knowledge on the topic, was raised in Gazeta only after a letter I sent them drew their
attention to it.
Z.G. in a letter to Gazeta Wyborcza:
Knowing the influence of Gazeta I am sorry to see how it ignores important topics of recent history. It gets even worse,
however, when invoking the past serves the purpose of misleading and building up tensions instead of a calm reflection
upon the subject. The series: Volhynia: Looking for the Truth was launched with a startling piece by a certain K.P. Smijan
from Lutsk, who “explains” the reasons for the Ukrainian murders in the region in the article Szowiniści z AK (Chauvinists
from the Home Army). One could hardly conjure up a worse way of taking up the subject.
In historical terms the subject is of vital importance and sensitivity, as it remains highly influential in Polish-Ukrainian
relations and reveals major deficiencies in the historical consciousness of Ukrainians and Poles. Smijan’s article is so
provocative that Wladyslaw Filar’s piece which precedes his, despite its emotional restraint, is unable to balance out
the overall effect. When writing about the years 1942–1944 in Volhynia it is surely unnecessary to infuriate everyone
concerned, especially since it would be enough just to make a mention of it.
All this pseudo-polemic does not seem to be aimed at learning anything new, but is rather an attempt to heat the
already ‘heated’ emotions and discussions on the subject. A documented speech of a well-known Polish historian has
been compiled alongside the quasi-journalism of a Ukrainian historian whose argument consisted mainly of epithets
and propaganda slogans. Thus to the Polish stereotype of a Ukrainian as a hardened criminal you have added the
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stereotype of a Ukrainian as a tendentious liar. […]
A year ago we organized a Polish-Ukrainian conference, which set itself an ambitious task to establish what is shared
and what is different for Poles and Ukrainians in the case of, among others, the Volhynia events. Those who took part,
negotiating with all the commitment possible, reached agreement for the final report. It was signed by eleven Ukrainian
scholars, Professor Iwan Kyczij from Lutsk among them. Gazeta published his paper in the same series. It should have
been accompanied by a commentary: the paper, when delivered, triggered a heated debate, was assessed as false
and groundless, including statements of sheer propaganda and anachronisms. Kyczij himself changed his outlook on
numerous points after the discussion. It was hard for the Ukrainian scholars to talk to the Poles, but they desired such
a conference and showed a considerable deal of good will. This was proof that dialogue is possible.
Z.G., Looking for what?, Gazeta Wyborcza, July 27th 1995.
The letter was published as one of a number of opinions in the discussion, none of the editors of Gazeta replied to the
objections contained in the letter. The discussion continued in a chaotic way and it remained barren and bereft of anything that
could complement the Report from the previous year.
Just as in the case of Gazeta, also the following years proved futile in bringing any wider or deeper aspects to the original
Report, although it might have seemed obvious that once a certain basis has been worked out, many could build constructive
research on it.
“Poland – Ukraine: Difficult Questions”
To close the dialogue right after its start was something the members of the World Association of the Home Army
(Volhynia Region) found unacceptable. They participated in the Podkowa sessions and considered its formula the best for
Polish-Ukrainian understanding. Andrzej Żupański, Władysław Filar i Edmund Bakuniak convinced their association of the
need for the dialogue to continue and then obtained the agreement of the Association of Ukrainians in Poland to organize
a series of academic seminars together. The decision was to apply the session formula from Podkowa – after a presentation
from each of the sides, all the participants could take part in a discussion and the final report was to be debated after every
theme session.
The first seminar took place in Lutsk in March 1996. The beginning could not be considered successful, however.
The seminar raised several detailed issues, but was conducted without any previously discussed procedures; the rule of the
subsequent presentations was not kept; the idea of the final debate on the report was abandoned. The meeting had no one
to take down the records and so no reliable account was made. Nonetheless, the initial step was taken.
Those preparing the following seminar took that experience into consideration. Both the organizers (ŚZŻAK, ZUP) and the
experts (Military Historical Institute, Volhynian State University in Lutsk) drew up a list of 23 subjects to be discussed
during the ten sessions to come, twice a year, in Poland and Ukraine interchangeably. During the 2nd International Historical
Seminar “Polish-Ukrainian Relations 1918–1947”, organized in May 1997 in Warsaw, the intended plan of the seminar was
fully realized and every stage of it fully documented.
Before the 2nd seminar Karta joined the event to act as the editorial service. After each meeting a new volume
of “Poland – Ukraine: Difficult Questions” was published; it included all the papers delivered, the discussions and the
final decisions. The editor of the series disciplined the authors already during the meetings. The first volume No. 1–2
acknowledged the first, unrecorded meeting in Lutsk, the last volume (No. 9) published in 2002 included the content of the
9th and 10th seminars. The first volumes (No. 1–5) were published separately in the Ukrainian language.
In 1997–2001 the whole programme of the cycle was completed; it was conducted with much determination by the
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members of ŚZŻAK. The main accent of the sessions was laid on the events of World War II – the fundamental issue of Polish
– Ukrainian relations in the recent history. The end of the series was celebrated with “Poland – Ukraine: Difficult Answer”
(Warsaw 2003) – a compilation of the most important decisions from all the encounters with “difficult questions”and also
a Final Report…
From the Final Report of the ten historic seminars:
In the years 1996–2001 ten scientific seminars took place […]. 15–20 historians took part in each of them. They came
from many different places and research centres: Warsaw, Kraków, Toruń, Wrocław, Koszalin, Przemyśl, Piotrków
Trybunalski, Kiev, Lviv, Rivne, Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivtsi, Tarnopil, Ostroga. 60 papers were delivered (30 in Polish,
30 in Ukrainian, 2 papers on each topic) and a discussion held on the subject of Polish-Ukrainian relations in the years
of 1918–1947. […] The papers and the discussion proved that not on every issue agreement could be reached. The
different standpoints do not concern the facts as much as they do the interpretations.
A tangible achievement of the seminars are the eight volumes of Poland-Ukraine: Difficult Questions including the
papers, discussion, agreements and divergences of opinions and the chronology of events in Volhynia and Eastern
Galicia in 1939–1945. This material fills the gap in the history of Polish-Ukrainian relations.
Warsaw, November 9th, 2001.
When in the autumn of 2001 the series of seminars was coming to an end, it was decided – in spite of demands on
the subject, raised before and during the last of the events – not to summarize the whole substantitively. Thus, the seemingly
obvious thing to do remained undone; the findings of the meetings from 1996–2001 were not adjoined to the Report from
1994. Despite the immense cognitive effort made, the entire process was left unsummarised.
As partners in the whole venture (publishers of the volumes), we were planning a spectacular résumé of the series.
As early as 1999 there was a plan to appoint a Polish-Ukrainian Forum in the Polish parliament (Sejm), following the example
of the Ukrainian-Polish Forum operating in the Ukrainian parliament. Having been invited to join this initiative, we proposed
to the ŚZŻAK of the Volhynia Region to join us and to bring about a Polish-Ukrainian Convention, which would be a public
crowning of the seminar series.
On May 27th 2000 during the Forum’s founding assembly, Karta and ŚSŻAK representatives achieved a considerable
success. The appointment of the Convention was passed unanimously (!) by all those gathered. It thus seemed that the issue
was decided. I was then appointed chair of the “Education – History” group of the Forum and agreed to take responsibility for
the preparations for the Convention.
We proposed that the participants of the Convention, which would take place in the heart of Warsaw in a venue fitting
up to 400 people (for example the plenary hall of the Sejm Building), would be divided into three parts: 300 guests, including
accredited journalists; 50 Ukrainians and 50 Poles invited to take an active part in the Convention – and only those would have
the right to speak (the lists of national representatives would be appointed after extensive discussions in both countries), that
is, 15 Ukrainians and Poles appointed by the “representatives”as the Main speakers. The whole record of the Convention would
make the last volume of “Poland-Ukraine: Difficult Questions” series.
Later, however, some among the representatives of the Forum Board (everyone was in favour of the Convention!)
raised a concern: wouldn’t this way of raising historical issues lead to intensifying the conflicts with the Ukrainians? Finally,
after several months, the Forum leaders virtually invalidated the resolution concerning the Convention. We protested in vain.
In this way, the members of the Forum, operating with parliamentary support, violated the rules of democracy, by deciding
against the opinion of all. Later the situation was explained with the various particularities of Polish politicians and the proUkrainian lobby groups, but one could also note that those with the power to decide lacked the insight into the problems of
the past and the courage to face these.
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After November 2001 there was a break – the seminars did not go through a public review. Later, in April 2005, ŚZŻAK
organised one more, the 11th seminar (No. 10, 2006) the aim of which was to examine and clarify the divergences noted at the
previous sessions. It was also decided that the series would be resumed, but only two more separate meetings were to take
place – in Toruń (IPN, No. 11, 2009) and Lviv.
Despite the great determination of the organisers of all those meetings, until today they have not had a substantive
summary, as had been proposed after the meeting in 1994. The results of the first attempt at reconciliation or the whole series
of seminars have not been publicised sufficiently – they have not become a part of the collective conscience in both countries.
The great achievements of this entire process still await a substantive review, the creation of a record of causes and effects of
past events and a summary of their consequences.
The name records of the Polish-Ukrainian conflicts of the 1940s
The project documenting the crimes of both sides during the 1940s was accepted during the 4th seminar “Poland –
Ukraine: Difficult Questions”, in October 1998 in Warsaw. A Polish-Ukrainian board of scholars was also appointed. The idea
came from Karta’s experience with the “Index of the Oppressed”; we knew how to go about recording the names of the victims
of mass crimes. The need for this project had been defined during the 3rd seminar, half a year earlier in Lutsk; the participants
had decided that Karta was suitable for the position of coordinator. At the 4th seminar we presented our idea for the project.
We designed a plan of creating, over several years, a database gathering the names of victims on both sides. We
planned to use Polish, post-Soviet and German archives, parish registers, investigation and court records, and witness
testimonies. A computer program was to verify the information according to the name key (names) and the geographical
location key (number of victims) thus giving precision to the crime statistics as new figures came in. Both sides agreed upon
this scheme, with the Ukrainian declaration going surprisingly far.
The Lesya Ukrainka Volhyn State University in Lutsk undertook the responsibility for conducting extensive field trips,
from village to village, to collect any traces of past crimes. The Ukrainian involvement seemed to be reliable, the conditions the
Polish side would have to fulfil appeared modest; but these were to become the barrier. With our Lutsk partners we calculated
that if we managed to collect, in Poland (doing this in Ukraine was unthinkable), as much as $50,000 for the whole project,
the plan would be fulfilled. They seemed aware how they would be received in the villages which were to report on their own
crimes – they claimed they would overcome their compatriots’ reluctance. The experiment could have resulted in overcoming
the mutual mistrust, as an extraordinary sign of change on both sides.
Not a single dollar was collected. Talks with all possible departments ended in failure. In the Prime Minister’s Office
the main advisor on international affairs listened to the urgent plea in a seemingly attentive manner, nodded his head, but did
nothing. The representatives of the Polish State did not recognise this issue as fundamentally important for Poland.
A year later – during the 4th seminar taking place in Warsaw – we reported on the progress of the work on the victims’
records. Thanks to Polish funding, only the Polish side had made a start on their work; no money had been found for the
Ukrainian work to be set in motion. We explained the resulting imbalance at the seminar, as it could have been received as an
intentional manoeuvre on the Polish side: we declare parallelism, but fund only the activities in Poland in order to eventually
reject Ukrainian participation.
After a year, when no substantial funds were forthcoming, the project was suspended also on the Polish side. Till then
around 22 thousand Polish and over 3 thousand Ukrainian victims had been documented. At the final seminar in November
2001 in Warsaw, Polish and Ukrainian historians published an open letter to President Kwaśniewski and President Kuchma with
a plea for help for the project.
Historians in an open letter to the presidents of Presidents of Poland and Ukraine:
[…] it is of prime importance for the attitude of the two nations towards those events, that as far as possible every
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participant of the ethnic conflict, be commemorated by name. The source of mutual tensions will not end without it.
We consider it vital to resume the project on both sides of the border – possible coordinators for the project could
be Karta and the Lesya Ukrainka Volhyn State University in Lutsk. We kindly ask the Presidents to assume patronage
of the project and assist in establishing the sources of finance for several years’ work on a target database to gather
information on victims of both sides of the conflict.
Our proposal fully reflects the words of the declaration made by both Presidents on May 21st 1997, “On Communication
and Reconciliation”: “The interpretation of our mutual past, its complex processes should be undertaken by specialists,
who, in an atmosphere of openness would conduct a thorough research of facts and prepare an objective assessment.”
To be the patrons of the project would be, in our opinion, a grand fulfilment of the intentions of that document.
Warsaw, November 9th 2001
Open Letter of Polish and Ukrainian Historians, in: Poland-Ukraine: Difficult Questions, Vol. 9, Warsaw 2002.
This plea fell on deaf ears. Karta itself came back to the project four years later, when it was commissioned by the
Institute of National Rememberance to resume the work and assess whether data could be verified in a defined, relatively
small area. We made such an attempt in 2005. We chose four districts from the region of Volodymyr Volynsky (Chotiaczov,
Korytnica, Mikuliche and Verba villages), which had also been documented in Ukraine and thoroughly researched by both
sides. We wished to take into account all the available sources – both Ukrainian and Polish – and put them together to be
compared.
The verification work provided evidence of minimal overlapping of Polish and Ukrainian sources. Ukrainian research
also gave rise to significant doubts in Poland concerning its results (e.g. data based entirely on cemetery inscriptions, where
the only criteria would be the date of death). At the same time it became clear that the archive research would not provide
any further material, which could provide a better basis for verification. That is when the decision about the impossibility of
continuing, using current methods, the name documentation of victims was formed.
This experience showed us that an essential breakthrough could be made exclusively through undertaking a wide
range of documentation activities, mainly collecting and verifying information in the regions of the past conflict. Such a project
was decidedly way beyond our means.
Celebrations of round anniversaries of Volhynia events
The 50th and 55th anniversaries of the height of the crimes (the most concentrated attacks of Ukrainians on the
Polish villages took place in July 1943) went practically unnoticed both in Poland and Ukraine. Before the 60th anniversary
the preparations for the commemoration were undertaken mainly by the Polish side. Ahead of time, President Kwaśniewski
created a work committee (managed by Marek Siwiec) which referred to the experiences of non-governmental organizations,
including Karta. However, half a year before the celebrations I decided to leave the team. It had become apparent that the
politicians on both sides were treating the whole issue as an incidental event, strictly connected with the anniversary, and not
as an opportunity for mutual, far-reaching work.
During the 60th anniversary of the most bloody murders in Volhynia, the Presidents of Poland and Ukraine met, yet this
was a single political act, with no continuation. On July 11, 2003 the Presidents jointly unveiled a monument in Poryck in memory
of the Polish victims; Kutchma and Kwaśniewski performed the ritual gestures of reconciliation. The results were dismal: almost
immediately after the celebrations all the Karta projects undertaken together with Ukrainians came to a halt; they began to
withdraw without giving any reasons. It was clear that Ukraine was not ready to apologise in the way expected by the Polish side.
Z.G. in a commentary after the 60th anniversary:
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In the summer of 1943 number of Volhynian Ukrainians carried out a death sentence pronounced by OUN–UPA upon
the Polish minority living in the Ukrainian regions of interwar Poland. Ukrainian neighbours slayed their Polish unarmed
“occupants” with exceptional cruelty. This river of blood has “separated for ages” the two nations – such was the
assumption, given the enormity of the crime committed... massive, one-sided, then mutual. And afterwards almost 60
years of silence behind a facade of ideological friendship. But the bitterness of the victims and the pioneering research
of scholars were finally met with the will of Polish politicians – on the 60th anniversary of the events, the words of truth
were to bring atonement and reconciliation. They brought neither. As a matter of fact, they could not. The anniversary,
played out mainly with political statements, only increased mutual aversion and revived the old allegations. It did not
satisfy the victim-witnesses, as the crime had not been called a crime. The reconciliation was not brought any step
further, as the understanding has to come first and here there was no sign of it.
Ukraine was forced to celebrate the anniversary. Without Polish “encouragement” it would have simply ignored it. But
Poland could prompt solutions, explain what sort of remorse would be appropriate. Ukraine, not ready for a dramatic
coming to terms with its past, intuitively defends itself from Polish pressure. Reconciliation between two nations cannot
happen merely thanks to even the wisest speeches; it is a long-term process, not an act of declaration. It is difficult
to be reconciled “in passing”. This anniversary could have had a decisive significance, though: the sudden break in
a conspiracy of silence could have opened new prospects.
Z.G., Przegrana rocznica (The Lost Anniversary), Karta, No. 38, 2003.
In May 2006, presidents Kaczyński and Yushchenko participated in anniversary celebrations in Pawłokom, where in 1945
a Polish resistance unit murdered the Ukrainian inhabitants of the village. The event, however, also failed to become the
beginning of an in-depth discussion on mutual relations.
The subsequent – 65th anniversary of “Volhynia” was of very modest nature and was organized mainly on the Polish side
(President Kaczyński did not turn up during the celebrations in Warsaw, which was perceived by the Borderlanders as a breach
in an unwritten contract). We had warned against such a turn of events even before the anniversary:
Z.G. in an appraisal prepared for the Senate Office of the Republic of Poland:
July 2008 will be the 65th anniversary of the height of the Ukrainian massacres in Volhynia – five years after what
has been termed the “lost” anniversary. [...] this time the anniversary can be “won”, provided that preparations start
immediately. The vital issue here is mutuality; one cannot expect Ukrainians to beat their breasts when no faults on the
Polish side are mentioned, even if they concern considerably less grave repressions against Ukrainians. Together, the
two sides can identify the truth and show remorse, but only if Poland this time engages in a genuine dialogue. But this
would have to start on the Polish side.
[...] Polish intentions can be appreciated and accepted in Ukraine only under one condition – if Ukrainians feel that we
also give attention to their fate, that we are able to notice the suffering on both sides. Polish “Volhynian” circles have
grown extremely impatient of Ukrainian silence over the Ukrainian crimes in Volhynia; they call for a clear “admission”
of guilt and an apology. This is not the way to pose the problem, if reconciliation is truly to be achieved.
Ukrainians are a nation of exceptional suffering and at the same time a nation completely unequipped to accept the
role of an aggressor (a role they played for over a year). They also have much less experience in dealing with their own
history than Poland does. Here is where a chance for agreement lies – the Polish side should offer Ukraine neighbourly
help with recording their memory. This can truly open the door to mutual understanding.
Z.G., Ekspertyza. Zadania polityki historycznej (Appraisal. The responsibilities of the politics of memory), December
2007.
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The topic of “anniversary” reconciliation would reappear in the Polish press.
Z.G. in an interview for Gazeta Wyborcza:
– This was a facade of reconciliation. Sooner or later history will emerge regardless. The best illustration of this are
Polish relations with Ukraine. The hatred of Poles who were fleeing from under the Ukrainian knife is understandable.
But it will not disappear when the war generation is gone. Both in Poland and in Ukraine veterans have brought up their
young, who talked about each other with similar hatred, just like their grandparents.
– That is however a small group compared to the thousands of young Poles who expressed their enthusiasm for the
Orange Revolution.
– A small group whose toxicity may have a paralysing force. Still, it is true that the Orange Revolution weakened the
influence of the bad past on the shared present; at the start it even dominated. But now history is slowly returning to
its destructive role. Because we do not know how to deal with it. […]
The mass crimes in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia were a terrible political mistake made by the OUN leaders, performed
in a particularly barbaric way. But the Ukrainian side is not ready to acknowledge this fact. It evades and digresses, all
to avoid calling a spade a spade. This is not just immoral, it is also extremely harmful to mutual relations. On each sides
of the border neither country’s organisations are seeking ways to break down this obstruction. That is why it is going
to get worse.
– But we cannot teach Ukrainians their own past.
– The point is not to teach anyone. In such cases everything boils down to not focusing on a mutual exchange of bills of
indictment, but for mutual respect to be paid to the victims on both sides (there are plenty of them on the Ukrainian
side as well). The slogan “all victims are are ours” is a great ice-breaker. We just have to find a way to use it.
Z.G., Najwyższy czas, by zająć się historią. Rozmawiał Adam Leszczyński, (It’s high time we dealt with history. Zbigniew
Gluza interviewed by Adam Leszczyński), Gazeta Wyborcza April 5th, 2008.
Maybe in the context of the 70th anniversary of “Volhynia” we are going to start appearing together with Ukrainians
– so that the final process of reconciliation can begin.
Discussions on Polish-Ukrainian relations
Polish-Ukrainian relations still give rise to heated debates – those on the pages of Karta have become quite typical
– they reflect the tensions the issue creates in Poland. The arguments used in these discussions are typical for the sides of
the conflict, which distances our country from reconciliation with Ukraine. Karta No. 49 (2006) included an article Operation
Vistula. Expel, disperse. The piece sparked a wave of protest. We were accused of representing the Ukrainian raison d’état. The
proof of that was our giving voice to the relocated Ukrainians.
Z.G. in a commentary from the editors:
We expected that: violent, aggressive reactions to the description of evil brought on in 1947 by Operation Vistula. This is
why well in advance, a year earlier, we had done our best to complete the depiction details of the bestialities performed
by Ukrainians in Volhynia, mainly those in the summer of 1943, in Karta No. 46. It is not only a thorough record of an
apocalypse, but also a detailed analysis by Doctor Grzegorz Motyka, which unveils the background of the decision made
by the leaders of the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists against the Polish population of the region. The refugees
were right to have remained upset and angry for years that the horrific losses were being completely ignored.
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In Karta No. 49 we presented Operation Vistula through the eyes of its victims – Ukrainians. We feel that the fate
of a person who has suffered the trials of history is surely the best person to reflect on the nature of that particular
phenomenon. This is why we did not talk to historians who in such cases often enter the role of ideologist, but gave the
floor to the witnesses instead. We work on the presumption that victims rarely depart from the truth… And so we were
in for some harsh condemnation.
Z.G., Akcja „Wisła” (Operation “Vistula”), Karta No. 51, 2007.
This was an introduction to the letters on the subject that we received and published in Karta. What we found shocking
was that none of the authors of those letters mentioned the atrocities Ukrainians had suffered, which were described in Karta
No. 49; the letters dealt exclusively with the tragedy of the Poles.
Czesław Cywiński, chairman of ŚZŻAK, in a letter to Z.G.:
We have known each other for many years, for many years we have worked together. “Karta” has been and remains
our close partner in the series of seminars “Poland – Ukraine: Difficult Questions”. You were the primary originator
and organizer of the conference of Polish and Ukrainian historians in Podkowa Leśna in 1994. For years we have been
following the much acclaimed work of Karta, its creativity and effectiveness. And now, when reading this introduction,
we cannot understand what has happened. […]
Mr Chairman! So you are of the opinion that it is not the historians who are best called upon to judge the events
that took place 60 years ago, but the witnesses instead? Do you really believe that historians “often enter the role
of ideologists” and it is alright for them not be given the opportunity to speak? On this basis you take away the right
to speak from historians of both countries? You are taking this right not just from the historians, but also from Polish
witnesses. Don’t you consider it appropriate to inform the reader that the Operation was directed against those who
had four years earlier murdered almost 100,000 Poles and had expelled many more into the unknown? Not a word of
commentary from your side has informed the reader that the relocated Ukrainians had been the support of OUN and
UPA without which no Operation Vistula would have been necessary. [...]
A line comes back to me, that for some, only the Ukrainians’ fate matters: 140,000 people relocated and not 100,000
Poles murdered and so many more expelled into the unknown. You ask: “Is this the way to build reconciliation?”! Who is
this question for? The only act necessary to remove the obstacle obstructing the way to further, desired rapprochement
of our countries is for Ukraine and Ukrainians to condemn the crimes committed by OUN and UPA against the Polish
population in 1943 and 1944. Poland has no crime against Ukrainians on its conscience. Even the necessary relocation
of 140,000 Ukrainians has already been condemned, in 1990 and 1998, by the Polish Senate and 200 intellectuals with
numerous apologies from President Kwaśniewski. Nothing of this sort has happened on the Ukrainian side.
Warsaw, 29th June, 2007.
Z.G.’s reply:
Our publication on Operation Vistula gives us a true depiction of those events and, at the same time, serves PolishUkrainian reconciliation. It was not by chance that these were just Ukrainians speaking – we wanted to see it through
their eyes, understand what was done to them back then. […]
The whole point was to avoid the witnesses “making assessments”, as is often the case with historians. We also wanted
all those who tend to speak in such an assured manner about the necessity for the Operation to take a direct and honest
look at its course. But it turns out that they lack empathy, and they continue to repeat: „It had to be like this!”. When
I think about this hardened, emphatic condemnation of even clearly innocent people caught up in the operation, I come
to the conclusion that we are dealing with hatred that does not fade… […]
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We do not compare the acts of murder with relocations. We are not discussing relationships of cause and effect at
various stages in Polish-Ukrainian relations (that could go on for ages), but we write about the actual dimensions of
each of these. […] “Poland has no crime against Ukrainians blotting its conscience”? How I would wish to believe such
words! How much I would wish to raise my head and state firmly: “Poland took no part in creating a mutual hell for our
two nations.” But if I said so, I would have to drop my head in shame, knowing that it is not true.
Despite all this, I guess we are not the addressees of the sentence: “for some it is only the Ukrainians’ fate that counts.”
Especially in the context of Volhynia. I am not sure if there has ever been a more vivid depiction of the Ukrainian
bestiality directed at Poles in 1943 than the one in Karta, No. 8 and 46. Indeed, the sheer terror of Volhynia considerably
surpasses the crimes of Operation Vistula. But then there is no way for two wrongs to make a right, whatever the
circumstances. […]
Exactly: “the operation was directed against those, who four years earlier had murdered...” But that was not the case.
The families that were relocated from south-eastern Poland had not murdered anyone in Volhynia four years earlier.
This is the crux of the matter – did we have the right to take revenge on any Ukrainians we came across? […]
The crimes in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia were gruesome, shocking. The decision the Ukrainian leaders made against
Poles living there were barbarous. I can completely understand that someone who had experienced that savagery
cannot just wave it aside, more so because one had to be silent about it for so many years. That the murderers are still
alive today (the teenagers were also among the killers), and yet you do not hear any voices expressing remorse… Yes,
this does not soothe the pain at all.
Karta No. 52, 2007.
The difference in opinions between the ŚZŻAK and us were so profound, that we decided to start up a direct dialogue.
In October 2007 the representatives of ŚZŻAK, including Andrzej Żupański (chair of Obwód Wołyń) and Professor Edmund
Bakuniak participated in the discussion.
Andrzej Żupański:
Ukrainians, Ukrainian nationalists murdered almost 100,000 of our brothers during the war. It is something that
separates us and hinders our path to reconciliation. If in Poland one can now hear a voice speaking of Polish culpability
towards Ukrainians, then Ukrainians in Poland or in Ukraine will have no reason to hasten to condemn their own crimes
in Volhynia. This sort of reasoning may be the consequence of Karta publishing the material. We are of the opinion, that
actually the only still unfinished business in Polish-Ukrainian relations is Ukrainian condemnation of Ukrainian crimes
committed against Poles. [...]
Zbigniew Gluza:
I am also of the opinion that the basic error is on the Ukrainian side, the error of the politicians and Ukrainian public
opinion – their reluctance to give crime its proper name. Ukraine is much less ready for such a dialogue than Poland and
this is also why to some extent it rejects it. We are convinced that our conduct and publications such as those in Karta
are making the dialogue easier. The Ukrainian side cannot be unaware of this empathy and our eagerness to hear her
voice. We assume that this will make it easier for her to hear the Polish voice. […]
Edmund Bakuniak:
[…] Ukrainian Nationalists were not fighting for their homeland, but against their Polish neighbours – by murdering
them. One fights for one’s homeland in a civilised manner. We can notice a striking dissonance between the conduct of
Poles and that of Ukrainians. One should admit to such bestiality. [...] Unfortunately, no one on the Ukrainian side was
willing to speak out on the subject.
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Zbigniew Gluza:
[...] I didn’t realise that the World Association of AK Soldiers, especially the group who had been organising the seminars,
could have such an immense sense of defeat. What I find most plausible as a charge – that Polish opinion-forming circles
are more ready to accept Polish blame than the Ukrainian, which upsets the nature of things.
Edmund Bakuniak:
We have done a lot in the role of a pebble, as it were, that was to move public opinion in Poland and Ukraine. The
avalanche, however, did not move; the process is evolving too slowly, as reflected in the attitude of subsequent
governments in Poland, which have not yet accepted as their own the notion that during WWII Polish society suffered
a horribly at the hands of Ukrainians. Sucessive Polish presidents have been tight-lipped on the issue, they have been
unwilling to try to encourage the Ukrainian side to do something about this issue. More than a decade ago we introduced
an initiative which was to inform public opinion of what had happened in Polish-Ukrainian relations, but today both
myself and Mr Żupański, who was the initiator of the seminars, feel that our work has failed. Our immense effort has
proved futile.
Kontekst akcji „Wisła”, (The context of Operation “Vistula”) Karta No. 54, 2008.
We received more letters on the subject. Following these we announced publicly that we had failed in the Polish-Ukrainian dialogue. The editors of “Karta” agreed with the representatives of ŚZŻAK, that the political correctness of the Polish
governments were to blame – their rush to reconciliation with Ukraine meant true understanding was impossible. And that it
is difficult to talk someone, who eludes and evades instead of saying just a few simple words.
The lack of activity on the part of the state toward commemorating “Volhynia” resulted in various organizations
(including “Karta”) sending a letter on the 67th anniversary of the crime to Prime Minister Donald Tusk.
Non-governmental organisations (mainly those of the “borderland”) in a letter to Prime Minister Donald Tusk:
The Sejm of the Republic of Poland on July 15th 2009 passed a resolution concerning the tragic fate of the Polish
population in the Eastern Borderlands. It is the first and only act of state concerning this long marginalised issue. The
resolution calls on all state offices, including the executive, to bring back the historical awareness of this Polish tragedy
to the present generations.
The gathering of representatives of several social organizations dealing with that Polish tragedy puts a question to the
Prime Minister: why has the Government of the Republic of Poland not taken interest in this Act of the Sejm.
So far, after twelve months, no government position has been taken up with regard to this resolution. We are all
aware that Polish society has so far not been informed by institutions of the state of the level of knowledge about the
extermination of the Poles by Ukrainian nationalists. [...] We treat our letter as open. We ask the Prime Minister for an
open reply.
Warsaw, July 10th 2010.
Apel wołyński, (Volhynian Plea) Karta 2010, No. 63.
This letter was answered by the Minister of Culture Bogdan Zdrojewski on behalf of the Prime Minister. He suggested:
“appointing a permanent team of opinion-forming and advisory capacity, consisting of representatives of the circles and
organisations connected with the Borderlands and the remembrance of the Borderlands, who are key to the issue, and also
representatives of the Ukrainian minority in Poland and government bodies and institutions involved in the cultivation of
national memory. It seems to me essential […] to include a representative of the Ukrainian side as well.” The Borderland circles
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rejected the idea, not willing to be a part of such a consultative team and not accepting Ukrainian participation in the project.
This in turn discouraged the state bodies from dealing with the issue.
With such a turn of events, we suggested the organizations of the Eastern Borderlands and the representatives of
ŚZŻAK should hold a consultation meeting at the History Meeting House in Warsaw with a representative of the President’s
Office – Professor Tomasz Nałęcz, officially responsible for the politics of memory. We had assumed that during the meeting we
would issue a joint statement on the need and methods for public projects concerning “Volhynia”. We prepared a preliminary
draft of such a statement, which was submitted to the organisations concerned and the President’s Office for assessment.
Project of the statement following the meeting at the History Meeting House:
On October 25th, 2010 at the History Meeting House in Warsaw the representatives of the President’s Office and
representatives of the Borderland organizations, the World Association of the Home Army Soldiers, the Karta Centre
and the History Meeting House agreed that:
1. knowledge of the Volhynian Tragedy – that is, the drastic crimes committed by Ukrainians on Poles and in turn the
Polish retaliation on Ukrainians, which took place in Volhynia and Eastern Lesser Poland in 1942–1945 – calls for a wider
publicity, in accordance with the resolution passed by the Sejm in July 2009. Those present agree that the negligence
to date will have been made up for by joint effort by the time of the 70th anniversary of the crime’s high point (in July
1943), that is, in July 2013.
2. those present declare their commitment to undertake joint efforts to make the most detailed record possible of
names of the victims of the crimes – both on the Polish and the Ukrainian sides. By July 2013 the fullest possible list of
losses will have been made, accompanied by a report with a compilation of figures including the scale of victim numbers
on both sides as well as the number of those attacked and villages destroyed, with an adjoining register compiled in the
most thorough way possible.
3. those present find it crucial to run a debate in the spring of 2011 at the History Meeting House, when all the Polish-based organisations interested in the topic could discuss the possible form of proceedings for such a commemoration.
The Borderland fraternity invite the Association of Ukrainians in Poland to this debate, counting on its constructive
attitude and the return to a dialogue on the Volhynian Tragedy.
4. those present call for a Convention of Polish-Ukrainian Mutual Understanding, to take place in the autumn of 2012
(a few months after the shared Euro 2012) in the Plenary Hall of the Sejm of the Polish Republic; the occasion would
be an attempt to discuss the most important issues of Polish-Ukrainian history of the 20th century and at the same time
would provide an opportunity for a final debate on the preparations for the 70th anniversary of the Volhynian Tragedy.
The Convention would constitute a type of public resume of the longstanding work of the “Poland – Ukraine: Difficult
Questions” seminars.
5. the 70th anniversary of the Volhynian Tragedy, commemorated in Poland and in Ukraine in July 2013, should be an
opportunity to recapitulate the entirety of knowledge on the subject and at the same time provide a time for moral
reckoning on both sides.
6. the Office of the President of the Republic of Poland declares its willingness to become a patron of the described
process […].
However, the draft of the statement (accepted by Professor Tomasz Nałęcz) aroused fierce opposition from the
Borderland fraternity. They declared that the statement did not accord with Poland’s raison d’état, the word “genocide” was
omitted, in violation of the truth, and so the true nature of the OUN–UPA crimes was concealed; it was also claimed that the
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statement accepted the approach of the Association of Ukrainians in Poland, which on the days of the Anniversary of the
Tragedy organises celebratory Days of Ukrainian Culture...
During the debate in the History Meeting House, a group represented the Association for the Commemoration of the
Victims of the Ukrainian Nationalists’ Crimes in Wrocław, other organisations had one or two representatives. No report was
issued, however, Professor Tomasz Nałęcz stated on behalf of the Office of the President of the Republic of Poland that the
issue would be taken care of.
The 70th anniversary of “Volhynia” will be the last round anniversary when a significant number of eye-witnesses
of these events, the survivors, are still among us. One would wish to pay homage to the victims in peace. Instead, a political
explosion is looming ahead.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka
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Vladimir Danyluk

Unlearning contentiousness
The Polish-Ukrainian history in Volhynia has strong roots where joint achievements are often intertwined with the
wrongs inflicted by both parties on each other. This pertains particularly to the times of World War I, the inter-war period,
World War II and post-war deportations.
The main problem in evaluating various events and finding a common terminology for them is the fact that the
Polish and Ukrainian sides approach the same phenomena differently.
For example, if you want to start a new wave of arguments and mutual abuse, the simplest way is to discuss the
reasons behind the mass-scale repressions carried out in 1942 by Polish armed units against peaceful Ukrainian communities
inhabiting the eastern part of Lublin Province. You can also ask who started the mass murder of Polish civilians in Volhynia
in the summer of 1943. When even historical expertise cannot assist in reaching a consensus, what can you expect from
people who do not have access to relevant objective information and who often use only slogans and dogmas?
Under such circumstances, it seems that in order to develop mutual relations between the Ukrainian and Polish
nations it makes better sense not to continue waiting for a joint scholarly evaluation of the most complex and difficult events
in our common history, but instead to make an attempt, together with social organisations, to discuss ways of recognising
those events and people who, for various reasons, are viewed in a positive light by Ukrainians and Poles alike.
In this context, the “Ostanniy soldat” (“The Last Soldier”) Charitable Foundation has been organising commemorative
activities in Volhynia for already more than 5 years. They have been very well received by the public since they are subject
to mandatory consultation with the local communities who are directly involved in the activities.
During World War I, as we know, the front line between the armies of the Russian Empire and those of the German
and Austro-Hungarian Empires crossed Volhynia for several years. Particularly fierce fighting took place in the summer
of 1916 during the Brusilov Offensive of the Russian army. Most of the war cemeteries established at the battlefields
were tidied up by Polish authorities even before 1939, but later they were deliberately devastated by the Soviet regime.
Nonetheless, many of them have been preserved until today.
Taking into account that during World War I Ukrainians and Poles were forced to serve in the Russian or Austro-Hungarian army, the need to take proper care of the military graves of soldiers and officers of various armies has had
a positive resonance with the local communities, who tried to help the activists of “The Last Soldier” Foundation as much
as they could. These efforts have led to the renovation, and consecration, by both Orthodox and Roman-Catholic clergy, of
cemeteries and places of remembrance in the villages of Polyana in the Turiis’kyi district, Romashkivka in the Kivertsivs’kyi
district and Dukhche in the Rozhyshchensk’kyi district, as well as the erection of a monument to those who fell in World
War I in Lutsk. These events were attended by representatives of local authorities, university and school students, as well as
representatives of diplomatic missions of Poland, the Czech Republic, Austria, Russia and other countries.
Another step towards the Polish-Ukrainian rapprochement was made in Lutsk in May 2009 when a plaque
commemorating the victims of a German air raid on the night of 8/9 May 1944 was unveiled on Cathedral Square in Lutsk.
Polish citizens, residents of Lutsk during the war, now living in Kraków, had been trying to win support for this initiative for
many years. When “The Last Soldier” Foundation joined the effort, an appropriate plaque was prepared in the languages
spoken by the victims of the Luftwaffe air raid: Ukrainian, Polish and Czech.
It is worth noting that the Foundation is not subsidised by the government or foreign funds or grants. Its activities
are funded exclusively by voluntary donations from Ukrainian citizens and legal entities from Volhynia and other parts of
Ukraine.
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Annual historical competitions for senior students from schools in Volhynia, organised by “The Last Soldier” Foundation
in co-operation with the Science and Education Authority of the Volhynia Province (Volynska oblast), have shown that the
young generation has a growing understanding and respect for the common historic legacy of Ukrainians and other nations.
Translated by Slawomir Nowodworski
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Ivan Olchowsky

They saved the innocent, putting their own life at stake
While conducting research on the Ukrainian-Polish conflict in Volhynia of 1939–1945, I often came across incidents
when simple peasants, under the difficult circumstances of fratricidal fighting, acted more honourably than many noble
statesmen, party leaders and military commanders. Unlike the armed ringleaders they respected the lives of innocent people
who lived nearby, saved them, exposing themselves to danger and even death.
They had more respect for lives of innocent people living nearby than for the armed ringleaders.
One of the first people who told me about an act of charity performed by a Polish soldier was my grandmother
Anna. It was December 22 1943, when our village Wyżhów, lying in the region of Luboml, was invaded by partisans dressed
in the clothes of Ukrainian insurgents. The troops were under the command of Lieutenant Kazimierz Filipowicz (“Kord”) and
Second Lieutenant Stanisław Witamborski (“Mały”). Within one hour they managed to kill, torture and burn alive thirty-nine
people selected according to a list of the elderly, women and children. The assailants began their killing at the home of Josip
Savchuk, where Father Nikolai Pokrovsky, the Ihumen of the Ivan Bohoslov Temple from Sztynia village, was hiding with his
family (apparently someone there needed medical aid which the batiushka could provide). He was lured out of the house and
tortured to death in a school building. This gave a signal to start the arson attacks and shooting the innocent people of Wyżhów
as well as refugees from nearby villages: Wysoćka, Bołtun, Zamłynnja. One of the Polish partisans was given an order to shoot
the clergyman’s wife Maria and their two underage daughters – Anna and Aleksandra. The soldier took them to the bank of the
River Neretwa, ordered them to lie down, gave few blind shots in the direction of the opposite bank and ran to join his unit,
which was already walking away. The woman and her children survived.
I heard about the next noble deed of Polish partisans from Ołeksij Martyniuk from the village of Stawky in the region of
Turzyca. On February 12, 1944, during the retaliatory action carried out by troops of Lieutenant Sylwester Brokowski (“Bogoria”)
and Second Lieutenant Ryszard Markiewicz (“Mohorta”), about a hundred people from Stawki and several neighbouring
villages, Kratia, Pysarowa Wola, were killed. A woman who was trying to save her life, in her panic lost her baby. Polish soldiers
found it in the snow, brought it to the hut of Stepan Martyniuk and ordered him to take care of it. Later they would bring him
milk and food. The old man raised the boy who grew into a strong man, later becoming a blacksmith.
Another interesting story I heard from Eve Saczan of the village Jahidne. “I heard the story from my grandmother,
Martyna Kowaljuk. I know that during the attack by Poles on Jahidne my grandmother ran to her devout sister Akułyna to
continue her escape with her. But Akułyna told her that she would not leave her mother-in-law. Just she was reaching the forest
she heard shots and the agonising screams of Akułyna and her mother-in-law. After one and a half hours, when everything
had gone quiet, people returned to their village and saw the dead bodies of Akułyna and the other woman. Akułyna’s three-year-old daughter, Wira, was still moving, lying nailed to the ground with a garden fork. The body of a 30-year-old Polish man
was lying next to her. He was most probably killed by his companions. They found his documents which had his name in his
pocket. The four were buried in a grave that survives until today (it is situated in Leonid Jaszczenko’s farmyard – I.O.). The man’s
surname was forgotten, but not his name. My grandma used to mention him, when telling her family’s story. She would call
him Janek.”
Polish partisans seldom left their comrades on the battlefield. In this case they did so, although they were not in any
danger. Most probably the soldier had protested against killing women and children and this cost him his life.
Numerous facts confirming cases of Ukrainians saved by Poles during the fratricidal conflict are listed in Trahedija
wołynśkych sił 1943–1944 by the Volhynian expert on the region, Jarosław Caruk. One of them can be found in an article on
the Stenżaryczi village, which describes a gruesome raid by Polish policemen from the local unit on the large family of Łukasz
Prystupa, who was ill, from the Samotiszszja khutir (settlement). Three of his six sons (Lonia aged seven, Żenia aged six and Tola
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aged nine) somehow managed to survive the massacre by hiding in the rye stacks and piles of potatoes. But they were afraid of
staying at home with their dead parents and siblings, so they left for the khutir of Nipczyky, where their mother’s sister, Maria,
was living with her husband Dżygało, a Pole. Just in front of the Dżygało’s hut they were captured by the Polish policemen, who
drove them into a school building and ordered them to step out one at a time to be shot. Lonio was the first to stand above the
pit. Meanwhile Dżygało had found out about his three nephews in danger and managed to save the boys from a certain death
at the last moment. For about a month the boys lived at their aunt’s place with her two sons. Before leaving for Poland, the
Dżygałos left their nephews with their grandpa, Iwan Lukasz.16
Testimony about Juzik Kozak, a Pole who saved Ukrainians, can be found in an article on the village of Dubnyky, in
the region of Volodymyr Volynsky. On 14 February 1944 Juzik Kozak, a terrible expression on his face rode his blood-spattered
sleigh through the village. He stopped in front of Stepan Kuźmicki’s hut, called him out and said: “God be blessed, run, or they
will kill all of you Ukrainians, if not today then tomorrow!” In a few words he related what he had seen the previous two days,
sighed, crossed himself and repeated for the second time: “Run before it gets dark.” The Ukrainians left the village at night.
Unfortunately, not all of them. Whoever stayed, was murdered.17
In February 1944 Franek Rojko from Ochniwki village told his brother-in-law, Iwan Tarasiuk, that Poles were going to
come from the direction of Biłyn and kill everyone they meet on the way. It was thus necessary to leave, which the Tarasiuks
did in the evening. Before they fled, they warned their neighbour, Kanton Oływka, of the raid to come. He did not believe them
and at night gathered his neighbours to discuss the issue. They decided that whatever happened, they were going to stay, as
the winter was harsh and the children were small. That very night they were all tortured to death and burned the next day. 18
Edmund Korczakowski from Worczyn, whose father was Polish and mother Ukrainian, refused to kill Ukrainians and set fire to
their buildings. After several warnings, he was killed and later buried in Ustyluza. 19
Numerous instances of Poles terrorizing Ukrainians are mentioned in Trahedija ukrajinśkoho-polślkoho protystojannja
na Wołyni 1938–1944 rokiw, a book by Iwan Puszczuk, a researcher in the field of the bloody events in Volhynia. In an article
on the Hremjacze village in the region of Kiwerce, he describes how, in September 1939 a militia unit of local communists
encountered a small unit of the Polish Army and was about to disarm it. The soldiers however called for help to the nearby
village of Cumań, where a bigger unit was stationed. The assailants hid and the inhabitants of Hremjacz were in for a military
retaliation. It was the family of Polish teachers, the Kaszczuks, who stood up for the Ukrainian inhabitants of the village.20
In an article on the Domasziw village, situated in the same region, Iwan Puszczuk quotes the testimony of Panas
Mudrak (born 1926): “In 1943 the authorities ordered my father to castrate a foal. It was to be done in Perebraże. Eight men
went with the foal. The road was peaceful until they reached Perebraże. The first guard let them in, but the soldiers of the
second accused them of being Bandera’s spies. Their horses were taken away and they were to be shot. They were led to the
edge of a pit. However, it happened that one of my father’s acquaintance was among the Poles. Father asked him: “Juzik, what
are you doing?” Juzik’s wife started shouting: “If you shoot these people, I’ll be the first one to throw myself into that hole.”
The men were quickly released, because word went round that they were decent people. They were given back their horses…
My father couldn’t speak for 2 days. He had been on the verge of life and death.”21
In an article on Jaromel village we read the testimony of Iwan Maksymczuk, born in 1935: “It was in 1943, during the
harvest. When the people gathered at their farmsteads, the Poles surrounded the village and ushered everyone inside a hut
16 J. Caruk, Trahedija wołynśkych sił 1943–1944, Lviv 2003, p. 144–146.
17 Ibidem, p. 44.
18 Ibidem, p. 50.
19 J. Caruk, Trahedija wołynśkych sił 1943–1944, Lviv 2003, p. 78.
20 I. Puszczuk, Trahedija ukrajinśko-polśkoho protystojannja na Wołyni 1938–1944 rokiw. Rejon kiwercowski, Lutsk 2008, p. 71.
21 Ibidem, p. 82.
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at the outsirkts of Jaromel. They were planning to kill everyone. As it happened, Władek Chodorkowski was among the Poles
and he knew the local people. He said to the Poles: “Leave them alone!” and then to the Ukrainians: “Run! I can’t do anything
more for you.” And the people dispersed.22
One more act of humane conduct is depicted by the author in the article on Czechiwszczyna village in the region
of Lutsk. He records: “Poles from the outpost in Antoniówka Szepelska detained Jakow Machłyncej, a Ukrainian living in the
village, and threw him into an infamous local dungeon. His acquaintance, a Polish lady, saved him. She begged the partisans to
release the man as he was a renowned local spinning wheel manufacturer.”23
In Dubiszcze Stare, Rożyszcze Region, a former Polish Army officer was outraged by the way his fellow countrymen
were treating Ukrainians. Rakowski and Jan Serewa, Poles, refused to take part in robbing defenceless Ukrainian peasants. They
were a minority though.24
Since the Polish population of Volhynia suffered considerably more than the Ukrainian side during the fratricidal conflict
of 1939–1945, there were consequently more acts of help by Ukrainians than the other way round. Romuald Niedzielko of the
Institute of National Remembrance in his Kresowa księga sprawiedliwych 1939–1945, published in Warsaw in 2007, tried to
gather and organise all the information. In the last five years however, Ukrainian researchers have collected new testimonies
and additional cases of Ukrainians helping Poles survive, information not yet familiar to the general public. They have tried to
uncover the truth about certain deeds of allegedly noble nature performed by their compatriots.
For example Ołena Fedorczuk, born in 1937 in Czornijewa village in the region of Turzysk, told me a strange story of her
uncle, Peter Fedorczuk who married a Polish girl called Władka and with her had seven children. When Bandera’s troops came
he was the only one whose life was spared. However, he did not want to go on living without them and chose to die with them
instead. Only his son, Janek, managed to hide at the Fedorczuk’s place. In order to save his life he was later accepted into the
Orthodox church.
Jewhenija Ryl, inhabitant of Poliana in the same region, was a witness of how her parents saved the life of Krysia
Czekanowska, who came running to them to hide while her grandmother, brother and two sisters were being killed. She in
turn was a witness of her family being saved by Mychajło Kysliuk. When he saw armed strangers putting the Ryl couple, an
old Pole, Tymochowycz and the refugees from Kupyczew up against the wall, he ran to the partisans and said: “Who are you
shooting? There are no Poles here!”, upon which one of the attackers hit Kysliuk in the chest with a rifle butt. The man fell down
and when he stood up again, he tore his shirt and cried: “Kill me! Who are you fighting now? An eighty-year-old man?” After
hearing these words, the soldiers ordered everyone to abandon their huts while they took a cart and the stolen cows and left
for Ozerjany.
During the anti-Polish operation on August 30, 1943, the family of Bolesław Baniek was sheltered by Ołeksij Stoliaruk
from Wilka Duliśka village. The Poles remained hidden in his farmyard until November 12, 1943. But the hideaway was
discovered by the Bandera’s troops, who in turn killed both the Banieks (a couple and two children) and Ołeksij Stoliaruk who
had provided the shelter. The grave of the latter is situated in the graveyard in Duliby.
This is a testimony of Witalij Surmacz (of Polish nationality), an inhabitant of Ladyń in the Luboml Region, on being
rescued by Ukrainians: “When they came for my family I was thirteen. There were four of them, bandits. They made my
mother, sister and me go inside the hut while they killed my father by hitting him with the blunt end of an axe in the orchard.
Mum was killed in the same way at the doorstep and my sister Lidia, who was 18, inside the hut. I hid myself behind the stove
among some containers. One of them came and said: “There has to be one more here somewhere.” But then they started
beating up my sister so they forgot about me. I stayed there for an hour and only then did I go out. I saw my sister holding
22 Ibidem, p. 284.
23 I. Puszczuk, Trahedija ukrajinśko-polśkoho protystojannja na Wołyni 1938–1944 rokiw. Rejon łucki, Lutsk 2009, p. 346.
24 Ibidem, p. 71–72.
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on to a bed frame – her head was split open – and my dead mother and I left for Stawki, to go to my mother’s brother. I met
Tryfon Markowycz Własiuk on the way, and he gave me a lift in his cart. On the road we met the killers of my family. They were
armed with axes and rifles. They talked to Tryfon Markowycz and then let us go. When we got to my uncle’s place, Tryfon told
him: “Take the boy and keep him inside. Let him stay with you for some time.” And that was how I stayed at my uncle’s, Kornij
Pyłypiuk, in Stawki. Together with him we survived the riots and later with his family we ran and hid, this time from the Poles.”
In the book by Władysław and Ewa Siemaszko there is a story about the Równo village, Luboml Region, where an
Orthodox priest stood up in defence of the Polish inhabitants. I have managed to ascertain his name, Roman Łeszczyszyn. Right
at the beginning of the German-Soviet war, he saved a Pole, Mykoła Waśko, from being shot by the Nazis and during the Polish-Ukrainian conflict he called the inhabitants of the village to help Poles cross the River Bug onto the side of the Chełm Region.
It has to be stated that in their article on Równo village, the Siemaszkos have misinterpreted as heroic the behaviour of
a Ukrainian Jagiełło, who was allegedly shot by Ukrainians when he refused to turn in his Polish wife.
As I was told by the witnesses of these events Wasyl Mużyłko (nicknamed Jagiełło) was the husband of Nastia,
a Ukrainian, with whom he had two children. At some point Wasyl started making advances to Jagusia Ryszkewycz, a Pole who
lived with her daughter, Maria. The marriage of Myżyłko fell apart. Nastia took the daughters and left for Swerża, a village on
the other side of the Bug. Apparently Wasyl married Jagusia’s daughter, Maria (?!). In 1945 he went to Swerża to mill grain.
There he encountered the husbands of Nastia’s daughters, who beat him up so severely that he coughed up blood. He died
a few years later. Maria married Paweł Mużyłk and lived in Równe until the eighties. As we see, this was an ordinary family
drama which had nothing to do with heroism or, indeed, international conflict.
I have also managed to establish that there was not much heroism in the case of Sawa Skybuk, the head of Sokił village
in the Luboml Region. The Siemaszkos report that he saved a Polish woman with her two children from being murdered by her
husband, Aliosza Basiuk.25
The local elders claim that the family life of the Polish teacher Wanda, who was indeed the wife of Aliosza Basiuk,
secretary of the village board, and the mother of his two children, was not a happy one. The family fell apart and in 1943 Sawa
Skybuk, who was friends with his subordinate Aliosza Basiuk, helped Basiuk’s former wife and the children leave for Luboml
with no risk to his own life.
One should bear in mind that Polish literature at times cites other examples of people whose alleged righteousness
is somewhat questionable. I am of the opinion that we should be more careful when assessing their conduct. Such people do
not deserve to become role models for future generations.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka

25 W. Siemaszko, E. Siemaszko, Ludobójstwo dokonane przez nacjonalistów ukraińskich na ludności polskiej Wołynia, Warszawa 2000, p. 513.
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The Rescuers, the Rescued, the Denouncers, the Denounced.
A Preliminary Study of Relations between Jews, Poles and Ukrainians under the German
Occupation in Eastern Galicia
The realities of German-occupied Eastern Galicia during World War II, particularly the attitudes of the population, have
not yet been thoroughly studied. So far a few works have been published dealing with the fate of the civilians in Lviv during
World War II or the Polish-Ukrainian conflict, but no study has addressed the attitudes of the inhabitants of the District of
Galicia towards the destruction of the Jews.26 Although this subject matter does appear in several recently published memoirs,
it is still little known to a wider public.27
This article does not pretend to exhaust or even give a broad presentation of the problem of Polish-Ukrainian-Jewish
relations under Nazi occupation in Eastern Galicia. It is merely an indication of themes that require thorough research or even
dedicated research projects based on extensive sources. I would just like to give an outline, based on a few examples, of the
complicated fate of Jews attempting to escape death and encountering a variety of attitudes of the non-Jewish population in
those areas.
The first events of this kind took place as early as the summer of 1941 when German troops invaded the Soviet Union
and entered territories that had been under Soviet occupation from September 1939. At that time, the former provinces of
Lviv, Stanisławów (today Ivano-Frankivsk) and Tarnopol (Ternopil) were engulfed by a wave of pogroms provoked in various
locations by German propaganda which accused Jews of complicity in the mass executions committed by the NKVD in the
local prisons. The largest and bloodiest pogroms at the time occurred in Lviv, Ternopil, Drohobych and Boryslav. Unfortunately,
Polish historical literature generally lacks in-depth studies of these events, and those that exist present the stereotypical view
that the mass murder of Jews committed by part of the population of those towns was in revenge for Jewish collaboration
with the Soviet regime. Such studies do not analyse the anti-Semitism common in those territories before World War II among
Ukrainians and Poles alike.28
From the beginning of the German occupation, Jews in the District of Galicia essentially found themselves almost
completely isolated in the face of Nazi repressive measures. As a result of the wave of pogroms in the summer of 1941, the
Polish and Ukrainian population started to regard Jews as a body entirely outside the sphere of law. Added to this was the
German anti-Semitic propaganda and the orders of the occupation authorities according to which the Jewish population was
totally excluded from society. Such a situation led not only to the plunder of Jewish property by Germans and locals, but
also the physical harassment of Jews as well as the murder of Jewish families in individual villages, most often committed by
Ukrainians from the very start of the German occupation. What is interesting is that, in some villages, those murders occurred
26 G. Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie 1939–1944. Życie codzienne, Warszawa 2000; G. Motyka, Od rzezi wołyńskiej do akcji Wisła, Kraków 2011.
27 L. Chuwis-Thau, A jeśli Cię zapomnę, Warszawa 2002; C. Kramer, S. Glantz, Wojna Klary, Kraków 2009; K. Chiger, D. Praisner, Dziewczynka w zielonym
sweterku, Warszawa 2011; I. Chiger, Świat w mroku. Pamiętnik ojca dziewczynki w zielonym sweterku, Warszawa 2011. Thanks to Agnieszka Holland’s film
In Darkness, the story of the Chiger family hiding in the sewers of Lviv is probably the best-known among these titles. The film outlines, unfortunately
sometimes too stereotypically, the attitudes of various ethnic groups living in occupied Lviv to each other, and particularly to the Jews. Unfortunately, on
average Poles are still unaware of the simple fact that Jews living in Lviv and the then District of Galicia were Polish citizens, and their wartime fate was part
of the tragedy of Polish Jewry.
28 B. Musiał, Rozstrzelać elementy kontrrewolucyjne. Brutalizacja wojny niemiecko-sowieckiej latem 1941, Warszawa 2001. Unfortunately, the simplistic
justification of the pogroms in Eastern Galicia with the collaboration of the Jews with the Soviets is still the norm in Ukrainian public awareness in Lviv
today. Statements that boil down to the assertion “Jews could only blame themselves” and “many Jews served in the NKVD” are spoken even by Ukrainian
historians and museum employees. An example of such attitudes can be found in a short film about the Lviv pogrom in 1941; the film was posted to
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jo5d9NKML0&feature=related [accessed on 17 November 2012].
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without the involvement of Germans as was the case with the Kosów Huculski (Kosiv) or Kołomyja (Kolomyya) area. Until
August 1941, these territories had been occupied by Hungarian, not German troops. The Hungarians did not carry out any
repressive measures, apart from forcing Jews to do some work for the army. However, in small towns or villages where no
Hungarian troops were stationed, individual and mass murders of Jews occurred, for example in Ottynia (Otyniya) where some
local Ukrainians murdered 50 Jews, while 36 died in the village of Czernichów (Chernikhov), and nine in Śniatyn (Snyatyn).29
A hideous murder was committed by the local inhabitants in Jabłonica (Yablunytsya) near Kosów Huculski. The local Hutsul
peasants drowned several dozen Jews from that village in the Czeremosz (Cheremosh) river. It was reported that afterwards,
they went to the neighbouring village of Hwiniawa where they tried to talk the local people into jointly staging a massacre of
the Jews living there. The peasants from Hwiniawa refused, promising to solve the “Jewish question” in the village on their
own. When their neighbours from Jabłonica had left, the Hwiniawa villagers expelled the Jews to Żabie (today Verkhovyna) and
plundered their property.30 Many more similar events occurred in Eastern Galicia at that time.
In the late autumn of 1941, part of the District of Galicia was submerged by a wave of huge mass executions the first
being the massacre in Stanisławów where, on 12 October 1941, the German and Ukrainian police shot between ten and twelve
thousand Jews at the local Jewish cemetery.31 The executions mainly took place in the area of the former Stanisławów Province,
particularly localities in the Carpathians, including Kosów Huculski which deserves more attention because the situation in
that town is closely related to the subject of this article. The attitudes towards Jews demonstrated by Ukrainians and Poles
then were also characteristic of the later period that came after the deportations, mainly to the Bełżec death camp, and mass
executions carried out during the final liquidation of ghettos, when the surviving handful of Jews attempted to survive in the
midst of a non-Jewish population. This was the so-called third phase of the Holocaust; it has been studied at greater depth only
recently but continues to require further research.32
At the Archives of the Jewish Historical Institute can be found an account by J. (Jehoszua) Gärtner, a pre-war inhabitant
of Kosów Huculski, who was a member of the Jewish Council (Judenrat) in that town from the beginning of the German
occupation.33 It is probably the most extensive testimony concerning the wartime fate of the Jews from Kosów and the attitudes
of the local non-Jewish population towards them.
On 16 October 1941, Germans from the Sicherheitspolizei in Kołomyja arrived at Kosów Huculski, headed by Robert
Frost, the official responsible for Jewish affairs, and ordered the local Judenrat to deliver 600–700 Jews, supposedly to work.34
At the same time, the Germans, aided by Ukrainian policemen, started assembling the Jews in the marketplace. Dieter Pohl’s
study (in German), used in this article, sums up the events in Kosów between 16 and 18 October 1941 with the statement
that Germans, aided by Ukrainian policemen, murdered 2000 local Jews and then proceeded to organise festivities for the
occasion.35 Gärtner’s testimony is more precise in this respect and more shocking owing to its level of detail, particularly with
29 The Jewish Historical Institute Archive (hereinafter JHIA), Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/2153, Account by Dawid Likwornik. In Kołomyja
itself, Hungarian troops saved the life of more than 100 Jews captured in the streets of the city by a self-appointed Ukrainian militia that wanted to kill them.
The Hungarian army did not allow the pogrom of the Jewish population in Stanisławów (Ivano-Frankivsk).
30 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/134, Account by J. Gärtner.
31 D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941–1944. Organisation und Durchsführung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens,
München 1997, p. 145–147.
32 B. Engelking, Jest taki piękny słoneczny dzień… Losy Żydów szukających ratunku na wsi polskiej 1942–1945, Warszawa 2011; J. Grabowski, Judenjagd.
Polowanie na Żydów 1942–1945. Studium dziejów pewnego powiatu, Warszawa 2011.
33 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/134, Account by J. Gärtner. Jehoszua Gärtner gave two testimonies to the Central Jewish Historical
Commission (CKŻH). The account marked with reference number 301/134 was recorded in Polish in Łódź in 1945. Later, Gärtner left with the CŻKH his
testimony written in Yiddish on 14 March 1944, i.e. during the occupation when he stayed in Romania after a successful escape. This testimony is now kept
at the JHI Archive under reference number 301/4075. In this article, the testimony in Polish from 1945 is used.
34 D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische…, p. 148.
35 Ibidem, p. 148. The executions also took place in Delatyn and Jaremcze (Yaremche).
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regard to the involvement of the local population in rounding up of Jews. The mass shooting was accompanied by the plunder
of Jewish property, carried out both by German policemen and some of the inhabitants of Kosów.36
Jehoszua Gärtner described the events of that day: “We can see Ukrainian gangs, school students who were given
a day off on this ‘festive occasion’. They barge into Jewish homes, drag the Jews out, while Hechtel37 goes into the homes, takes
everything and says, ‘It’s going to be all right.’ Darkness is falling, no one has been released yet, and the shooting continues.”38
From the marketplace the Jews were led to Góra Miejska (Town Hill) where they were shot in pits which had been
dug earlier. This scenario was repeated during the following two days. The Germans, along with part of the town’s population,
dragged the Jews out of their homes and led them either to the Town Hill or first to the local jail and then to the execution
site. Gärtner related that the details of how the entire action was to be carried out were agreed on by the Germans with the
Ukrainian town officials: “We learnt that before the action, at 7 pm on the 15 October, a joint meeting of the Gestapo with the
municipal authorities was held at the town hall during which the action plan was drawn up. Following the meeting, the town
authorities summoned young Ukrainians who then prepared a huge pit on the hill and organised gangs to help the Gestapo in
the operation.”39
Further on, the author mentioned the names of the most active Ukrainian inhabitants of Kosów who were involved
in the round-up of the Jews. Some of the Ukrainians, under the earlier Soviet occupation, had been regarded as Communists.
Those taking part in the manhunts came from various professions: a bricklayer, the director of a dairy, rich farmers, a baker,
a chauffeur’s wife, a photographer who had lived with a Jewish family under one roof, a school inspector from the time of the
Soviet occupation. There were cases of entire families taking part: “The Hryniuks, mother and son, chased and denounced
many Jews [...].”40
Gärtner also wrote some bitter words about the Poles: “Many Ukrainians to whom the Jews entrusted their belongings
wanted those Jews to disappear. The Poles offered us no help during the roundups; on the contrary, they chased away Jews
who sought shelter with them.”41 He also mentioned specific cases, for example the pre-war tax controller Szczepański who
not only chased out a woman by the name Raud who was hiding in his shed (despite the fact that she had paid him to give her
shelter), but was also open about his anti-Semitism: “During lunch, in the company of invited guests, he expressed his joy that
Hitler was eliminating the Jews in Poland, that Poland would be free of Jews. Many people walked around the town and were
happy that the Jews were being persecuted.”42 Some Poles also took part in the rounding up of Jews and bringing them to the
jail or marketplace. These people also came from various social backgrounds: a taxi driver, a photographer with his two sons,
and an elderly lawyer who denounced his neighbour. It is worth noting that before the war, this lawyer had been elected mayor
of Kosów thanks to Jewish votes.43
36 The Judenrat in Kosów attempted to bribe the Germans to discontinue the execution and provided them with much more that the Germans demanded.
The Germans then ordered the Judenrat members to deliver Hutsul rugs and tapestry (before the war, Kosów was well-known for tapestry, the so-called
kilims, manufactured both by the Hutsuls and Jews), fur coats, crystal ware and china. JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/134, Account by
J. Gärtner, p. 5.
37 According to Gärtner’s testimony, Hechtl or Hechtel was the head of the Sonderdienst in Kołomyja. In fact, he probably meant Rudolf Hőtzel,
a Sicherheitspolizei officer from Kołomyja, also responsible for Jewish affairs in Kołomyja county. D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische…, p. 276.
38 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/134, Account by J. Gärtner, p. 5–6.
39 Ibidem, sheet 7. The author of the account mentions prominent representatives of the town’s Ukrainian community who participated in the meeting:
“mayor Winicki, his deputy Salwaroski, town councillor Bojetszko, director of the dairy station Koszak, Mrs. Czepurak, wife of the physician, and Mrs.
Gardecka, widow of the Ukrainian lawyer.” The mass graves on the Town Hill were dug by young Ukrainians and Poles forced by the municipal authorities of
Kosów and Germans. Information from Franciszek Andrzej Magda, whose father was forced to dig those mass graves.
40 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/134, Account by J. Gärtner, p. 8–9.
41 Ibidem, sheet 10.
42 Ibidem, sheet 11.
43 Ibidem, sheet 12.
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For the non-Jewish population of Kosów Huculski, the two days of this monstrous operation seemed to be some kind
of spectacle or bloody fete that was a source of joy to those participating in the rounding up of Jews, according to Jehoszua
Gärtner’s account. In the evenings, drinking and dancing parties were held in the local restaurants attended by Ukrainian
youth and Germans. The entire action, which cost the lives of 2 thousand people, culminated in the torching of the Kosów
synagogue.44
Besides the negative examples of collaboration with the Germans in the destruction of the Kosów Jews, Gärtner also
mentioned the names of a handful of people who tried to rescue the lives of fellow human beings during those two tragic days.
“However, there were a few Ukrainians who helped the Jews to save their lives, such as Józef who, when the roundups
began, stood outside the homes of Mendel Marmarosz, Hodenprac, Sojfer Frenkel and Szpejchs. When the Gestapo came, he
told them that all Jews had already been taken away, and he chased away the Ukrainians. He was helped by Antoni Anisow.
His brother Mikołaj also rescued Jews. Doctor Bochar sheltered 10 persons in his place, the wife of engineer Hnetiuk gave
protection to 9 Jews. Antoni Szpek hid his neighbours, the shoemaker Wintoniak did the same. Dewdiuk gave shelter to a larger
number of Jews. A girl from Smodno let the local Jews know that a roundup was being prepared.”45
Those individual positive cases, mentioned in Gärtner’s account, of humane behaviour towards the Jews at that time
prove that even under extreme circumstances some people did not lose their humanity completely. Actually, such humane
behaviour occurred in Kosów also later. During the execution described above, the Germans did not shoot all the Jews. Those
who survived the massacre continued to live in the town until September 1942 when the remaining Jewish population in the
area was finally deported to Kołomyja and from there to the Bełżec death camp. Some of the Kosów Jews tried to hide in the
town itself or its vicinity, while others decided to cross the Cheremosz (Cheremosh) river, which marked the pre-war border,
and tried to find shelter in Romanian Bukovina. We know of a few cases of Kosów Jews who were successfully rescued. In the
Kosów suburb of Moskalówka, Katarzyna Kobeni succeeded in hiding the two Engler brothers throughout the occupation.46 In
Kosów itself, in the attic of a barn, Wojciech Wołoszczuk concealed seven people, including Fajga Bader and the family of her
brother Nissan. Unfortunately, Nissan was denounced by Wołoszczuk’s neighbour when he left the hiding place to get some
food. His wife and two children were murdered by Ukrainians after the Red Army entered Kosów in 1944. Fajga Bader, who
adopted the name Francis Schaff and lived in the USA after the war, searched for Wołoszczuk in vain for many years. Eventually,
she found his children, and it was thanks to her efforts that Wojciech Wołoszczuk was awarded the title of Righteous Among
Nations posthumously in 2011.47 Ire Sztajgman from Kosów survived in the forest near Żabie. He was helped by a Hutsul man
from Żabie who brought food to his hiding place every day. Unfortunately, the rescued man did not provide this man’s name
although in his account he does mention the names of people from Kosów who collaborated with the Germans and denounced
Jews who were hiding.48
Similar stories happened in most towns and villages in Eastern Galicia. In Zabłotów (Zabolotiv), not far from Kosów,
a mass execution of Jews took place on 22 December 1941. Here too, some Christian inhabitants helped the Germans in
rounding up the victims.49 However, there were also individuals who helped the Jews who escaped from the town. A Pole,
44 Ibidem, sheets 8, 9. There is something surrealistic about Jehoszua Gärtner’s description of those two days, undoubtedly a central element of his
narrative. The reader gets the impression that the mass murder of the Jews, and the involvement of almost the entire town – a well-known tourist and spa
centre (thanks to the famous sanatorium of Dr Apolinary Tarnawski) – somehow marked the end of a certain world in Kosów Huculski, the end that neither
the Ukrainians nor the Poles were quite aware of at the time.
45 Ibidem, sheet 11.
46 Ibidem, sheet 32.
47 L. Burrows, A Son Searches for His Mother’s Savior, “The Jewish Advocate” 2011, No. 50, p. 1, 4. I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Franciszek
Andrzej Magda for sending me this article.
48 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/2186, Account by Ire Sztajgman.
49 For example, a post office worker from Dżurów (Dzhuriv) murdered the family of Mendel Tau while leading them to the execution site. JHIA, Accounts
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Ludwik Moździerz, not only arranged “Aryan” identity documents for the family of Maksymilian Rosenbaum but also helped
them get to Kraków where they survived until the end of the war.50
In her post-war account, Zania Rattenbach from Dolina (Dolyna) in the former Stanisławów Province mentioned
a whole list of individuals who denounced Jews as well as those who helped the Jews escaping from ghettos. Her story of the
roundups in her home town, in the summer of 1942, when the Germans shot 2,5–3 thousand local Jews,51 contains information
about non-Jewish neighbours, mostly Ukrainians, who not only plundered Jewish homes but also denounced those who were
in hiding. According to the author, such acts were committed mostly by people who had been given Jewish property for
safekeeping and wanted to get rid of the owners.52 Such behaviour was demonstrated not only by the ordinary citizens of
Dolina, but also the mayor and his wife who wanted to seize the author of this account.53 Zania Rattenbach escaped from the
town with her little daughter to the nearby forest where she wandered for several days wearing only a nightgown. During her
wanderings she met a Ukrainian acquaintance who fed her and her child. At the same time, the inhabitants of Nawiezki village
organised a manhunt for the Jews hiding in the forest. A Ukrainian policeman caught her and her daughter. When Rattenbach
told him she would pay for their freedom but needed to make arrangements to get some money, he let her go but kept the
child hostage. Unfortunately, the mother did not manage to find any cash. Worse still, she got lost in the forest at night and was
unable to find the place where the policeman was waiting with her daughter. Having waited in vain, the man left the child alone
in the forest. The girl was later taken by a group of Jewish refugees passing by that place, but she was murdered the following
day during an operation in Perechińsko (Perehinsk’e).54 For several weeks afterwards, the girl’s mother found shelter at the
home of Maria Steń, a Ukrainian woman she knew. Steń’s farmhand, Josyf N., was helped in that effort.55 Then she managed to
join her husband who was staying in the Stryj (Stryi) ghetto. During the subsequent deportations from Stryj, they received help
from a German who arranged for them a hiding place in a warehouse. After escaping from the ghetto, they survived until the
end of the war in a partisan unit of the pre-war Ukrainian Communist Hryn Babyi who organised a group of Jewish refugees in
the Dolina and Stryj area.56
No less dramatic were the experiences of Sonia Katzman from Brody. She spoke very negatively about the behaviour
of some Ukrainians and Poles who informed the Germans about hiding places in the ghetto during the operation in that town
in November 1942. Katzman paid one of those individuals to allow her to escape outside the closed Jewish district.57 Sonia
Katzman owes her life to Tadeusz Żak, a Pole from Brody, who was well-known for his anti-Semitism before the war. He not
and testimonies by survivors, 301/1638, Account by Maksymilian Rosenbaum.
50 Ibidem.
51 The action in Dolina was carried out by SD and SiPo functionaries from Stanisławów on 3 August 1942. The victims were shot at the local Jewish
cemetery. D. Pohl, Nationalsozialistische…, p. 227.
52 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/670, Account by Zania Rattenbach.
53 Ibidem.
54 When reading the story of Zania Rattenbach and other people, one gets the impression that in the summer and autumn of 1942, during the largest
wave of deportations to the Bełżec death camp and mass executions in the particular towns and villages, the forests in the then District of Galicia were
teeming with Jewish refugees. Rattenbach observed in her account that when she was wandering through the forest with her child, she repeatedly ran into
smaller or larger groups of Jews who had escaped from Dolina or the neighbouring villages. It makes one wonder how many people could have been saved,
at least theoretically, had it not been for the constant manhunts and denunciations.
55 Ibidem. Rattenbach spoke very favourably about the farmhand but did not mention his surname. It is very likely that right after the war the survivors
did not reveal the identity of their saviours out of fear that these good people might get into trouble with their neighbours, as was often the case.
Another survivor, who was hiding in Lviv from the spring of 1942, summed up the situation right after the war: “I have been experiencing it all the time
that people who have rescued Jews do not want their compatriots to find out about it.” JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/681, Account
by Regina Alma, p. 6.
56 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/670, Account by Zania Rattenbach.
57 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/39, Account by Sonia Katzman. She wrote very critically about a Polish woman, Bronia Węglowska,
who reportedly indicated shelters where the Jews were hiding.
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only offered the Jewish girl “Aryan” documents, but also gave her shelter at a forester’s lodge near Brody where he had found
a job. He built a forest bunker near the lodge where 10 Jewish refugees from Brody, including Sonia’s mother, were able to hide.
Unfortunately, the bunker was exposed in June 1943, and its inhabitants were ruthlessly murdered.58 In fear of being exposed,
Sonia Katzman fled to Lviv where she barely escaped capture by the Germans when some of her prewar female acquaintances
denounced her. She spent weeks wandering in the vicinity of Lviv, unable to find anyone who would offer help. Finally she
went to Jarosław where passing herself off as a Pole she succeeded in getting a telephonist’s job. In Jarosław she was joined by
Tadeusz Żak who took care of her until the liberation.59
Very often individual people who rescued Jews acted against the will of their relatives. This was the case with a prewar teacher from Brzeżany (Berezhany), Zofia Śniadecka. During the German occupation this heroic woman was not only
involved in underground activities, but also led Jewish children out of the ghetto and looked for Polish families who could give
them shelter. Throughout that time she was taking care of eleven Jews (one of them later became her husband). Although
awarded the Righteous Among Nations medal in 1986, she wrote a bitter letter to the Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, saying that her
family had disowned her. Even her husband abandoned her, failing to show gratitude for her saving his life.60 Szymon Redlich
who wrote up the story of Zofia Śniadecka and other people who gave help to the hiding Jews emphasised that most of them
were Poles. Although some Ukrainians helped too, the author wrote that nationalist attitudes had prevailed among them.
People he interviewed after the war while preparing his book tried to convince him that they had sympathised with the Jews
during the occupation. However, they were unable to give many examples of actual help. A lot of individuals said that even
the Ukrainian Insurgent Army rescued Jews, mostly doctors, but Redlich only found one such person who survived in a UPA
unit in the Brzeżany area. He was a doctor named Poldek who, in the face of the approaching Soviet offensive, deserted from
that UPA unit out of fear that either the Ukrainian partisans would murder him or he would be seized by the Soviets and held
accountable for collaborating with the Ukrainians. After his desertion, some Ukrainian peasants actually inquired about him so
he decided to leave Brzeżany altogether.61
It was more common for Jews hiding in the District of Galicia to fear UPA units which, from the beginning of 1944,
not only attacked Polish villages but also murdered Jews seeking shelter in the forests. Such a situation was described right
after the war by Mojżesz Kin who, together with 24 other people, found shelter in a bunker near Narajów (Naraiv). They were
helped by a Pole called Hajnusz, a glassworks employee from Huta near Narajów. Together with his son, Hajnusz delivered food
to the Jews. At the end of 1943 and beginning of 1944, the group increased to 65 people. The tragic end came on 16 March
1944 when a UPA unit discovered their shelter and murdered everyone who dared to leave the bunker – a total of 51 persons.
Mojżesz Kin and his cousins stayed inside and thus survived. Unfortunately, Hajnusz could no longer help them because the
UPA burned down his home, so he and his son escaped to Brzeżany. The Jews had to fend for themselves. They would walk to
the burned Polish villages and search for food in the charred ruins. As Kin observed, they would try to avoid mainly the UPA
because the Germans no longer ventured out into the country.62 A similar fate befell a sizeable group of Jewish refugees from
Borysław (Boryslav) who constructed a system of bunkers in the forests around the town. Towards the end of the German
58 Ibidem. Tadeusz Żak paid a ransom to get those ten Jews out of a labour camp. In her account, Sonia Katzman did not specify who carried out the
murder of the hiding Jews, but she blamed herself and her carelessness for their death. She used to bring them food to the bunker and someone must have
followed her.
59 Ibidem.
60 The stories of Zofia Śniadecka and other Poles who rescued the Jews in Brzeżany and its vicinity can be found in a book by an Israeli historian Szymon
Redlich. What is interesting, the author stresses that Jews were more likely to receive help from the Poles than from the Ukrainians although he also
describes cases of help offered by Ukrainians. He himself and his relatives survived thanks to the help of a Ukrainian woman Tańka Koncewicz. The Poles did
not always help the Jews out of sympathy, but were very often motivated by money. Therefore, Szymon Redlich put particular emphasis on the sacrifice of
Zofia Śniadecka. S. Redlich, Razem i osobno. Polacy, Żydzi, Ukraińcy w Brzeżanach 1919–1945, Sejny 2008, p. 132–134, 165–166.
61 Ibidem, p. 162–164, 168–169.
62 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/879, Account by Mojżesz Kin.
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occupation, many Jews from Borysław were murdered by Ukrainian partisans and those who stayed in forest shelters were
more afraid of attacks by the Ukrainians than Germans.63
Another Israeli historian, Yehuda Bauer, also mentioned the danger posed by Ukrainian partisans, even towards
Ukrainian peasants who helped the hiding Jews. He described the story of a Ukrainian peasant Petro Ilnitsky who was helping
a group of 16 Jews sheltering in a forest near Bolechów (Bolechiv). At first, he did it for money but then he tried to shelter
individuals who had some cash so that he could buy food for other people in his care. Ilnitsky was a widower with five children
who helped him protect the Jews. In 1943 another group of 37 Jews who had found shelter in the same forest was murdered by
Ukrainian peasants. The UPA staged an assault on Ilnitsky’s home and tried to force him, through beating, to reveal the hiding
place of “his” Jews. Ilnitsky did not give them away, but in order to prevent further assaults, he sent his eldest son Vasyl to join
a UPA unit. In this way he wanted to show that someone who had a son in a Ukrainian partisan unit could not be helping Jews.
When the Red Army entered that area, his son was killed in a fight with the Soviets. Ilnitsky and his surviving children were
deported to Kazakhstan. The rescued Jews tried to help him until the end of his life. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Petro
Ilnitsky and his entire family were recognised as Righteous Among Nations.64 Bauer also mentioned the joint defence organised
by Poles and Jews when the UPA attacked some Polish villages where the Jews were hiding. For example, such Polish-Jewish
self-defence existed in the villages of Wojciechówka and Nowosiółka.65
There were also negative examples when Polish partisans from the Home Army not only turned away Jewish refugees
but sometimes even murdered them, as was the case in the vicinity of Buczacz (Buchach). There were also cases, though not
very frequent, when Home Army soldiers executed individuals who denounced Jews. For example, partisans from another
Home Army unit in the same Buczacz area carried out a death sentence on a Polish woman accused of such behaviour.66
People escaping from certain death employed various survival strategies. The Jews could rely on organised help
or, most often, tried to survive on their own. In Lviv there was a group of people associated with the Council to Aid Jews,
popularly referred to as “Żegota”. Władysława Chomsowa who headed “Żegota” in Lviv in 1943, made a huge contribution to
the rescue of the Lviv Jews. Initially, she smuggled medicines, food and money into the ghetto. Later she tried to co-ordinate
the protection of a number of people: she arranged hiding places and “Aryan” identity documents, and sent Jewish children
to Christian orphanages and convents. Facing the threat of arrest, she had to flee to Warsaw in 1944. The accounts of the
survivors who owed her their lives include a statement that Władysława Chomsowa feared not only the Germans but also her
own neighbours whose behaviour she could not be sure of.67 Well-known personalities from Lviv who rescued Jews included
63 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/2193, Account by Ignacy Goldwasser, p. 11–12. The author of the account also observed that even if
the hiding Jews owned arms, it was not enough to protect them against UPA attacks. In this case, the Jews had to rely on themselves for their survival. The
whole group was very well organised. There was a “Forest Committee”, i.e. a kind of policing service whose members were armed and made sure that equal
amounts of food were distributed to everyone. The system collapsed after the first Ukrainian attacks when it turned out that individual Jews had to try to
survive on their own.
64 Two Jewish families from Bolechów, the Kesslers and the Grünschlags owe their survival to the help provided by the Ilnitsky family. Y. Bauer, The Death
of the Shtetl, New Haven–London 2009, p. 100–101.
65 Ibidem, p. 107. Such a situation was experienced, for example, by Jerzy Fordoński, a Jewish refugee from Łódź, who initially was hiding using “Aryan”
identity documents. Then he went to Lviv where, passing for a Pole, he joined the Home Army and served in a unit defending the Polish village Kościejów,
near Żółkiew (Zhovkva), against the UPA. The account suggests that its author did not admit to his Home Army colleagues that he was a Jew. JHIA, Accounts
and testimonies by survivors, 301/2294, Account of Jerzy Fordoński, p. 6–7.
66 Y. Bauer, The Death…, p. 101.
67 Władysława Chomsowa was an active member of the clandestine Democratic Party. Already before the war, as a councillor in Drohobycz (Drohobych),
she made herself known as a person fighting for the civic rights of the Jewish population and opposing anti-Semitism. After World War II, she left Poland
and eventually moved to Israel. In 1963 she received the Righteous Among Nations medal. The Lviv Jews whom she rescued referred to her as “the Angel
of Lviv”. K. Grossman, Anioł Lwowa, in: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej. Polacy z pomocą Żydom 1939–1945, ed. W. Bartoszewski, Z. Lewinówna, Kraków 1969, p.
205–208; Księga Sprawiedliwych wśród Narodów Świata. Ratujący Żydów podczas Holocaustu. Polska, ed. I. Gutman, S. Bender, S. Krakowski, Vol. 1, Kraków
2009, p. 93–94; http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/W%C5%82adys%C5%82awa_Chomsowa [accessed on 2 December 2012].
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the Greek Catholic Archbishop Andrey Sheptytsky who, together with his brother Klymentiy, Ihumen of the Univ Lavra, tried
to save Jews, both adults and children. The Archbishop also admonished the Greek Catholics not to take part in the murder of
Jews. In this context, he issued the famous pastoral letter “Thou Shalt Not Kill” in November 1942. He also informed Pope Pius
XII about the Holocaust. Archbishop Sheptytsky also organised a network of Greek Catholics involved in the rescue of Jews.
Thanks to his efforts, more than 100 Jews survived the German occupation, including Kurt Lewin (son of the rabbi of Lviv), the
Chamajdes brothers (sons of the Katowice rabbi), Adam Daniel Rotfeld and rabbi Dawid Kahane68.
Another story that has not been studied yet is that of Rev. Dionizy Kajetanowicz, the last Administrator of the Lviv
Archdiocese of the Armenian Rite who reportedly helped the Jews who escaped from the ghetto by providing them with
Armenian birth certificates.69
Most of the Jews who tried to hide in Lviv did it on their own. Besides, many Jewish refugees from other parts of Poland
came to Lviv, hoping that this large city could guarantee them anonymity and better opportunities to live using the “Aryan”
identity papers. Unfortunately, only a handful managed to survive. Blackmail and denunciations by the so-called szmalcowniks
(blackmailers) as well as ordinary neighbours were the order of the day in Lviv, just as they were in Warsaw. Sometimes it was
easier to survive in the countryside rather than in the city itself. Practically every account of the survivors from Lviv mentions
the blackmail and denunciations Jews faced trying to survive using “Aryan” documents.70 The subject of the Jews in hiding in
Lviv itself requires a separate study based not only on the accounts of the survivors but also on archive materials still kept in
Lviv today, e.g. the German Special Court records that include files concerning the denunciation of Jews.
Each of the Jewish survivors from the former Eastern Galicia Region encountered a variety of attitudes on the part
of the non-Jewish population. Most frequently, negative and apathetic attitudes dominated, and the indifference also had
various forms. Few people mustered the courage to risk their lives and the lives of their loved ones in order to rescue Jews. The
dramatic stories that we know of such people and the survivors give evidence of extraordinary heroism alongside enormous
degradation. As Regina Alma observed in the closing sentence of her post-war account: “In the course of this terrible struggle
for this wretched life I have become convinced that there are no Jews, no Poles, no Ukrainians, even no Germans; there are
people and vultures!”71
Translated by Sławomir Nowodworski

68 G. Motyka, Od rzezi wołyńskiej do akcji “Wisła”. Konflikt polsko-ukraiński 1943–1947, Kraków 2011, p. 315–317. Klymentiy Sheptytsky posthumously
received the Righteous Among Nations medal. The Yad Vashem Institute, however, still refuses to award this title to Andrey Sheptytsky due to the fact that
when Germans entered Ukraine and took Kiev, he sent a telegram of thanks to Hitler. A group of people rescued thanks to the Archbishop of Lviv have been
trying to influence Yad Vashem to honour Sheptytsky with the title but, unfortunately, their efforts have been futile so far, and each year this group becomes
smaller. 150 Jewish children are reported to have been sheltered in Greek Catholic monasteries. One of those children was Lili Stern-Pohlmann who stayed
at an orphanage run by Greek Catholic nuns in Lviv. She was sent there along with her mother by Andrey Sheptytsky after the German woman who had been
sheltering them was evacuated to Germany in the spring of 1944. Author’s interview with Lili Stern-Pohlmann (Lviv, May 2009); Interview with Adam Daniel
Rotfeld, in: Trzy rozmowy Teresy Torańskiej. Śmierć spóźnia się o minutę, Warszawa 2010, p. 162.
69 For helping the Jews, Rev. Dionizy Kajetanowicz was arrested by the Germans on 13 April 1943; he was released from prison only after the intervention
of Archbishop Sheptytsky. In 1945, Rev. Kajetanowicz was arrested by the NKVD and deported to Siberia. He died in exile in the Komi district in 1954.
Unfortunately, no information about the activities of this priest is available from the Jews he rescued. http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dionizy_Kajetanowicz
[accessed on 2 December 2012].
70 An example of that is Regina Alma, already mentioned above, who fled from Przemyśl to Lviv. Her son, who was also hiding in Lviv, was arrested as
a result of a denunciation. He then died in the labour camp in Janowska Street. Another example is the story of the teenage Janina Kroch whose family
received help (not without paying) from the pre-war mayor of Lviv Zdzisław Stroński but, on the other hand, her grandfather and mother faced constant
blackmail not only from the szmalcowniks but also the people who gave them shelter. JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/362, Account by
Janina Kroch; 301/681, Account by Regina Alma.
71 JHIA, Accounts and testimonies by survivors, 301/681, Account by Regina Alma, p. 7.
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Józef Markiewicz

Oral History: towards Dialogue and Understanding
Memory has become very popular as a subject of research in the last decade. Group memory has been analyzed in its
various aspects – social, cultural, ethnic, along with personal memory: biographies, memoirs, diaries. The genre of memory has
become extremely useful in the study of political ideologies, social rituals and national holidays, a variety of symbolic actions and
their material manifestations. Commemoration practices, imposing, forgetting and obliterating. “Cultures of remembrance”,
“memorial spaces”, “politics of memory” are terms which have become not only a permanent feature of academic discourse
but have also established themselves in the language of journalism. The popularity of memory, or remembrance, is associated
with a desire to give identity not so much to particular historical figures as to diverse social groups living today. In this way,
remembrance is seen as an essential component of modern identity alongside relations to the other (similarity or difference)
and determines the individual or group subjectivity, as well as its position in society. Therefore memory, being a representation
of the past, undoubtedly serves the needs of the present. Noting the vitality of issues surrounding memory in the world today,
has coined the term “Memory Industry.”72
The fact that memory can without difficulty be termed subjective often leads to its being placed in contrast with
history which is seen as possessing objective, scientific characteristics. In line with this kind of reasoning, history is seen as
“cold”, distant and supra-individual, while memory seems empathic, capable of passing on and emphasizing the importance
of the relationship between historical experience and the present. Following this line of thinking: what appears to discredit
memory on the level of objectified history – such as emotions, selectivity, etc. – can be, in fact, a source of its authenticity.
However, perceiving memory as a soft version of history would be a replication of the positivist paradigm, according to which
“only facts count”. Memory and history as presentations of the past are narratives.
In this text I would like to take a look at the initiatives of studying social and individual memory in the context of so-called oral history projects, where the methodology is primarily based on qualitative research, an in-depth narrative interview
and the biographical method.
Recent years have seen an abundance of this type of project throughout Central and Eastern Europe, which, to a large
extent, analyse the narratives of state and ethnic borderlands. This was also the type of research conducted by a group of
young Poles and Ukrainians in the Volhynia Region for the “Reconciliation through Difficult Memory. Volhynia 1943” project,
realized as a cooperation of Polish and Ukrainian partners. The aim of the project was to gather narratives of Ukrainians
rescuing Poles and Poles rescuing Ukrainians during the ethnic conflict in 1943. The results of the initiative are presented by
the participants in this publication and so my task is to outline, from a wider perspective, the characteristics of oral history: the
documentation of historical experience and the memories of specific people.
The whole concept of oral history can be characterized as an activity on the borderline between history and cultural
anthropology (or ethnography, ethnology). Firstly, this is because when we talk about the past, apart from looking “back” we
are also looking “sideways”. This basically means meeting another person. Thus, if between a historian (in the classical meaning
of the word) and the past stands a text, then between an ethnographer and cultural reality there is another human being. From
the perspective of oral history the past that is unveiled in the interlocutor’s narration (the facts of most interest to a historian)
and its inner structure (which would probably be of most interest to an anthropologist) merges in the overriding category that
is the witness and their testimony. Secondly, because the aim of oral history is to focus on unmediated narratives, that is, those
least transformed by superior narratives, for example, of a national nature, what follows is that it provides access to other
orbits and levels of culture, intimacy and commitment. Paradoxical as it may seem, through its subjective and comprehensive
72 K. Lee Klein, On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse, Representations 2000, No. 69, Special Issue: Grounds for Remembering, p. 127–150.
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approach to the experiences of particular witnesses of history, oral history creates favourable conditions for understanding
a historical process. The possibility of analysing a particular biography from a given historical period up to the present day is an
experience of a particular continuum – which very often stands in contrast to “cut up” representations of history dominant in
the public discourse.
Referring to the specific example of Polish-Ukrainian relations, one has to acknowledge that the picture is largely
dominated by a few suggestive images. From the Polish perspective, it is a symbolic picture of a borderland Arcadia and
its demise. The absence of actual contacts between Ukrainians and Poles in the post-war decades was filled by communist
propaganda of a negatively stereotypical Ukrainian synthetically portrayed in the book Łuna w Bieszczadach (The Glowing
Sky above Bieszczady Mountains). The decades-long gap in negotiating a shared memory of the two nations favoured an
effective consolidation of negative stereotypes and the shaping of a “mythical” social memory – one that is primarily based
on association by analogies and metaphors. “It lays emphasis on the analogy between certain events of the past and certain
events in the present [...]. “Historic” memory – in contrast – works syntagmatically. It emphasizes the relationship of continuity
over time between the events belonging to the same sequence. The characteristic of a historical narrative is the convention
of continuous and chronological presentation. [...] This type of memory ties the thread between the present and the past,
the central links are as important as the outer ones.”73 Understanding the national views of history requires stepping beyond
national stereotypes towards a comprehensive recognition of state- and nation-forming processes. So the way we speak today
about the relations between Poles and Ukrainians and the language we use is also determined by more than fifty years of postwar history of the two nations.
Oral history as an encounter with witnesses of past events is a form of dialogue. The identity of the researcher, their
intentions, emotions, way of talking, and, most of all, the cultural background is as important as the interlocutors themselves.
The study of the memory of ethnic conflict calls for a special sensitivity and scrupulousness. Field studies conducted in
the “Reconciliation through Difficult Memory. Volhynia 1943” project were deliberate and reflective in making use of the
researchers’ national identities – Polish and Ukrainian – which, apart from questions of methodological and theoretical origin,
also created space for discussion and understanding.

Translated by Weronika Nowacka

73 K. Hastrup, Przedstawianie przeszłości. Uwagi na temat mitu i historii (Depicting the Past. Comments on Myth and History), trans. S. Sikora, Polska Sztuka
Ludowa. Konteksty (Polish Folk Art. Contexts) 1997, No. 1–2 (236–237), p. 22–27.
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Gelinada Grinchenko

Oral history in Ukraine: personalities, priorities, perspectives
The early 1990s saw increased interest in oral history in Ukraine, and in all post-soviet countries too. This interest
continued to grow in parallel to the research conducted meanwhile on history’s “missing pages”. At this stage, the initiative of
native scholars as well as of quite a wide circle of enthusiasts who used the method of oral history in their work, was aimed
at realizing the first policy tasks of oral history, set during its institutionalization in the middle of the 20th century. These were:
collecting records of testimonies, which were to shed light on the “missing pages” of the recent past, which in soviet times
was done in a fragmentary and censored manner, and to give voice to those who were deprived of it under the conditions
of totalitarian reality. What might have seemed an old fashioned way of promoting oral history practices when compared to
countries which have never tasted totalitarianism, was with time compensated by an immense number of projects, a variety of
undertaken subjects and, most importantly, the dynamics of absorption of not only Western standards, but also designing and
launching a new, original methodology of interviewing and analysis of witnesses by Ukrainian researchers.
When discussing the characteristics of oral history in post-Soviet Ukraine, it is first of all necessary to underline the active
and creative way in which the research initiative of native scholars covered the whole spectrum of existing practices of oral
history: from preparing and conducting the interview with the mandatory completion of the relevant documentation, accurate
transcription of the recordings and analysis of the stories from various multidisciplinary angles and points of view, to varied
and creative forms of issuing the research results both in academic and wider, public publications. Today, the possibilities
of presentation are, after all, truly spectacular – from creating audio and video archives on the Internet (which enables the
reader/spectator to acquire historical knowledge from “first hand”witness testimony)74 to producing documentaries presented
at screenings, created on the basis of and stemming logically from the testimonies of the eyewitnesses or participants of
the studied events. Among such productions one can mention the documentary TV mini-series released in 2007, The Price
of Victory, made up of four two-episode parts (Newidoma okupacja, OST, Partyzany and Prawda okopiw), where alongside
historians’ commentaries we can, above all, hear the eyewitnesses speak. What is characteristic about the series is that
initiators of productions like these are either TV stations (Tonis TV station in this case) or civil organisations such as the Western
Ukrainian Centre of Historical Research, which commissioned a documentary, released in 2010, Zołotyj wereseń. Chronika
Hałyczyny 1939–1941 (Golden September. Galicia Chronicles 1939–1941), and in 2012 Sribna zemlja. Chronika Karpatśkoji
Ukrajiny 1919–1939 (Silver land. Chronicles of the Carpathian Ukraine 1919–1939). Both films are examples of an interesting
combination of film chronicle with historians’ commentaries, professional acting and eyewitness testimonies, which together
make up a partly documentary but also a rather artistic reconstruction of the events in question.
.
Secondly, the present “situation of oral history” in Ukraine is characterised by an extraordinarily rich choice of
subjects, which are studied employing the method of witness interviews. In the results published recently we have highlighted
that the biggest public interest has been in such topics as the tragedy of the Holocaust, “the forgotten victims” and “unknown”
history of World War II, collectivization and famine, and the beginning of the 1930s, repressions, massive forced migrations
and relocations and the associated practices of (re)adaptation and (re)socialization, and last, but not least, political, religious
and other kinds of persecution by the communist regime. With the research on the tragic experiences of the 20th century
conducted at the beginning of the 1990s, the scholars’ attention was also drawn to the history of women (which became
popular practically at the same time as oral history and the method used in the latter is still among the most widely used);
history of everyday life (with a spectrum of priority subjects which with discretion can be divided into two broad groups –
“the history of everyday life during the war” and “the everyday life of the socialist era”); history and culture of the national
74 See for example the project „Usna istorija nezależnoji Ukrajiny – 1998–1991”, in 1995–1996 sixty nine interviews were recorded with polititians,
journalists, civil activists who were witnesses of the declaration of independent state of Ukraine: http://oralhistory.org.ua [accessed on 2 December 2012].
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minorities and particular states, above all the Cossacks (when these are researched, oral history is used alongside methods of
traditional ethnography); history of cities and towns; history of local armed conflicts in 20th century.75
Thirdly, we have recently started to move from seeing oral history solely as a source of information or facts (new
or otherwise unavailable, not researched or previously ignored before) to research on nature of remembering, recollection,
and reinforcing the emphasis laid on the interpretation of the interview script with all its characteristics of a subjective
source, created jointly by the interviewer and the interviewee as a game between them and a conflict of their identities,
their attitudes and “horizons of expectations”, their past and the sociocultural context of their present conversation. This
transition, from gathering facts to a reflection on the basis and characteristics of their reconstruction (which, as with the
general institutionalisation of oral history, occurred much earlier in western history76) is evidenced by the latest projects of
native researchers. Their work has been presented in “blocks”: “Society, Community, Individual in the Light of Oral History”,
“Memory, Trauma, Tradition and Identity in Oral History Research” and “Interview: Interpretations in the Research of the
History of Everyday Life”, as part of the “Oral History in Ukraine: the Present and the Perspectives” Conference, which took
place at the Taras Shevchenko Kiev National University on May 21st 2012.77
Finally, it has to be said that the development of oral history in Ukraine is gradually becoming more integrated with
international projects undertaken in this field. Apart from regularly presenting their research at the conferences of International
Oral History Association, large numbers of native scholars systematically take part in academic, publishing, exhibition and
educational projects organized in cooperation with colleagues from other countries. Examples of these are the German-Polish-Ukrainian projects organized in 2010 and 2012: “Remembering and forgetting. Post-war sociocultural transformation in the
village of Jugów/Hausdorf in the Owl Mountains/Eulengebirge”78 and „Krasne – Junction Station of Displacements”79, whose
main aim was to analyse the war and post-war experience of relocation and adaptation, the experience of an unusually grievous
nature, which nevertheless left memories of not only tension and ethnic confrontations but also of peaceful coexistence and
understanding. The result of both projects were films with recordings of oral histories intended mainly for further use in
education.
Despite the wide variety of researched subjects, scholars working in the field of oral history have long ago reached
the conclusion that it is especially the war topic that illustrates the essential value of their work. It allows for the confrontation
between the official history of the war, written from the point of view of the winning countries, and the personal tragedies of
those who survived the conflict, who were simultaneously the price paid for the victory and actually the point of the victory.80
Apart from studying the distance and relation between “socially important” historical events reconstructed by historians
and “grief and painful memories” kept within the self by individual people, it is this very subject of war that has the biggest
potential to ensure the main task of the historian dealing with oral history is realised; in the words of Paul Thompson: “from
the heights of historical theories… to return to earth – to the helpless human lives, which create them.”81 After all, it is in these
“helpless lives”, and not in highbrow academic generalizations, that the potential for understanding and reconciliation are
to be found, a potential that is to be found not on the path of reconstruction or by explaining historical processes, but only
75 H.H. Hrinczenko, I.W. Rebrowa, I.M. Romanowa, Usna istorija w postradjanśkych doslidnyćkych praktykacg (na prykładi Szczasnych Biłorusi, Rosiji ta
Ukrjiny), UIŻ, No. 4, 2012, p. 177–179.
76 A. Thompson, Czotyry zminy paradyhmy w usnij istoriji, w: Schid i Zachid, 2008, edition 11–12. Specialne wydannja: Usna istorija w suczasnych socjalno-humanitarnych studiach: teorija i praktyka doslidżeń, p. 7–24.
77 M.A. Borowyk, T.W. Pastuszenko, Wseukrajinśka naukowa konferencja „Usna istorija w Ukrajini: suczasnist` ta perspektywy”, UIŻ, No. 4, 2012, p. 235–
237.
78 http://www.geschichtswerkstatt-europa.org/expired-project-details/items/hausdorf.html [accessed on 2 December 2012].
79 http://www.geschichtswerkstatt-europa.org/project-details/items/krasne.html [accessed on 2 December 2012].
80 P. Thompson, Hołos proszlogo. Ustnaja istorija, 2003, p. 101.
81 P. Thompson, Hołos proszlogo. Ustnaja istorija, 2003, p. 23.
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in the hearts and stories of common people, who remember the war as the biggest misfortune of their past and the past of
their nation.
Including the methodology of oral history in the process of reconciliation or gaining justice has already shown
its effectiveness. After all, it has been used in numerous projects, to mention at least one, “Favouring Armenian-Turkish
Reconciliation”, a joint initiative by Armenian and Turkish scholars launched in 2009, which in 2010 resulted in the creation
and presentation of a touring exhibition and publication of a book entitled “Face to face: personal memory of the past in
Armenia and Turkey.”82 In the foreword to the book the authors emphasize that “just like opening the borders makes it possible
for people to communicate physically, placing articles next to each other in this book will also make it possible for people of
Armenia and Turkey to enter a dialogue, listen to what both sides have to say… To be reconciled with the past on the one hand
and to be forgiven on the other may become a way to create a future free from conflicts between the neighbours.”
The goal of the Polish-Ukrainian initiative “Reconciliation through Difficult Memory. Volhynia 1943” is reconciliation
and the creation of a common memory as a basis for mutual understanding. This volume is the result of their work. The
initiators of the project have raised an extremely valid issue, as it is exactly this aspect of the war past of both countries which
is not only difficult and painful, but also imbued with numerous myths and (mis)interpretations which were created after the
war but are also being created today.
Behind these tensions, as if unnoticed and undiscussed, one can often find the goodness and compassion of average
people, who confronted with war and brutal conflict, helped each other irrespective of nationality or faith. According to the
authors of the project, it is precisely the memory of all these deeds, and in a wider, more general context of – present in even
the most ferocious wartime – humanity and charity, which can form a basis for future reconciliation.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka

82 Information on the project, the exhibition and the publication with the results of the research can be found at http://www.speakingtooneanother.org/
index.php?page=publication [accessed on 2 December 2012].
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Tomasz Pietrasiewicz

Remembrance-Oriented Activities at the “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre” Centre
The fall of Communism in 1989 brought about many changes in Poland, including the recovery of memory by the
Polish society. This concerned, for example, some dramatic but previously falsified events such as the Polish-Soviet war in
1920, the Warsaw Rising in 1944, or the Katyń massacre of Polish soldiers by the Soviets in 1940. Many individuals and groups
became interested in the history of their towns and villages, and were amazed to discover that the population before the war
was not exclusively made up of Poles. It has to be strongly emphasised that an entire generation of Poles born after the war
was deprived of knowledge about the rich and diverse religious traditions of old. They did not know that Catholics, Protestant,
Orthodox Christians, Jews, and even Muslims had been living side by side in Poland for centuries. According to estimates,
ethnic groups other than Polish accounted for about one third of all Polish citizens in the 1930s.
A growing interest in history led to the establishment of several organisations in various places around Poland,
including the “Borderland” Centre in Sejny, “Borussia” in Olsztyn, the “Karta” Centre in Warsaw or “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre”
Centre in Lublin. Lublin was one of many Polish cities which have had to face up to their forgotten past. The city is situated in
eastern Poland, at the edge of the European Union, close to the border with Ukraine. It used to be an area where Poles, Jews,
Ukrainians as well as Germans and Tatars, coexisted for many centuries. In 1939, the city was inhabited by nearly 120 thousand
people, including about 45 thousand Jews. During the World War II, the Nazis murdered the Jewish inhabitants of Lublin and
destroyed the Jewish district. Majdanek, the German Nazi concentration camp located on the outskirts of the city, became
a grim symbol of that period. Over the years, however, the people of Lublin forgot about their Jewish neighbours. But how can
you live in Lublin and not know about the culture and history of the people who represented one third of the city’s population
before the war? After all, the history of the Lublin Jews is an integral part of the city’s history.
In the early 1990s, when we were forming the NN Theatre at Grodzka Gate, which used to be a passage from the
Christian Quarter to the Jewish Quarter, we did not know anything about the history of the Lublin Jews either. We were not
aware that the enormous empty space on one side of the Gate conceals the memory of the Jewish Quarter. We did not realize
that the Gate leads to a non-existent town, the Jewish Atlantis. Where there used to be houses, synagogues and streets
there are now a huge parking area, lawns and new roads . A large part of this area, including the foundations of the former
Jewish houses, was buried under a concrete cover, and the memory of those who lived here was hidden as well. You cannot
understand Lublin’s history without these empty spaces near the Gate. Over the years, the Grodzka Gate has become a place
where, like in an Ark of Memory, we preserve old photographs, documents and testimonies for future generations. The empty
space close to the Gate has been adopted by the NN Theatre as a natural setting for artistic activities which uncover the
memory of the past while mourning the victims of the Holocaust. We quickly grasped that traditional methods of talking about
the past were becoming less and less effective as they no longer appealed to the young generation, or their way of thinking.
Hence, a lot of our activities have a theatrical character and appeal to the emotions. “The Mysteries of Memory” were created
in this way. Here is a description of a few projects prepared by the “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre” Centre.
“The Poem of the Place”
The Mystery of Memory entitled “The Poem of the Place” began when in the entire space of the former Jewish
Quarter the lights went out and thus the “stage” for subsequent activities was set. On the other side of the Gate, normal,
everyday life went on uninterrupted in the illuminated streets of the Old Town. The Gate thus became a passageway between
light and darkness. Those attending the event walked through the Gate and entered the darkness, but as they progressed,
light would appear, coming from open manholes along the way. It seemed as if the memory of that place had returned, having
broken through the concrete crust. That effect was reinforced by voices coming out from the loudspeakers placed inside the
manholes: the voices of witnesses recalling the Holocaust. The participants continued their walk along a road that crossed the
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area of the former Jewish Quarter until they reached the site where the synagogue used to stand.
The Mystery of Memory was an attempt at an artistic act involving a fragment of the city with its specific topography,
history and technical infrastructure. There were no artificial props, stage set or actors. The light and the voices issuing from
the open manholes formed a huge artistic installation, revealing the meanings concealed in the empty space near the Grodzka
Gate.
Exhibitions related to the history of the Lublin Jews
Exhibitions prepared by the “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre” Centre often have the character of theatrical stage design,
and they are all firmly based on the theatre experience of their creators. Each exhibition relies on a variety of documentary
materials. At present, the following exhibitions are open: “The Primer”, dedicated to children at Majdanek concentration
camp; “Lublin. Memory of the Place”, a story of pre-war Polish-Jewish Lublin and its destruction; and “Lights in the Darkness
– Remembering the Righteous”.
“Following I.B. Singer’s Traces” Festival
Small towns (shtetls) were a characteristic feature of the cultural landscape of the Lublin Region prior to the World
War II. They were inhabited not only by Poles and Jews, but also Orthodox Christians and Greek Catholics (Uniates). These
small towns had a multi-ethnic cultural landscape that was unique in Europe. As a result of the Holocaust, the character of
these towns has changed radically and the memories of their Jewish inhabitants have increasingly faded away. In order to
change that, we have carried out a number of dedicated projects, and the “Following I.B. Singer’s Traces” Festival is one of
them. For two weeks in July, a group made up of a few dozen cultural activists and performers, jugglers and musicians travels
across the Lublin Region to several small towns that served as a setting for many short stories written by I.B. Singer. The group
spends a few days in each town, and conducts and performs cultural projects drawing on the history of that particular area.
Contemporary history
The 1970s and 1980s are another period in Lublin’s history that has featured prominently in the Grodzka Gate Centre’s
activities. Independent publishing developed in Lublin in that period, and the wave of strikes that swept across the city and the
region in July 1980 made a considerable contribution to the birth of the “Solidarity” movement in Poland. At last, the elections
in 1989 led to huge changes in the economic and political system in Poland. Activities in the city space, as well as “The Power of
Free Speech” exhibition at the Museum of Printing, are elements of the “narrative of memory” referring to those events. The
main idea behind “The Power of Free Speech” exhibition is to show the role of free speech in the political changes in Poland in
the 1980s. It tells the story of independent publishing in Lublin in the years 1976–1989. The exhibition presents newspapers,
magazines, books and fragments of films showing the historical setting of Poland in that period; you can also listen to the
accounts of printers and people associated with underground printing as well as see the printing machines they used. The
regular activities of the Museum of Printing are also associated with Lublin’s most recent history (the Solidarity movement, the
“Lublin July of 1980”, the General Election of 1989).
In July 1980, numerous strikes broke out in Lublin and the Lublin Region (the so-called “Lublin July of 1980”). They were
the culmination of a huge wave of strikes that swept across Poland that July and ended in the establishment of the Solidarity
Trade Union in Gdańsk in August 1980. The strike started by the city’s railway workers on 17 July became the symbol of those
events in Lublin. Every 5 years, on the anniversary of that strike, a special railway car departs from Lublin as part of Grodzka
Gate Centre’s artistic and educational project called “wagon.lublin.pl” aimed at commemorating the Lublin July of 1980. With
a dozen or so young people on board, the railway car travels across Poland, stopping at various villages, towns and cities along
the trail of the Polish summer of 1980, a Polish memory, until it reaches Gdańsk on 14 August, exactly on the anniversary of
the day the strike at the Gdańsk Shipyards began. An exhibition dedicated to the memory of those events is presented in the
halls of railway stations at each stop of the railway car. The exhibition places particular emphasis on the very important, but
often overlooked, role played by independent publishing in the birth of Solidarity. People met by the travelling team at railway
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stations are asked what they think about “the Poland of their dreams” today and what message they would like to pass on
to future generations. All these interviews are documented (photographs, audio and video recordings), thus creating a multi-layered and multi-dimensional image of contemporary Poland. The railway car set off on its first journey in 2005. Considering
the broad public resonance of this project, we have decided to continue it on subsequent anniversaries of the Lublin July of
1980 and the establishment of Solidarity.
The ballot boxes: an installation in the city space
The year 1989 in Poland began with the Round Table talks between the government and the democratic opposition.
The talks paved the way for the general election on 4 June 1989, which enabled the nation to vote and thus bring a bloodless
end to communism in Poland. It was a great triumph for Solidarity. The spirit of freedom reawakened in Poland spread to other
European countries ruled by communist regimes. It marked the beginning of rapid changes in these countries, culminating in
what came to be known as the Autumn of Nations in 1989 and the fall of the Berlin Wall. Everything that happened in Europe in
the autumn of 1989 was triggered by an insignificant-looking object: the ballot box. Therefore, this object truly symbolises the
changes that began in Europe after 1989. On 4 June 2009, twenty years after that memorable election, an artistic installation
was set up in Lithuanian Square in the city centre. It consisted of 170 ballot boxes, corresponding to the number of election
commissions in Lublin. This symbolic action in the city space was a reminder that the events of 4 June 1989 were the joint
achievement of people who had cast their vote on that day. The installation in Lithuanian Square also comprised seven parcels,
each containing one ballot box. Four of them were addressed to cities where the fall of communism came with dramatic events
in the autumn of 1989: Prague, Berlin, Budapest and Bucharest. One parcel was addressed to China in connection with the
bloody events in Tian᾽anmen Square in Beijing on 4 June 1989. Another ballot box was sent to Minsk in Belarus – a country
whose citizens are still unable to take part in free elections. The parcels bore the inscription: “Handle with care – Spirit of
Freedom”.
Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Volhynia 1943
Based on Grodzka Gate Centre’s experience gained in projects dedicated to the Righteous, i.e. people who rescued
Jews during the war, we decided to join a project focussed on Ukrainians who rescued Poles during the ethnic cleansing
operation conducted in Volhynia by Ukrainian nationalist organisations during the World War II.
At attempt at a résumé
Looking back at the many years of the work of the “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre” Centre, it can be observed that an
important aspect of its mission is to collect various materials of a documentary nature (particularly photographs and oral
history) and use them in various artistic, educational and cultural projects. Numerous exhibitions, artistic installations, pieces
of literary and radio reportage and documentary films have been created in this way. Various artistic activities in the city
space, including the Mysteries of Memory, have also been carried out. Documents have proved their extraordinary power in
the creation of narratives associated with memory and remembrance. New opportunities for creating “narratives of memory”
appeared with the development of an entirely new medium, the Internet. Very soon we began creating websites dedicated
to the history and cultural heritage of the city. We have had to search for completely new modes of narration that meet
the particular requirements of the Internet. The point is not to mechanically transfer the traditional forms of “documentary
narration” mentioned above, but rather to create a completely new language making extensive use of multimedia. The new
technologies have enabled the creation and development of the Oral History virtual archive and the Photography Archive. In
search of new forms of expression associated with memory, we also employ the popular language of comics (a Comics Studio
is active at our Centre) and graffiti. Memory-oriented projects conducted at Grodzka Gate Centre over the years have taken our
activities to a new level. It is a kind of creative dialogue between ourselves and the city’s past.
Translated by Slawomir Nowodworski
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Wojciech Pestka

The Fifth Commandment: Thou Shalt Not Kill!
The precise number of Poles murdered in Volhynia between February 1943 and February 1944 has not been
conclusively established and will never be known. This would change nothing anyway. Any attempt at “estimating” the number
of the victims is tantamount to consent to a certain unimaginable margin of error. The Decalogue commandment to respect
life has the form of a categorical moral imperative: Thou shalt not kill! Having witnessed the atrocities that became the symbol
of the 20th century, humankind has realised that respect for human life is not the highest imperative, although we would very
much wish otherwise. The statement made by historians that 50 to 60 thousand Polish inhabitants of the former Volhynian
Province were murdered actually reduces the murders to a cold mathematical calculation. The bare figures do not seem to
reflect the tragedy of each and every one of the victims. And the word “murder”does not correspond to the enormity of the
crime. The word “massacre”seems more appropriate because the victims were defenceless civilians: even women and children
were not spared. Aggression, by definition, is part of human nature, an act of physical violence committed by people seizing
power over their opponents, forcing them to relinquish their intent and rights.
Did it all have to happen?
Every nation creates its own historiography which justifies and defends its adopted standpoint. While it is self-evident
that we have a specific point of view on the Volhynian crime, it is not so obvious why we do not want to enter into dialogue
with the Ukrainian side. A crime is a crime, there is no justification for it – this statement, repeated in various media, is true, but
it ends all dialogue before it even starts. The Ukrainian side does not make the effort to undertake and facilitate dialogue either.
Ukrainian historians have arrived at their own point of view and, even if they do not look for justification for the massacres,
they present them in a different light. It seems that both sides regard dialogue as a process which poses a threat to their clearly
drawn contours of interpreting twentieth-century history. And even if some form dialogue does happen during joint meetings,
it merely constitutes a forum for expressing the official views and standpoints of either party. Arguments put forward by the
other party in the debate carry weight only if they can be used to confirm one’s own established and often schematic ways of
viewing shared history.
Not long ago I had a discussion with a Ukrainian historian Andriy Pavlyshyn, a scholar at the Catholic University in
Lviv, whether the term “genocide”, a qualified crime against humanity, can be applied to the crimes committed by the UPA in
Volhynia. It is distinct from an “ordinary” massacre in that it denotes ideologically driven deliberate destruction, in whole or
in part, of specific national, ethnic, racial or religious groups. I think that our dispute over the definition of genocide has and
will have no significance for those victims. However, I would like to quote a lawyer and expert on the subject, Tadeusz Andrzej
Olszański who, after many years, added a comment to his article on the Polish-Ukrainian conflict of 1943–1947:
“In 1991 [...] I expressed the opinion that the large-scale ethnic cleansing in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia (de-Polonisation) from the years 1943–1944 did not have the characteristics of genocide. Today, I regret having to admit that I was
wrong on this issue. More and more documents are revealed which prove that the de-Polonisation had the nature of a planned
military operation and there existed a relevant order of the OUN–UPA command (though it has not yet been found), and that
the goal of the operation was the physical extermination (murder) of at least the majority of the Polish population of these
territories, and not merely its expulsion, as I had wrongly believed before. Thus it was genocide.”
Accounts from the inter-war period feature fairytale-like images of harmonious coexistence, mutual respect and joint
action. They mention the first and last names of neighbours, schoolmates, friends from the “other” side. It is probably in some
way true. A question arises though: how reliable are these testimonies? Memory is malleable, and various external factors,
often associated with ideological manipulation, have influenced the way we assess events from the past. Even in ourselves,
there is an inner subconscious need to erase from memory all things unpleasant, to mythologise our childhood and youth.
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After all, the conflict that culminated in the Volhynian massacres did not emerge out of nowhere, it must have had some longstanding reasons. I recall a conversation I had in 2007 with the late Rev. Ludwik Rutyna who was born in Buchach (Buczacz) and
returned to Ukraine after he retired:
“A distinction between the privileged and not so privileged has always existed in these territories [...] Religious
divisions coincided with national ones, that was a factor too. It is not true that Ukrainians had no access to schools; everyone
could study. But not everyone could get promoted in the administration, judiciary, military, police. The higher ranks which
involved more responsibility were reserved for the Poles. Similarly, the land from the divided estates passed into the hands of
military settlers, officers’ families. When acts of terror and the burning of haystacks began, troops from the Poznań Province
were sent in to carry out punitive operations [against the Ukrainian underground – author’s note]. Those young soldiers could
not speak the language and did not know the mentality of the local people. The guilty got away so those remained were hit.
In effect, the entire punishment was meted out against the decent and the innocent. That was another straw on the camel’s
back. When the authorities allowed the construction of a Ukrainian library and a “Prosvita” centre83 in Buczacz, why did they
not react when the “Strzelec” youth84 destroyed the scaffolding and pulled down the walls at night? Or when the youngsters
assaulted Ukrainian boys from the Sich or Luh85 returning home after military training? They were jeered at, their embroidered
sorochka shirts were ripped, their wooden rifles were broken, their krasivkas were torn off. You cut off our ribbons, we will cut
your throats – it is easy to speak such words in anger. But it was somebody else, at another time, who paid for it with his life.
Sometimes they went too far.”
No matter how we look at these bloody massacres, they were a result of justified, though misdirected, aspirations to
independence on the one hand and, on the other, of not so drastic but recurrent acts of humiliation and discrimination against
the indigenous Ukrainian population. These are, however, only some of the reasons.
No one needs to be persuaded about how difficult it is to reach an agreement, how different the assessments of
the same events are, and how differently Ukrainian and Polish scholars evaluate historic facts from the perspective of their
significance to the national idea.
The symbolic date of 1 September 1939 marks the start of World War II for us, but for the citizens of the former Soviet
Union it is merely the date of Hitler’s invasion of Poland. For them, the war, which the Communist propaganda termed as the
Great Patriotic War, began on 22 June 1941. Ukrainians, or rather those who regard themselves as nationalists, usually believe
that World War II began on 15 March 1939 when Hungary attacked the newly-proclaimed independent Ukrainian state called
Carpatho-Ukraine (the Carpathian Ruthenia Region of Czechoslovakia).
Even starker differences in evaluation apply to the leaders, including Stepan Bandera, Ukraine’s legendary figure. On
the other hand, banderowiec (“Bandera man”), a popular expression in Poland, is used not only in its historical meaning to
describe a member of the OUN-B (a faction of the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists), but also as an insulting and abusive
reference to all Ukrainians. This explains the outrage of the former Kresy inhabitants, among others, caused by the decree
issued by Ukraine’s President Viktor Yushchenko on 22 January 2010, awarding the title of the National Hero of Ukraine to
Stepan Bandera. Bandera’s steadfast defence of the national cause, heroism and dedication to the fight for an independent
Ukrainian State mentioned in the justification of the award were received as an insult to the victims of the massacres. On
the eastern side of the Bug river, Stepan Bandera is a symbol of patriotism, courage and struggle for independence. After the
proclamation of Ukraine’s independence in Lviv on 30 June 1941, Bandera was interned in Berlin and, on 15 September the
83 Prosvita – “enlightenment” in Ukrainian – an organisation founded in Lviv in 1868; its mission was to preserve and develop Ukrainian
culture and education [S.N.].
84 Związek Strzelecki “Strzelec” – Riflemen’s Association “Rifleman” – was a Polish paramilitary cultural and educational organization
established in Lviv in 1910. [S.N.]
85 Sich and Luh – Ukrainian sports and fire fighting organisations; the former was founded in 1900, the latter in 1925. [S.N.]
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same year, incarcerated in Spandau prison, from which he was sent to Sachsenhausen concentration camp in 1943. He was
murdered by a KGB agent after the war. His two brothers, Sasha and Vasyl, were murdered by the Germans in July 1942 in
Auschwitz concentration camp. This is one of many stark examples of diverging views which do not impact the evaluation of
the Volhynian massacres in any way but clearly show how difficult it is to reconcile these different standpoints.
The problem is that we are obliged to remember, but today we are not quite sure what we should do with the memory
of these tragic events. The powerful stereotypes have become so deep-seated over the years that today the official recognition
by the Ukrainian side of its guilt for the Volhynian massacres seems very difficult, if not downright impossible. Genuine, fact-based dialogue is replaced with evasive measures; it gets side-tracked by the exchange of less relevant arguments. Accusations
are made suggesting retaliation as an element of Operation “Vistula”, collaboration with the Communists, the role played
by Polish self-defence battalions (in Russian nomenclature: istriebitielnyje bataliony) in their fight against the Ukrainian
underground, the scale of repressive measures carried out by the Soviet regime. Understanding gives way to dispassionate
diplomacy, avoidance of difficult matters, and political correctness with regard to controversial issues. Such a situation is all the
more painful because it prevents any appeal to the good times in our common history.
Although this difficult dialogue conducted officially by historians and other designated bodies seems to be fruitless,
it has been taking place for many years at the direct interpersonal level. It is amazing that we understand one another so
well as people and like each other so much when ideology and politicians do not stand in the way. In the face of these very
difficult matters, we are able to find a common language and jointly honour the victims of these atrocities and respect their
burial places. I remember talking in Łuck (Lutsk) with Vasyl Slapchuk, one of the best known Ukrainian writers of the middle
generation, about the shameful silence surrounding the murder of 20 Poles in his home village of Zboryszów Nowy. There
were more than three thousand such murders in the neighbouring villages of his home county of Horochów (Horokhiv Raion)
in July and August 1943. However, even under those extreme circumstances, some Ukrainians risked their lives to provide help
and offer shelter to the Poles (documents indicate at least several dozen cases in that particular county, but we do not and
will never know about many cases of natural human solidarity and assistance such as those described in testimonies collected
in this book). The tragic experiences shared by our two nations have a great potential for reconciliation that does not let us
remain indifferent to our shared history.
Thus, if we undertake this difficult dialogue, it is not to exchange accusations, absolve one another or erase our
misdeeds, but in order to recall the edifying examples of standing up to evil: giving a warning and shelter, providing food and
aid to those in need. The rescuers and helpers themselves do not regard their good deeds as heroic but rather as something
natural, self-evident and ordinary even though they must have known that they risked their lives by helping the Poles.
Remembering those events makes us aware that a human being is capable of behaving decently under any circumstances. It
also allows us to hope that similar tragedies will not happen in the future.
Translated by Slawomir Nowodworski
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Sasha Owerczuk

Difficult history, yet one we share
When they say “difficult shared history”, they often skip the details – there is not enough time for this. This is how they
usually begin or finish speeches when opening various official Polish-Ukrainian meetings. It is hard to imagine such definition
used in a discussion on Polish-Ukrainian relations from 16th to 20th century – it is a child of the times, when along with the
birth of Ukraine, it appears that a certain period of history was a shared one and it cannot be described as anything other than
difficult. A moment before the reception you still feel the intellectual hunger when you realise that you had been fed prefabs.
Yet, patience permitting, one will last through the official part, to become a witness to true revelations, when the participants
– free from the official modes of conduct and with no need for translators, but aided with wine instead – will discuss why the
period gets the label “difficult”. After a while one notices that the discussion is not based on too many primary sources, and
this is when it becomes clear that we have all been bound by mutual hatred for too long. This is why we call this period shared.
The sobering process changes the nature of the meeting. The scholars disperse into the archives to look for facts yet unknown.
The poets seize their harps. The journalists – “[…] the only occupation that does not require an education” (Bernard Shaw)
– inform that Moscow has just opened up a new portion of the KGB files, the Vatican has given consent for work in a part of
their archives, hackers have just released another data leak from the CIA. This permits further hatred, with new motivation
and new strength. The witnesses, however, are still alive. Always sober, no matter how much they drink. I heard from their
grandchildren how easy it is for Soviet Army veterans suffering from insomnia and rheumatism to communicate with the
veterans of Ukrainian Insurgent Army in some Galician village. How loud the silence between them. Nothing can stop them
from being silent, not even the presence of a Polish Home Army veteran.
A Polish friend who lives in Lviv told me, some time at the beginning of the 1990s, how on her way home with her
two-year-old daughter she found herself in a crowd of manifesting Ukrainian nationalists, who had appeared all of the sudden
from around the corner. “Oh God, I was so afraid that my daughter would start speaking Polish” she told me. Then I understood
that she told me this as to a friend, not a Ukrainian – that was the last thing on her mind.
Another friend of mine, Ukrainian, recently talked his mother into visiting the village she came from. After Operation
“Vistula” she ended up in Lviv and for over 60 years she was afraid to cross the border. When they stepped out of the train,
they found that his mother could not recognize the place. The landscape had changed completely. Where there used to be
a hill, there was now a road and she saw that nothing was left of the forest. The people living there now knew nothing about
her village, not to mention the Ukrainian graveyard. Somewhere there – they would say – there is a Jewish cemetery. Her
intuition led her into the thickets, where they found some gravestone crosses. Walking around them and not expecting much,
they suddenly noticed a cross with my friend’s great-grandpa’s name. Jurek (that is my firend’s name) talked about this in a very
calm manner, smiling: “When we found the cross, I felt extremely safe. This was great-grandpa’s grave, this was my Mother,
I was at home.”
I do not know my relatives who suffered from the Polish-Ukrainian fighting. My father is from Kiev, my mother from
Chernihiv Region, from Stara Basań village. It is possible that from the time of the reign of Catherine the Great Cossaks settled
there, coming from the crushed Sich. I have never experienced an identity crisis, I have always been a Ukrainian. Although,
truth be told, my Grandmother told me that our family tree makes mention of the name Wizerski some time in the second half
of 19th century. A single childhood memory like that.
After the war when my father graduated from the Fine Arts Academy in Kiev as a young sculptor, he got a job as
a teacher in Lviv. My parents swapped their flat in Kiev for one in Lviv. That was where I was born. I remember the window
frames – they had small cases fixed on the right and on the left. They were quite mysterious, I had no idea about their use.
I remember my mother saying something about it, but I couldn’t understand. Now I know that they were mezuzahs. Before the
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war, Jews lived in the flat and mezuzahs were cases for their prayers. The man who swapped the flat for the one in Kiev was an
ordinary Soviet office clerk.
Very close to that flat, just around the corner, next to the church of Saint Anthony at Łyczakowska street, stands
a house, which, according to contemporary standards, had no toilets inside the flats, just kitchens. Toilets were shared by the
whole floor and were situated at the end of the balconies overlooking the backyard. Sleepy silhouettes would crowd around
in the cold gray morning light with chamber pots in their hands. Zbigniew Herbert used to live there as a child. This is what
Galicia was truly like – with a double Christmas and double Easter celebrations, a prayer in the mezuzah and a potty in your
hand. I find it hard to comprehend how a land like this could ever come up with such ideas as “all the Poles – across the River
San” or “a good Ukrainian is a dead Ukrainian.” There are fewer and fewer truthful witnesses left, the ones who could take on
the responsibility for stating who was the first to shoot. Everyone who survives, understands these lines:
… the bullet I shot
during the great war
went round the globe
and struck me in the back […]
....................................
[…] as if to say
that nothing
will be forgiven.
Zbigniew Herbert Małe serce
I have neither the means nor time, nor, more to the point, the inner need to search through “fresh” KGB files, exotic
artifacts of the Vatican archives, or, God forbid, to study hackers’ victories over one lot of secret services or other. This is like
some kind of bottomless quicksand, whereas I need a firm base to stand on, like the ground under my feet. If the ground under
the “difficult shared history” is inaccessible and muddied, perhaps one should produce one’s own “working base”, just as Jacek
Kuroń did, when he made native guilt, not that of others, the base of his thoughts. A truly unrewarding and poorly subsidised
task. Still, that is the one we have to engage in.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka
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Leon Popek

Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance
Polish-Ukrainian relations during the war years 1939–1945 have been described and discussed many times on both
sides of the Bug River. Writing on them has varied, usually dependent on ethnicity. It has to be acknowledged, though, that both
parties have made considerable progress in terms of research, particularly in recent years. Alongside numerous publications
and scholarly conferences, the subject has been taken up in films, exhibitions, artistic installations, music, paintings, and even
theatre plays. Over the last ten or fifteen years, I have seen the emergence of a new generation of journalists and historians
who have made courageous attempts to tackle this exceptionally difficult subject. Among these “new developments”, one
should take note of a very significant and interesting initiative by a group of young people who have started a very important
project, Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Volhynia 1943.
Why is this issue so important for Poles and Ukrainians and why does it still cause such difficulties for both parties after
nearly 70 years? These questions have a simple answer: because it concerns Remembrance, Forgiveness and Reconciliation.
What kind of remembrance do we need, and is there a common memory for Ukrainians and Poles? I would like to
take this opportunity to share my thoughts, the outcomes of more than 30 years of research and studies as a historian and
the experience I have gained. I admit that this subject is particularly close to me because I come from a family 40 members of
which were brutally murdered by Bandera’s men in Volhynia (Ostrówki, Wola Ostrowiecka and Gaj) in 1943. For me and for
hundreds of other families that I know, remembrance is associated with those who lost their lives as a result of the genocide
committed by the OUN–UPA in Volhynia during World War II. Historians estimate that about 60 thousand Poles were murdered
in the Volhynian Province, and at least the same number in the provinces of Lwów (Lviv), Tarnopol (Ternopil), Stanisławów
(today: Ivano-Frankivsk), as well as areas within Poland’s post-war borders (the counties of Hrubieszów. Przemyśl, Tomaszów
Lubelski, etc.) In total, between 120 and 150 thousand Poles in more than 4 thousand towns and villages were murdered!
For us, the families of the victims, remembrance means, above all, being able to find and put a cross on the graves
of those murdered, to pray and mourn the loved ones, leave flowers and light candles there without feeling fear. Is it that so
much? And we see, even in the 21st century, the families of the victims are denied these, as it would seem, fundamental human
rights. As of today, there are perhaps 130–150 graves commemorated with a cross in about 2500 localities!
What effect does this have? Thousands of former inhabitants of Volhynia still living today (and each year their number
is dwindling) do not have the slightest chance to commemorate their loved ones with a cross or even to know the location
of their graves. The memory and duties of the living towards the dead are handed down by the victims’ relatives, sometimes
literally on their deathbed, to the next generations: the children and grandchildren. Along with the memories, they pass
on the unimaginable trauma, helplessness, grief, anger as well as the lack of good will on the part of the authorities and
neighbours. Instead of reconciliation, friendship, cordiality and forgiveness, the next generation receives a legacy of distrust,
sorrow, resentment and hatred. And so it goes on – from generation to generation...
One would think that so little effort is needed. Let me offer an example. On 30 August 2011 I took part in the
funeral ceremony of about 320 people exhumed from several mass and individual graves in Ostrówki and Wola Ostrowiecka.
In those villages, about 1050 people (circa 80 percent of the total population) were killed by the UPA on 30 August 1943.
This exceptional funeral held at the Ostrówki cemetery years later was attended by representatives of Polish and Ukrainian
government authorities, Roman Catholic and Orthodox clergy, and about 400 Ukrainians from the nearby villages: Borowa,
Sokół, Riwne, Połapy and Starowojtowo. I saw numerous journalists from Ukraine and Poland running around and asking the
local Ukrainians why they had come to the funeral. I heard, with my own ears, kindly old ladies insisting that they had come,
not forced by anyone, to mourn and say goodbye to their Polish neighbours, good people.
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The elderly people recalled the Poles by their full name, and remembered their good deeds. They mourned their
neighbours who had died a tragic death and whose exhumed remains they wanted to see buried as becomes Catholics and
human beings. They said, “After all, they were our neighbours who deserve a decent burial.”
How beautiful, moving, and simple. When I saw the Poles and Ukrainians praying and mourning together by the open
grave in that cemetery, I thanked God that I could be there and witness with my own eyes the miracle of reconciliation. I had
tears in my eyes and, for the first time, was not ashamed of it.
I saw the tears of joy and happiness of the pilgrims from Poland who came to attend the funeral of their loved ones.
I had never seen anything like it in my life.
The Poles and Ukrainians at the cemetery embraced one another and crying. After years of prejudice, anger and, quite
often, hatred, they were talking to each other! And this was at a funeral. It was an incredible experience. It is easier to forgive
someone who extends their hand to us.
On the way back home, the Poles remarked that “a weight was lifted off their mind”, “the Ukrainians are human too”,
or “look, they came to say goodbye to our dead, even though they did not have to.” A question has been bothering me since
then: do you have to meet at a grave to genuinely make peace and forgive one another? Is this the only form of reconciliation
between us?
No, it is not. I have personally experienced the act of reconciliation described above, and I bear witness to the truth.
Translated by Slawomir Nowodworski
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III Testimonies (selection)
Lidia Kornijiwna Hadomska (born 1932)
Poles lived seperately, in a settlement. We were friends, not enemies.
And your parents, how did they get on with the Poles?
Well, no one was an enemy. They lived normally, like neighbours do – they would visit each other, they were friends. I told you,
my brother used to go to the Poles working in the fields and take them food. My mum told him: “Don’t go there or they’ll kill
you.” and he would say “What have I done to them?” and she replied: “And what have they done that others are murdering
them?” That’s what she said, that in the vicinity of Chełm Poles were killing Ukrainians and they got organised here and were
killing Poles in return.
Please tell us, what was your brother’s name, the one that would take them food?
Anton Kornijowicz Kyrylczuk, he drowned in the Bug River in 1957.
He was a great musician, had a natural talent, he didn’t study anywhere, no school whatsoever, and still he was so gifted.
And can you tell us the names of those Poles he helped? Where did they live?
Out there, at the khutor. In the settlement.
And what was that place called?
They just said the settlement [kolonia].
And how did it happen that they had to have their food brought to them? What was going on?
Well, Polish people were being killed then, both day and night…
But who was killing them?
Ukrainians were. Whoever could, ran away, they would either flee or be killed. And when they ran away, my brother would take
food for them, he must have communicated with them somehow, they called him [maybe]. So once he took them food and said
he’d be back the next day. But they were gone the next day. They escaped, headed for Poland.
So one could say that you were helping those Poles, who…
My brother did, I was too small at the time. He would take them food. One felt sorry for the other.
And did these Poles ever come to your house?
There couldn’t, they were fraid, they went to hide in the rye – it was harvest time. Whoever could, would flee for Poland. And
then only those I have mentioned, and there was this one boy that slept a few nights in a row at our place, because the rumour
had it that they were killing Poles.
Who was he?
Bogdan. They said – Syrwatowski. But was that his surname [I’m not sure]. In the Syrwatowski family there were Wiśka, Tunia,
Zyta and Bogdan, but I don’t remember what they called their grandparents.
So the Syrwatowskis lived in that settlement?
No, they lived in our village, in our street.
Were their family and the house attacked as well?
Their house. My brother went there and came back with the boy, Bogdan; they ate something and talked and he says: “I’ll go
now, but I’ll be back some time soon.” And he saw the partisans coming on horses. My brother saw them coming, but he didn’t
realise who it was, he just saw the shooting. He heard the shots and it was all over.
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That Bogdan got killed as well?
Everyone got killed, nine of them, all murdered, just one person survived, she ran to the fields, so she survived...
What was her name?
Maybe Zosia? Yes, for sure her name was Zosia.
But Bogdan knew what was going on and he came to spend the nights at your place?
He would come because he was afraid. And we would let him stay.
Was he the only one to come or was there anyone else?
No, just him.
And they had not attacked in daytime before? The Poles didn’t expect to be attacked in daylight?
No, no. They didn’t expect they’d attack, they didn’t do things that way.
And could you tell us if UPA were present in the village?
There was something like that, yes. How should I put it? Makowskyj was the master, closer to Lytowyż and that’s where the
partisans used to gather.
Ukrainians?
Ukrainians. They were Bandera’s partisans.
Maybe the Melnyk’s men?
They said that Melnyk’s men were from well-off families and that Bandera‘s boys from poor families, but did they speak to each
other? I have no idea.
And the Bandera men that you have mentioned, were they locals, from Zabłotci?
They were locals and also from the villages nearby – Zabołotci and Byłyci, Lytowyż and Hrybowycja…
Maria Dmitriwna Hadomska (born 1923)
At the very beginning of the war they set fire to the village [Oktawiana], they burnt everything down. After the war they started
giving the land away to people, the master’s land, I don’t know how they divided it, per family, per person, I have no idea
how they decided. I remember they gave a strip of land to my father and I would take the cows to graze there. And further on
they set up a kolkhoz, the Soviet Army passed through and left behind their regulations. They divided up the land just as they
pleased. And all the masters [Poles] just fled. Some people had no place to go. Everybody left, the whole village, and those two
stayed. I remember that – her name was Handzia. They turned to us. They had no place to go, so they stayed with us, during
the burning [of houses]. After the war they would come from Poland to see us, so we received them and they thanked us for
for the help we had given them.
And could you tell us what their names were?
Handzia [and] Mikołaj. I don’t remember their last name.
So they were hiding in your father’s house?
Yes, in my father’s house.
You have seen so much, experienced so much: the war and all these conflicts. Is there anything you would wish for the next
generations? Would you like to tell them – young Ukrainins, young Poles – anything?
That they don’t see what we saw. Let them live their lives in peace and love, and that one doesn’t pick on the other for being
this or that. That they live their lives happily, that the young don’t go through what we went through. I wish them health…
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Ołena Pyłypiwna Koc (born 1939)
My late mother often told me how Poles used to live with us, in friendship. The inhabitants of the village, Poles and Ukrainians,
would invite each other round. And then during the war, something happened – I don’t know how to express it – some sort of
hatred – they started killing each other and the children too. It was horrible, they would kill little children, they would drown
them in the wells, drive them into a barn and set fire to it. […] My late grandpa and grandma didn’t run away, they were
old, they couldn’t flee. They were not killed… but I have no idea how they managed to survive. […] We concealed one Polish
woman. There was a heap of straw in our barn, she hid inside and waited for things to end. She didn’t come to visit afterwards,
but now she’s dead and so are my grandparents. We are friends now, we visit each other, and I think it will stay like this forever,
that there will be no tragedies like that. People have become, as they say, maybe, maybe wiser, maybe they understand each
other better, I hope nothing of this sort will ever happen again, that we will remain friends forever – Ukrainians and Poles. Poles
are a nation just like us, and they are not guilty of anything, they‘re not guilty of anything, just like us, Ukrainians. And why did
all this happen? I don’t know.
And the Polish lady you hid, what was her name?
Oh, forgive me dear, I don’t know.
And how did it happen that she came to you?
She said that when they took them, they took the whole family, they shot them all just like that. And they must have missed her
somehow. She talked also about a dream that she had before the shooting. She said: “I dreamt I saw my daughter, walking with
a red headscarf on her head.” She said: “After it was over I raised my head and I saw blood on my daughter’s head.” She came
to our village in the night. They must have known each other for sure, I’ve told you they were friends. And she came to see my
granddad. They must have been afraid to hide her, because if the others came…, but they did hide her anyway, because they
were friends. She came to see us and stayed until it was over, and then she crossed the Bug River, where she lived afterwards.
I remember people running away to the forest with their children, they left everything behind in the village, with us too. They
ran away leaving everything behind. Many people were killed in our village, just like in others, just like that, they murdered
almost everybody – and why? – because they did it sooner than the other side. It was night. But one of them, as they said,
a poor peasant (mużyk), his name was Naum, during the nightwatch, he was walking through the village and the gave a shot,
which meant that something was going on, so people ran away. And they would have killed our people too.
Your village was also burnt?
Our village is Borowe, there were just a few cottages there and that was Perekirka – over there, behind the forest. […] There’s
no such village there anymore, Perekirka, it doesn’t exist any more. Only Borowe left now.
Do you remember Ostrówki village?
How am I to remember? After the war I used to go there to graze the cows, that’s all. We even went there to visit the graves.
Children are curious, people had lived there, and things were strangely disturbed. It was actually here, on this little hill, some
sort of, I don’t know, somebody’s energy, one could actually see it. But here it was all dug up, nothing left. When we were
children we would be afraid to go there, but Our Lady was there, where the church had been. And then, I don’t know why, but
they demolished it. It was during Soviet times – they didn’t respect the saints, they respected nothing.
Hanna Wasyliwna Wasyliuk (born 1927)
I remembered when I was there. But how should I tell you? They were called the Karols. The Karols were murdered. A mother,
her daughter and two children. Murdered. Bandera’s men did the killing, yes. They burned their house down. The woman’s
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husband, father of the two children, ran away and they stayed here, poor things. They even converted to the Orthodox faith,
“We’ll do anything” – they said – “just to be left alone…” But the men came at night and they were murdered. They were
dragged outside… and she was cuddling the children – “God forbid! God forbid!”
Did you see it or somebody told you about it?
No, we went there, it wasn’t far from here…
And you actually saw them dead?
Yes, I did. I knew them. We got on well with these Poles. The man, whose wife I was telling you about, he was a blacksmith.
What was his name?
One was Jacko, the other Hadaśko. They looked for him everywhere, but couldn’t find him anywhere. He disappeared
somewhere. His wife had run away even earlier.
How was it that the other one didn’t get killed?
He wasn’t killed because the locals came when they heard what was going on, and they stood up for him; they didn’t let him
[get killed] and he ran away [at night] – he left for Poland.
And is there something you would like to tell both young Poles and Ukrainians, maybe a wish, maybe some sort of message?
I want you to wish them all the best on my behalf. Everyone can live well, there’s no need to kill each other, no need. Everyone
should be good, like the Lord told us to be, like it was written in the Gospel. Everyone should love each other. And look what is
happening now! Look: a boy is with a girl for three years, they get engaged and then they just split up. It’s not that we lived in
milk and honey [before] – quarrels happened, of course, but the family would stick together. And look what is happening now.
That is what life is like here, and where you are, tell me how it is?
Nina Grygoriewna Zielińska (born 1941)
My mother told me [after the war]: “After all I went through in Poland, when the Germans were there, I don’t want to go back
there.” My mother wanted us to be together when death came – this is what she would say. We walked together with others
from Lublin, it was wintertime and the snow was painfully cold. My mum couldn’t go on, so she left the road and lay down
in a ditch. She told us: “I cuddled you all so that we could freeze together.” [Then] some German cars passed by. The last car
stopped. A German got out of the car and we were all lying in that ditch. He kicked my mum with the tip of his shoe and she
moved. He looked around. Nobody there, the cars had gone. He took all of us inside his car and tore his shirt and dressed
[my wounds?]. There were electric heaters installed in the car. He brewed some tea, bottle-fed me and fed my brother with
a spoon. He took us to a village. He said only that he had four children back home and that for him the war was pointless. He
looked around – there was nobody there – he let my mother out and that was it. So you can find human beings everywhere,
among us, and Ukrainians and Russians.
Kateryna Markwina Worobej (born 1937)
They won’t blame me for telling you all these stories?
No. These are your memories. They are all true, after all.
These are not lies. I’ve had this strange feeling that I need to share my stories before I die, so that everybody knows how we
had to make our own pots, or how we didn’t have any money and couldn’t buy bread or soap. I have no idea how we actually
managed to make ends meet. But we survived. And now everything is available and people say nothing is, and that they have
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no money, but there is money, and there is food, but they always complain about something. In the past, when we faced
hunger, we used to collect and eat acorns. And I don’t know how to describe it…
Petro Pańko (born 1920)
I didn’t hide anybody at my house back then because my own life was threatened. For about 2 months it wasn’t safe for me
to go home from work. I went to my foreman’s place after work. Bandera’s men came for me, they surrounded my house, and
I knew I had to flee. They entered my house and said “You’re going with us.” My mother and my wife started crying “Dear God,
what are they going to do to us?” I know they came for my soul. I was saved by the blacksmith who burst in, said something
to them and they left the house. They left and the blacksmith said “If it wasn’t for me, you’d be long gone.” The blacksmith’s
daughter and I knew each other since we were little, we were neighbors. She was a frequent guest at our house.
But why did they come for your soul?
How could I know? Maybe they thought I was involved with the partisans. But I wasn’t, not on either side.
Marija Jacuk (born 1932)
I am really nervous when I tell my story. I used to read in the papers that Bandera’s men were inhuman, they were… And I was
really frightened when somebody told me “You shouldn’t talk about these things because you might disappear tomorrow. And
nobody will ever find you. Neither dead nor alive.” So that’s what I did. I stayed and live here still.86
I’m eighty years old now and I came here when I was sixteen. But that’s nothing. Oh, things were bad back then, I was so afraid.
Sometimes strangers would knock on the window panes. You could not know who it was – Bandera’s men or the Soviets. If you
opened the door they could easily say you were helping the communists. Oh, it was hard. I can’t talk about it, because when
I start I get muddled up, and can’t get to the point…
Did they come to your house? Knock on your window?
Yes, they did.
Who? NKVD officials, or the Bandera’s men?
Bandera’s men. We had to give them food. But, thank God, somehow we survived. You can see, as soon as I mention these
events I feel weak, I go dizzy. It’s because deep down inside I am still afraid. But we survived, and we live well. But there’s not
much time left for me. I’m eighty years old.
Boris Podik (born 1933)
I knew the majority of Poles who lived in this area – either by their first or last name. Kudła lived on the left side of the road to
Krywycja, near Zaliszany. Dykowski lived on the right side. Edzio’s house was the closest to Zaliszany. In Zaliszany, by the corner,
lived Nowak as did Jaśko. The doctor, Szafran, Różycki, Sztuka, and Libera lived by the road to the forest. Kopel, and Pecak lived
near Zaliszany. Wieczorek, and Gałka lived by the road to Dąbrowica. Here on the right lived Bugajewski, Kurlikowski, Julek, and
Krupaniewicz.
86 Supporters of the radical Bandera faction of Ukrainian Nationalist.
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When the war broke out, people in Ukraine started to panic. Bandera’s men began killing Poles on a large scale. In 1943 we had
a Polish doctor here. He and my father were good friends. He was in charge of the timber-yard and allowed many of the young
Polish men to hide at the khutor (the Ukrainian farmstead) for the night.
One night, there were seven Poles hiding in the doctor’s hut. Two local Bandera men found out about their whereabouts.
They locked them inside and burnt them alive. I knew their parents, they were all very young. And I can still remember their
murderers. One of them was later killed near the village by some Russian guerrilla fighters. The other one was killed by the
NKVD. Bandera’s followers were also known as “sokyrnyky” or axe-wielders. They tucked axes under their belts. Thirty of them
were from Zaliszany.
Jaśko, Ignaś, and Antoś were still living there in 1943. Nowak died before the war. During the war, his wife and his three
daughters escaped to Dąbrowica. Jaśko was in fact Latvian, but he emigrated here from Poland, so everybody considered him
Polish. His son-in-law was Russian, and he lived near the Orthodox church. And when the axe-wielders came for them, he ran
past the church and on to Dąbrowica. Jaśko was near his hut with some peasants and his wife and their two daughters were
inside the house. The axe-wielders entered their house and killed the whole family, including Jaśko’s little grandchild. And then
they took Jaśko and chopped him to death as well. They told the villagers not to bury the victims in the cemetery.
I wasn’t a direct witness of these events, but I know the story of the two sisters. One of them was called Jadzia. The other one
(I can’t remember her name) was married to a Ukrainian. She and her husband had been there for 3 years. They had a little
son. One day, the village was surrounded by the axe-wielders armed with knives, axes and pitchforks. The sister was seized and
dragged there from the neighboring village. The child managed to hide under the stove, but the sisters were taken outside the
village and chopped to death. Mr. Trybuteński washed the blood off their bodies and buried them under a birch tree.
The boy escaped to Dąbrowica in Poland. In 1968 he came back to visit his mother’s grave. I remember him as a young boy,
just a little boy, and now he had come back, and Mr. Trybuteński, whom the young man called his uncle, showed him the place
where his mother was buried. I stopped by there one harvest time and the “uncle’ said “I buried her by this tree.”

Marija Andrijiwna Karpiuk (born 1935, née Biluk)
My dad collected milk. They used to do it in shifts – a Pole would take it to the dairy and then one of ours would. But when
the war broke out something happened and they started killing Poles. It was a nightmare. My dad would go to bury them, he
said they were covered in blood, whole families lay there. They even slaughtered, hacked one Ukrainian girl to death, because
Ukrainians used to live there as well, so they sent the girl there to be looked after. A neighbour told me, they lived really well
there, and they would send the girl over, like kids usually do, and so she was slain. It all happened on the feast of St. Peter
and Paul. They did this in the church, during the mass. And then they burned, they burned.   [...] in our village one person was
actually saved. They said it was a child, so probably it was a boy. The man who saved him said that the whole family lay dead
and the baby was just crawling around. So he took him, he must have been a boy, Płaton. They almost killed him here, he took
him to Volodymyr, some Poles barred his way – he was Ukrainian – so they wanted to kill him in turn, as Ukrainians had been
killing Poles. And he told someone that he was carrying a baby and he even said whose baby it was and that the parents had
fled, not everyone had fled, but they had fled to Volodymyr. And so he... and they took him and escorted him, as they were
Polish, so that some other Poles would not... Because the Poles could kill too, of course, that’s evil for evil. That was the way
the revenge would work, nothing you could do about it.
Аnd the homesteads of Poles and Ukrainians were situated next to each other or was there a separate Polish street?
It was a highway; when you go to look for the graves, you will see it – a road leading to a grove, a straight road and that was
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the highway. Poles used to live on this side of the road. It was the Polish line. That was the way they lived. In our village there
were no Poles, and just two Polish families in Chrynów, they were killed as well. People were killed here on the same day. It
all happened on the same day. Yes, I know, some loved Ukraine, but some just made fortunes, just like today. Also what is
happening in this country now, it just makes no sense.
Was there a Polish church in the neighbourhood?
Yes. When you’re on your way to the graves, you will see a hillock, I’m not sure what is growing there now, I’m not sure if
it’s going to be visible, but in the spring it’s easy to notice – the graves, and there, just a few metres from the graves there is
a hillock and that’s where the Polish church used to stand. It all happened on the same day. One would [say] to another: “Oh,
people, they are killing Poles, they are killing Poles.”
And apart from Ukrainians and Poles, were there any other nations living here? Jews or someone else?
They lived in Volodymyr, they lived here as well – we called them Jews. There was one family living here. [...] they lived in
Volodymyr. The Germans made this ghetto for the Jews there and fenced it with a barbed wire. […] That was also a nightmare.
[…] some had died already, some others were still alive, they were alive, but dying, suffocating. They used to say that the land
was sliding.
You told us the story of a saved baby. Do you remember any details? Who was the man who saved it?
I don’t remember, I just know that the man’s name was Karpiuk Płaton. He’s gone now. The one who saved the baby – he
died. They beat him badly, he was hiding the baby, poor man, he had nowhere to hide it. The partisans came and beat him up
severely because he had taken the baby. “I have no baby here” – he would tell them. And then he secretly took it to Volodymyr,
where Poles were. “You see – he said – I’ve brought a baby, I saved it” and so they let him through and took him to Volodymyr
as all the Poles had fled there, whoever was able to. […] He was such a  good person, he also got on well with Poles, he was
friends with them, he would visit them – there was a Polish settlement in the neighbourhood, as I mentioned before.
Translated from Polish by Weronika Nowacka and Olga Pastuszak
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IV Educational materials

Józef Markiewicz, Aleksandra Zińczuk

Workshop introducing the subject of oral history
1. Oral History. What is it and how can it be used?
Oral history is a research method, used in the study of history, among other fields of research, in all parts of the world,
developed and used in various forms of education and social initiatives in the USA. In Poland and Ukraine an increasing
number of institutions employ the method of recording “witnesses of history” and use these specific sources in various fields
of research. The term oral history originated in the English language and means:
▲ Recording and storing oral testimonies concerning specific historical events.
▲ The recorded testimonies are an important element of the cultural heritage of local communities, a source no less significant
than photographs or archived written materials. Testimonies are a tool which assists in the study and understanding of modern
history.
▲ Oral history reaches directly to the resources of communal memory that are part of the creation of the image of the local
community. It describes a reality which is closest to every individual: personal and family stories are interwoven with the story
of a particular place. The subjective description thus created is a valuable source of knowledge not only about history but also
about society and social norms.
▲ Oral history is used in the research of subjects that lack written sources or when the existing sources are not credible or
insufficient, as well as in all cases where recorded audio material is an additional source of knowledge enabling more thorough
studies (linguistic, ethnographic, anthropological research, etc.).
There are various methods of recording oral statements, i.e. ways of conducting interviews or compiling reportages.
Nonetheless, one must be prepared for the meeting with the interviewee, and one has to listen to facts attentively even if they
may seem to be insignificant at first. Memories of an individual can be a document of the times; they reveal a great deal about
the speaker’s feelings, way of thinking and speaking. The interview must not be conducted like poll, one has to pay particular
attention to the events and experiences particularly important to your interviewee and to his or her emotions.
The interview has the quality of a “biographical interview”, which means that its goal is to capture the unique narrative of
a specific person. Each and every one of us perceives their life as a continuous process at whose foundation lie experiences and
memories. It is a kind of tale to which we lend meaning.
Memory is a mix of our emotions and facts. Oral history focuses on the way people experience history. It is a meeting
with witnesses. At the same time, it is an opportunity to take a closer look at the history of our town or village. As
opposed to traditional history that usually places emphasis on key historical events (such as wars or treaties) and
key figures important for our region (kings, heroes, etc.), oral history focuses on ordinary people.
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2. How to look for people to be interviewed
The best way to reach potential interviewees is through personal contacts: families, neighbours, friends, friends of friends, etc.
One can get in touch with various institutions whose statutory activity involves the subjects you are interested in. It is worth
giving one’s contact details to the interviewee and taking their contact details so one can send them the recording afterwards.
The interviewed people devote their time and share their memories, and sending them a recording (along with photographs,
for example) is sometimes the only way you can thank them for the material collected.
In order to prepare for the interviews, first one has to look for information about the subject. For example, if we
are interested in the history of the Jewish community in our town or village, we try to find as much information as
possible on the Internet, in archives, including archived issues of local newspapers (perhaps a journalist has already
dealt with a particular subject?). One should also look for circumstantial information: archival photographs, maps,
etc.
3. Recording: where to begin?
To record an interview, you can use a voice recorder or even a mobile phone. Remember that your interviewee must consent
to the recording. Therefore, you have to explain why you are doing this and what you will do with the recording. A common
explanation is that you want to do a recording because otherwise you would not be able to remember or write down the whole
story. It may happen that, for various reasons, your interviewee will not consent to the recording. In this case, you have to try to
take notes of the interview. It is advisable to avoid background noise during the recording (noise from the street, birds singing,
too many people talking).
If you have managed to find archival photographs of your town or village, print them out and take them to the
interview. An old photo may help an elderly person remember the places and events that interest you. Human
memory is a combination of memories evoked by various senses: sight, hearing, and even smell.
4. Archiving of data
Each transcribed testimony and disc with its recording should have its own inventory card and inventory number. This system
enables easy access to the expanding archive. Testimonies should be transcribed verbatim, word for word, together with
linguistic errors; this transcription method makes it possible to use testimonies in linguistic research. This original raw version
can then be edited and ordered in a separate file according to key topics (e.g. family home, family, childhood, school, etc.) or
another order best suited to specific goals. A well edited and transcribed interview should be preceded by your commentary
concerning the interview (name of the interviewer, exact date and place of the interview, the atmosphere, etc., information
about the interviewee: age, education, profession, etc.). If all this information is provided, your interview will acquire the status
of a real historical source and, as such, can be used by other researchers in the future. If you do not save this information at
the listening and transcribing stage, it will be impossible to restore them later.
You have already recorded the interview. Now you have to laboriously transcribe the whole interview, which usually
takes quite a long time. However, while doing this, you can analyse the interview again in detail. You have to
transcribe the interview in full, including your questions (highlight them with bold type). Do not change any words
spoken by the interviewee. For example:
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Józef Markiewicz: Were you born in Porozów?
Anastazja Fidorowna: Yes, in 1936. My mother was from Porozów but my father came here from Nowogródek in 1932.
JM: And what did your father do?
AF: He was a railway worker.
When you transcribe the recording, go back to your notes taken during and after the interview. In square brackets
you can add a comment concerning the interviewee’s reactions (e.g. laughter) and other information that you
consider important. For example:
AF: There was a beautiful orchard by our house. There were mostly cherry trees. And when Waldek climbed a tree,
we heard “Bang!!!!” [AF slams the table], the branch broke [AF laughs].
5. Challenges
Sometimes, the recorded piece of testimony is unclear, for various reasons. Spoken language is often very different from
correct, literary language. It is characterized by repetitions, reverse order, linguistic errors, abbreviations (self-explanatory to
the speaker) and digressions. The testimony has to be edited (according to theme, for example) in order to be understood by
a wider audience.
Each interview is a unique meeting with another person. Sometimes you will be dissatisfied with incomplete
information or the fact that your interviewees do not remember much. Don’t be discouraged. You should be patient
and gentle.
6. Useful information in a nutshell
▲When you make an appointment with the prospective interviewee, do not give them the questions you want to ask ahead
of time (so that the interviewee does not start reading up on the subject).
▲ You are interested in your interviewee’s life story and not the big events (e.g. when you ask about World War II, you should
not be interested in military operations but rather in what happened to your interviewee and the place where they lived
during that period).
▲ Two kinds of testimonies are identified: autobiographical (the interviewee tells the story of their life) and thematic (in the
introduction, the interviewee tells you about their life, but then you focus on a given subject).
▲ Write down the most important things during the interview so that you can ask additional questions about them later.
▲ You cannot assume that a long testimony must be finished in one recording session; sometimes you have to meet several
times to complete the interview.
▲ You must have the interviewee’s permission to use the recording.
▲ You should ask the interviewee about other persons who could be recorded, as well as old photographs and the possibility
of scanning them.
▲ Oral history should also be relevant to the local community.
▲ Oral history is used to build social relations.
▲ The process of recording itself becomes more significant than the testimony you obtain.
▲ It is important that people collecting testimonies are accepted by the local community; you can achieve this in different
ways, e.g. by organizing games for children, offering to work with the school or obtaining a reference from a locally respected
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person such as a priest, mayor, etc.
▲ One of the ways to encourage members of the local community to share their testimonies is to present the outcomes of
such work in other places.
▲ Oral history can be used to make films and to strengthen local community ties.
▲ You should learn as much as possible about the town or village where you will do the recording (its history, topography,
sensitive subjects, important events, local leaders, people holding positions of trust).
▲ Before you start the interview, you should advise the interviewee why you want to record their testimony, explain to them
that they are taking part in a specific project, and describe the project objectives.
▲ Aim to listen to the interviewee, not to interrupt or judge, not to engage in any dispute or argument even if you do not
agree with them or think that what they are saying is wrong.
▲ To ensure the best possible quality of sound, try to reduce background noise such as a ticking clock, a humming fridge,
a radio switched on in another room, birds chirping outside, etc. because such noise may render the recording unfit for use.
▲ After recording the testimony, you should ask the interviewee to sign their consent to the use of the materials
(testimonies, photographs, documents).
▲ At the start of each interview, the interviewee should give their full name and a short introduction about themselves.
▲ The questionnaire is just for reference; you should listen closely to your interviewee and conduct the interview as you
would a natural conversation rather than following the items on the questionnaire.
▲ The recorded and archived testimonies are subsequently made available online.
▲ The collected testimonies are used to make documentaries, publish books and scholarly works.
Advice for making video recordings:
You are responsible for how your interviewee is shown in the video.
You should take care of the technical side and surroundings (background, light, space).
▲ You should record with the source of light behind you.
▲ The interviewee should be a prominent part of the frame.
▲
▲

KEY POINTS: Remember about respect and your responsibility towards the interviewee who is giving you their time and
sharing with you part of their life! Make every effort to tell their story to others as faithfully as possible.
Translated by Sławomir Nowodworski
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V Diary of the journey

Selected excerpts from notes taken by the participants of the expedition
(July 15th–31st 2012).
Jaroslav Borszczyk (UA): In Volhynia [...] people treated us really well, sometimes better, sometimes worse. Often they would
throw parties for us, see us off singing songs. The Volhynia of the past used to be a multiethnic and multicultural region, a kind
of a borderland. From my interlocutors I tried to learn what the life was like in newly independent [interwar] Poland. The
reply was always the same: “Good and peaceful.” The second question I would always ask them was: “How was it possible for
a tragedy like this to happen?” Nobody could give me a precise answer. Everywhere we went, people wanted to learn more
about our group. I told them who we were and what we were doing. People would always help us in one way or another,
believing that we were doing something useful. Maybe this tragedy is more painful for Poles, but nothing will restore those
killed to life. […] My dear neighbours, dear Polish people, as a private person I would like to apologize for what my ancestors
did. Do not hold it against us…
Anna Zaremba (UA): I had an experience like this before. But it was only here, in Volhynia, that I actually understood what
it means to conduct research like that. On our way to the interviews, we were seldom sure who we would be talking to, we
wouldn’t even know their names. Sometimes we had to look for people, asking for them from hut to hut. The interview I found
most memorable was with Stepan Andrijowycz in Szack. People in the street told us to visit him. Although he is 85 years old
and a war veteran, his memory is excellent. He feels the need to hand down his “own” history. What I really liked about those
places, was that people were open and sincere. […] I learned a lot about the war. Travelling around Ukraine, I found out how
people live and what they think, so now I know much more about contemporary Ukraine.
Łukasz Babik (PL): My second fear before leaving for Volhynia was the way our work would be organised and the work method.
After the discussions in Lublin I imagined it like this: our small group arrives at a village. During the first day we attempt to
earn people’s trust and then we make one, two or three recordings. The way we actually worked was completely different
and guaranteed much more interesting experiences. Each day was a new adventure for us. I also had many fears concerning
communicating with Ukrainians, but all went well and there’s no point talking about this anymore. Summing up – I will
remember those two weeks for the rest of my life and I’m going back to Ukraine this summer.
Nazar Adamczuk (UA): The atmosphere turned out to be very friendly, the excursions to the countryside were lots of fun.
I found it surprising that Ukrainians knew about Poles killing Ukrainians but they knew nothing about Ukrainians killing Poles.
[...] We’re now friends with Łukasz. Ania and I regret having joined the project so late. Next time we’re going to come and stay
longer.
Sasha Kravchuk (UA): [...] Every day sees the group become closer. I feel we make a great Polish-Ukrainian family. I have so
many impressions. Every day brings a remarkable new experience. Especially yesterday, a trip by boat to the village of Pulmo.
Although everybody was so tired and got burned from the sun, spirits were high. I could go on babbling about it, but I’m just
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going to say that our joint work and the interviewing makes us much more open and sincere. I don’t want to think about the
end of the project. I know I’m going to be sad about it.
Leonid Samofalov (UA): I interviewed five participants of the Volhynia events of 1943 today. I spoke with three of them at
the Fraternity House of the Soldiers of the UPA [Ukrainian Insurgent Army] and with two of them in Torczyn. The level of their
knowledge was varied. Two of them based their stories not only on their own memories, but also on their own research and
printed sources (they had their own books on the subject with them). The others, on the other hand, were not able to recollect
certain details of the events. The content was also various – three people talked about the relocations from Poland to Ukraine
(first to the Eastern Ukraine, then again to the Western part) and about deportations to Vorkuta. Two people spoke of fights
between Ukrainians and Poles, of fighting in self-defence. […] 3rd day, July 19th 2012. A busy day – my group has worked in
several villages. First we recorded the testimonies of two people living in Torczyn. The first of them was an elderly woman
(of Ukrainian origin) who was very glad to see us, she even kissed us on our hands. The second lady had been relocated from
Poland. The girls I was working with were very happy to meet her – they could, after all, interview her in Polish. [...] Interesting
data: 1) Antonówka used to be a Polish village. Now only those relocated live there; the Poles who could have said anything
about the events, are long gone. 2) In Zaborole during the interview a storm broke out and electricity was cut off for some time.
So we continued the conversation in candle light. People told us very interesting stories.
Magdalena Kowalska (PL): July 16th 2012 – Conference at the University of Lutsk. First conversations, encounters with the
witnesses of the 1943 events. I find my unfamiliarity with the Ukrainian language hampering my communication skills. Too
much emphasis on the technical issues is also a nuisance: all those cameras, recorders, statements. Lots of rushing around, not
enough careful listening. The second part of the day was much calmer – we are recording at the office of UPA and experience
a striking contrast – an elderly woman, anxious at the beginning; she talks about the tragedy in Volhynia on the basis of what
she saw and experienced herself; then the chief of the UPA fraternity – his statements are often supported with knowledge
from books on the subject,and he uses specialist jargon, so his testimony is much less moving. Sentence of the day: “Actually
I have no idea why they were killing them.” The elderly lady said this, very moved, with tears welling up in her eyes. [...] July
24th 2012: I stayed in today. It’s hard to go back to normality, to join in the smiles, when one sees so much sadness and hears
so many tragic stories. […] July 27th 2012: We arrived at a new place today, near Lake Świteź. We stopped on the way in several
villages. We’re able to notice more now, with sensitivity to details and minute gestures that we have developed over these
two weeks. When our first interlocutor finds out we come from Poland, he declares he is Polish. Born in Polish times, of Polish
parents. “Me, a Pole” – he states. Later he repeats twice he is Ukrainian and of Orthodox faith. He tell us a very sad story of
Poles raiding their compatriots believing they were Ukrainians. A bit later, when asked about Polish songs that he remembers,
he starts singing the Polish national anthem and seems emotional about it. He hugs me and apologises to Ola for something.
He doesn’t turn to the two Ukrainians who are with us in any specific way. Would he have said more if it had been just Poles that
came to visit? Would his laconic replies have been more elaborate? Why does he choose to remain silent after so many years?
Olga Wójtowicz (PL): We lived in a hut. I want to live in a hut like this in the future, make my own butter, go fishing, dry the
fish, nibble at the sunflower at the lakeside, feed my cow with apples. This is the way I see myself in the nearest future. […]
most of the people I have encountered were uneducated and often illiterate, still I learned so much wisdom from them that it
puts all my teachers to shame. Thank you for a lesson in humility, now I know that I have everything I need or even too much.
Translated by Weronika Nowacka
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VI Biographical notes

Rev. Stefan Jan Batruch – parish priest of the Greek Catholic Church in Lublin, President of the Borderland Spiritual Culture
Foundation, university lecturer at the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, member of the Secretariat of the Polish-Ukrainian Reconciliation Award, founder and promoter of the Transborder Days of Neighbourliness. Deeply involved in pastoral,
pedagogical, and educational work. Awarded the honorary title of the Protopresbyter by the Metropolitan Archdiocese of
Przemyśl–Warszawa. Recipient of the Cultural Award of the Marshal of the Lubelskie Voivodship, as well as the Golden Badge
of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage for the Protection of Historical Monuments.
Bogumiła Berdychowska – Polish publicist specializing in the 20th century history of Ukraine and Polish-Ukrainian relations.
Head of the National Minorities Bureau at the Ministry of Culture and Arts (1989–1994). Vice president of Polish Radio External
Service (1994–2002). Secretary of the Polish-Ukrainian Forum, and from 2003 Head of the Scholarship Program Department
at the Polish National Centre for Culture in Warsaw. Involved with Jan Nowak-Jezioranski College of Eastern Europe, Stefan
Batory Foundation, the Centre for Political Thought, and the WIĘŹ Laboratory. Together with Aleksandra Hnatiuk, she published
Bunt Pokolinnya. Conversations with Ukrainian Intellectuals. Apart from that, she has authored a selection of texts Prostir
swobody. Ukrajina na szpaltach paryzkoji Kultury. In 2010, she received the Third Class Order of Princess Olga for her personal
contribution to Polish-Ukrainian relations – particularly in the area of cultural cooperation.
Volodymyr Danyluk – Deputy President of the Ostannij Soldat Charitable Foundation. Distinguished Ukrainian journalist.
Graduated from the Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev with a degree in Journalism. Recipient of the Medal of Merit
(Third Degree), the Diploma of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (the Supreme Council of Ukraine), the Honorary Diploma of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, as well as the civil state award of Austria – the Cross of Merit.
Zbigniew Gluza – founder and head of the underground Karta (since 1982), and the independent Archiwum Wschodnie –
Eastern Archives (since 1987), president of Ośrodek Karta – Karta Center (since 1990; currently functioning as a public
benefit organization), President of the Program Committee of the History Meeting House (since 2006). Editor-in-chief of the
Karta quarterly and KARTA Publishing House, author, co-author, editor, and publisher of numerous books and exhibitions.
Helinada Grinchenko – Doctor of Historical Studies, Professor of Kharkiv National University, President of the Ukrainian Oral
History Association. Research focus: oral history, memory, the memory and historiography of World War II.
Wanda Kościa – BBC reporter, producer and director born in London; she focuses on subjects related to contemporary history.
She collaborated on productions such as The Struggles for Poland (1985), or The Other Europe (1988) – a series about Central
Europe from behind the Iron Curtain. In 2004, she won the Grierson Award for Best Documentary for The Soldiers’ Story. In
2005, she shot a documentary Battle for Warsaw ‘44 shown on BBC and other TV stations throughout Europe.
Robert Kuwałek – historian and educator, professionally involved with the State Museum at Majdanek. He helped with the
opening of the Museum-Memorial Site in Bełżec in 2004, where he worked as a curator until 2007. In 2002, as a Kosciuszko
Foundation grant-holder, he conducted research work in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.,
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as well as the National Archives at College Park, Maryland. Author and co-author of numerous specialized publications about
the Jewish community of Lublin, and the extermination of Jews in the Lublin Province. His major publications include: Lublin.
Jerozolima Królestwa Polskiego (Lublin. The Jerusalem of the Kingdom of Poland.) co-authored with Wiesław Wysok, and
a monograph published in 2010 – Obóz zagłady w Bełżcu (The Bełżec Extermination Camp).
Józef Markiewicz – cultural anthropologist, founder of the Center for Studies on History and Culture of Small Towns in Tykocin.
Coordinator and participant of various projects on social memory in Central and Eastern Europe, such as Wielokulturowa pamięć
i trwałość śladów. Czerniowce na Bukowinie (Multi-Cultural Memory and the Continuity [Permanence] of Traces. Chernivtsi in
the Bukovyna), Tożsamość i podmiotowość Gagauz Yeri (Identity and Subjectivity of Gagauz Yeri), Routes of Disappearance.
Jewish and Roma Memory of Transnistria. He took part in a collective research project on the cultural identity of the Polish-Ukrainian borderland carried out by the University of Warsaw and the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. He cooperated
with the International Organization for Migration, the Armenian Foundation KZKO, and the Museum of the History of Polish
Jews. Currently, he is conducting research in Karelia at the Finnish-Russian borderland.
Grzegorz Motyka – historian specialising in Ukrainian studies. He worked in the Department of Modern Political History (from
2010 – Professor at the Institute of Political Studies at the Polish Academy of Sciences). In 1998, he obtained a doctorate for
the dissertation Polish-Ukrainian Fighting on the Lands of Contemporary Poland in 1943–1948. He currently teaches also at the
Jagiellonian University (Faculty of Political Science, Department of Ukrainian Studies). From 2000, he worked for 7 years in the
Office of Public Education in the Lublin branch of the Institute for National Remembrance. Since 2011 a member of the Board of
the Institute of National Remembrance. His main field of interest is the history of the eastern territories of the Second Republic
of Poland. He conducts research on Polish-Ukrainian relations in 1939–1989, the works of the Soviet security apparatus against
the resistance movement in Lithuania, Latvia, Belarus, Ukraine and Estonia in the years of 1939–1953, and the policy of the
Polish communist security authorities towards national minorities. Received the “Clio” Award of the Historic Books Publisher’s
Association for his research work, the Przegląd Wschodni Quarterly Award and the Memoria Iustorum award from the hands
of Archbishop Józef Życiński, among others.
Iwan Olchowski – journalist and author of two books Krwawy Wołyń (Bloody Volhynia 2008, 2011) on the Ukrainian-Polish
conflict in the Luboml, Shatsk and Turisk Regions.
Sasha Owerczuk – stage designer, sculptor (diploma of the Academy of Fine Arts in Lviv in 1988), poet. In the years 1975–1998
associated with the Polish Theatre in Lviv. His works undertake a dialogue with works of, among others, Zbigniew Herbert and
Bruno Schulz. Received the Badge of Merit to Polish Culture. He frequently returns to Russia, to Rostov-upon-Don where, for 9
years, he has been sculpting the main altar and the Via Dolorosa cycle.
Wojciech Pestka – poet, prose writer, translator, member of the Polish Writers’ Association, author of several books of poetry,
volumes of verse, short stories, a volume of reportages. The most important of these are: Dziesięć wierszy dla Grosza Lublin
2005 (the First Prize in the competition of the Lublin branch of the Polish Writers‘ Association for the best volume of verse
of the year), Spacer po linie – Мандрівка линвою, Lviv 2008 (together with Anna Bagri), Ballada o żyletce, Warsaw 2009,
a collection of disturbing reportages on the fate of the inhabitants of the Borderlands Do zobaczenia w piekle, Warsaw 2009
(nominated for the Award of Józef Mackiewicz in 2010). Grant holder of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, winner
of the 11th edition of the Marshal of the Mazowieckie Voivodeship Awards in the category of Literature in 2010, winner of the
Ukrainian Hryhorij Skovoroda International Prize for Literature in 2012.
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Tomasz Pietrasiewicz – theater director, art and culture programs coordinator, since 1998 the director of the “Grodzka Gate
– NN Theatre” Centre in Lublin, an institution dealing with cultural heritage of Lublin and Lublin Region. He was awarded the
Officer’s Cross of the Polish Order of Polonia Restituta in 2008. In 2011, together with the team of “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre”
Centre, he was awarded the Jerzy Giedroyc Prize and the Rev. Stanisław Musiał Prize “for social initiatives to promote ChristianJewish and Polish-Jewish dialogue.”
Leon Popek – doctor in history, archivist, employee of the Lublin branch of the Institute for National Rememberance, president
of Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Krzemieńca i Ziemi Podolskiej [Association of Friends of Krzemieniec and Podole] and graduate
of the Catholic University of Lublin. He organizes exhibitions and sessions devoted to the history of Volhynia. His scholarly
achievements are deeply impressive – 21 books and over 180 articles on the subject of Volhynia. One of his most popular
publications is the book Ostrówki. Wołyńskie Ludobójstwo (Ostrówki. Volhynian Genocide). The book is a part of the PolishUkrainian reconciliation trend. Of exceptional value are the testimonies of people who survived the massacre, included in the
book, a thorough compilation of knowledge of villages that no longer exist on the map, but have remained in the hearts of the
inhabitants of Volhynia.
Andrij Portnov – historian, graduate of Dnietropietrovsk and Warsaw universities, presently a lecturer at the Humboldt
University in Berlin, editor-in-chief of the www.historians.in.ua website, author of 5 books and numerous articles on the topics
of intellectual history and memory in Central and Eastern Europe.
Krzysztof Sawicki – studied Polish philology, journalist and editor of underground literature and press, among others
“Solidarność – Biuletyn Informacyjny” in Białystok and “Biuletyn Informacyjny” in Lublin. Until 1989 he did mainly journalist and
editorial work in KUL and underground publications (eg. Archiwum Wschodnie – he collected testimonies of people oppressed
by communism), and worked at the distribution of illegal publications and organized activities in the independent structures.
From 1990 to the present he has worked for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: he worked in Polish embassies in Moscow and
Almaty, the consulates in Lviv, Minsk, Kaliningrad. Currently he is a Polish consul in Lutsk.
Taras Shumeyko – radio journalist and TV researcher, associated with Krytyka, “TOП–10”, Synopsys magazines. Since 1995,
participant at the seminars on the methodology of history led by Professor Natalia Jakovenko in Kiev. In the years 1998–2010
a scholar at the Institute of Cultural Policy at the Centre for Cultural Studies in Kiev. In the years 1998–2012 he completed
a series of historical documentary films about the World War II for the BBC.
Paweł Smoleński – Polish journalist, reporter and writer, cooperated with the underground press, associated with the Paris
Kultura. Since 1989, journalist of Gazeta Wyborcza. Author of books, including Pokolenie kryzysu, Salon patriotów, Izrael już
nie frunie. In 2003 he received the Polish-Ukrainian Reconciliation Award for the book Pochówek dla rezuna and also the Kurt
Schork Award for texts on Iraq. In 2012 he was awarded the Knight‘s Cross of the Order of Polonia Restituta.
Anatol Szwab – Dean of the Faculty of History at the Lesya Ukrainka Volhynia State University in Lutsk, scholar of Ukraine‘s
recent history. Organizer of conferences, including the International Scientific Convention at Lutsk University, and more recently,
in May 2012, he supervised the symposium entitled “The Social and Political Heritage of Wiaczesław Lipiński and Modernity.”
Piotr Tyma – since 2006 President of the Association of Ukrainians in Poland, member of the Joint Commission of Government
and National Minorities, since 2011 – member of the Presidium of the Ukrainian Global Coordination Council (UWKR). Since
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2002, member of the Commission on Human Rights at the World Congress of Ukrainians (SKU), Ukrainian Historical Society in
Poland and the Polish-Ukrainian Forum. A co-coordinator and director of a number of Ukrainian Culture Festivals. Journalist,
writer, columnist and producer of television documentaries on Ukraine, the history of Ukrainians in Poland and Polish-Ukrainian
relations for the Warsaw Television Centre. In the 1980s he was active in the Ukrainian youth and student circles in Poland; a co-founder of the Ukrainian Student Experimental Theatre, “Contact”, the founder of the Ukrainian Association of Independent
Youth. Co-author of Wiele twarzy Ukrainy and Diałohy porozuminnia. Ukrajinśko-jewrejśki wzajemyny published in Kiev 2011.
Awarded the Silver Cross of Merit (2011) by the Polish president, medals of Merit 2nd Class (2009) and Merit 3rd Class (2006)
and the Bronze Order of St. George (1993) by the President of Ukraine.
Rev. Alfred Wierzbicki – philosopher, ethicist, poet and head of the Department of Ethics at the Faculty of Philosophy of the
Catholic University of Lublin, head of the John Paul II Institute, head of the Archdiocesan Centre for East-West Dialogue in
Lublin, member of the Advisory Council of the Centre for Catholic-Jewish Dialogue of the Archdiocese of Lublin, member of
the Committee for Dialogue with Judaism of the Episcopal Conference of Poland, member of the Polish Writers‘ Association.
He has published more than 100 scholarly papers in the field of ethics and 6 volumes of verse.
Rafał Wnuk – Assistant Professor, historian, former head of the Office of Public Education of the Lublin branch of the Institute of
National Remembrance (2000–2009) and former scholar at the Institute of Political Studies of the Polish Academy of Sciences
in the unit for Eastern Territories of the Second Republic of Poland in Warsaw (1996–2008). Since 2008 lecturer at the Institute
of History at the Lublin Catholic University and employed at the World War II Museum. Editor-in-chief of the historic bi-annual
“Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość”.
Anna Wylegała – graduate of sociology at the University of Warsaw, Ph.D. student, employed at the KARTA Centre’s department
of oral history dealing with documentation and popularization of recent history of Poland and Central and Eastern Europe.
Interested in Polish-German and Polish-Ukrainian relations, as well as national and ethnic identity. The author of numerous
publications in this field, including Ukraińskie elity i mit dwóch Ukrain (Ukrainian Elites and the Myth of Two Ukraines).
Leonid Zashkilniak – historian and historiographer, graduate of the Department of History at the Ivan Franko University of
Lviv. Since 1974 assistant, senior lecturer, Associate Professor in the Department of History of Southern and Western Slavs, he
defended his doctoral dissertation Polish Historiography in the 1940s to 1960s (Organization and Methodology) and became
a professor (in 1995), Head of the Department of the History of Slavic Countries (1997–2007) at that university. Author of
numerous publications on the methodology of history and Polish and world historiography. Organizer and coordinator of
academic seminars and international conferences, among others „Poland – Ukraine: Difficult Questions”. Editor of Ukrainian
and international journals, including The Ukrainian historian. In 1997 he found and published the diary of Michail Hrushevsky
from the years 1883–1894. Co-author of the Ukrainian History of Poland, for which in 2002 he won the Przegląd Wschodni
Quarterly Award as well as for his works on the history of Eastern Europe.
Aleksandra Zińczuk – author and coordinator of the project “Reconciliation through Difficult Memory. Volhynia 1943”, Ph.D.
student, culture and networkart and culture programs coordinator among others at the “Grodzka Gate – NN Theatre” Centre,
where she also coordinates Polish and international educational projects. Co-founder of the Bruno Schulz Festival Association
in Lublin, secretary of the “Panorama of Cultures” Association. Author of over 50 publications in academic journals and non-serial publications. Grant holder of the Adam Mickiewicz Institute and Oral History Association (2011).
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Bajów (Bajiw) [Баїв] – 122, 271
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Bełżec [Белжец] – 63, 65–66, 186, 228, 230, 233, 302, 388
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Bielin [Білин] – 57, 134, 225, 281
Bielsk [Більськ] – 261, 263, 269
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Birka (Birki?) [Бірки] – 135, 136, 283
Birki [Бірки] – 136, 283
Błażew [Блажів, Блажове?] – 102, 261
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Bujanie (Bojaniw) [Боянів] – 142, 287
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Huta [Гута] – 68, 232
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Kaszówka [Кашівка] – 103, 256–258
Kisielin [Кисилин] – 123, 272
Kiwerce [Ківерці] – 58, 226
Klewań [Клевань] – 115, 116, 135, 143, 266, 267, 287
Kobylja [Кобилля] – 123, 272
Kołomyja [Коломия ] – 62–63, 65, 228–230, 233, 352–354
Kopytów [Копитів] – 143, 287
Korszów [Коршів] – 96
Korytnica [Коритниця] – 46, 219, 337
Kosów Huculski [Косів] – 62, 63, 64, 65, 228–230, 352, 353, 354
Kowel [Ковель] – 103, 111, 114, 134, 257
Krać [Крать] – 9, 56, 133, 193, 224, 280–281, 307
Kraków [Краків] – 19, 44, 55, 66, 68, 118, 121, 270, 315,
335, 345, 355
Krzemieniec [Кременець] – 94, 187, 303, 389
Krzywica (Krywycja) [Кривиця] – 97, 105, 258, 270, 378
Kułakowice Trzecie [Кулаковіце Третє] – 129, 277
Kupiczów [Купичів] – 59, 111, 130, 226, 278
Kurhany [Кургани] – 142, 287

Mikulicze [Микуличі] – 46, 220
Mołodycze [Молодичі] – 37, 328
Nakło [Накло] – 125, 274
Narajów [Нараїв] – 68, 231, 356
Nawiezki [Навезкі] – 66, 230, 355
Niebrzydów [Нєбридув] – 35, 212, 326
Nipczyki [Ніпчикі] – 57
Niskienicze [Нискиничі] – 92–93, 98, 122, 249–250, 253
Nowosiółka [Новосілка] – 68, 232
Nowowołyńsk [Нововолинськ] – 9, 109, 193
Ochnówka [Охнівка] – 57, 225
Oktawin [Октавин] – 93, 127–128, 249, 276, 375
Ołyka [Олика] – 143, 207, 287
Omelno [Омельне] – 109–110, 118–120, 268–269
Osowa [Осова] – 98, 100–101, 253–254
Ostrów [Острів] – 100
Ostrówki [Острівки] – 30, 87–88, 96, 124–127, 138,
141–142, 168–169, 322, 372, 376, 389
Ośmigowicze (Osmygowycze) [Осьмиговичі] – 112, 114, 130
Otynia [Отинія] – 62, 229, 352
Owadno [Овадне] – 148, 291
Ozerne [Озерне] – 104, 257

Lado (Łado) [Ладо] – 109, 269
Ladyń [Ладинь] – 59, 226, 349
Litowież [Литовеж] – 92, 249
Lublin [Люблін] – 9, 19, 77, 78, 79, 80, 131, 148, 159, 179,
185–188, 193, 201, 240–242, 279, 299, 301–305, 307, 314,
315, 345, 364, 365, 366, 377, 385–390
Luboml [Любомль] – 60, 126, 141, 142, 286, 287, 347, 349,
350, 388
Lwów [Львів] – 17, 22, 37, 39, 40, 44, 45, 61, 62, 67, 69–70, 82,
84, 85–86, 87, 186, 187, 189, 204, 206, 215, 228, 232, 233–234,
244, 246, 302, 303, 305, 313, 317, 319, 329, 330–331, 335, 356,
351, 355, 356– 358, 367, 368, 370, 372, 388, 389, 390

Parchomenkowe [Пархоменкове], zob. Wydranka [Видранка]
Parośla [Паросля] – 120, 269
Pawłokoma [Павлокома] – 25–26, 169–170, 205–206, 318–319
Perehińsko [Перегінськe] – 66, 230, 355
Perestaniec [Перестанець] – 119–120, 268–270
Pisarzowa Wola [Писарева Воля] – 56, 224
Piskorowice [Піскоровичі] – 27–28, 207, 320–321
Podłużne (Pidłużne) [Підлужне] – 35, 213, 327
Podryże [Подриже] – 104, 257
Polana (Poliana) [Поляна] – 55, 59, 222, 226
Poryck (Pawliwka) [Порицьк (Павлівка)] – 36, 47, 167,
169–170, 214, 220, 328, 337
Przebraże (Gajowe) [Пшебраже ([Ґайове)] – 32, 58, 210, 225, 324
Przekurka [Перекірка] – 96, 252
Przemyśl [Перемишль] – 17, 19, 27, 44, 70, 201, 313, 318, 319,
320,333, 335, 358, 372, 387
Przemyślany [Перемишляни] – 167

Łuck [Луцьк] – 9, 12, 39, 40, 42–46, 55, 58, 94, 122, 127, 180,
187, 188, 193, 196, 216–219, 222, 251, 226, 276, 287, 303, 304,
309, 369
Łuszków [Лушків, Лужoк] – 136–137
Makowice (Makowicze, Makowycje) [Маковичі] –102, 249,
255, 277, 299
Malin – 35, 212, 327
Malinówka [Малинівка] – 35, 212, 326
Maniewicze [Маневичі] – 104, 257
Marianówka [Мар’янівка] – 148, 291
Masiewicze (Masewycze) [Масевичі] – 97, 258

Radomianka [Родом’янка] – 115, 135, 267
Rejowiec [Рейовець] – 126, 275
Remel [Ремел] – 35, 213
Rogoźno (Kolonia) [Рогожно (Колонія)] – 140, 285
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Rokitno [Рокитне] – 105, 109, 118–120, 258, 268–269
Romaszkiwka [Ромашківка] – 55, 222
Równe [Рівне] – 9, 44, 115, 118, 132–133, 169, 193,
194, 266, 350
Równo [Рівно] – 60, 227, 350
Rożyszcze [Рожище] – 59,115, 266, 349

Toruń [Торунь] – 45, 94, 219, 250
Turzysk [Турійськ] – 55, 56, 59, 222, 224, 226, 302, 347, 349
Ugły [Угли] – 114–115, 266
Uhły [Угли] – 114
Uniów [Унів] – 69, 231
Uściług [Устилуг] – 58, 137, 140, 284–285
Usicze [Усичі] – 142, 287

Sadów (Sadiw) [Садів] – 287
Sahryń [Сагринь] – 34, 212, 326
Sakłów (Sakłowo) [Сакло] – 120, 270
Samocisze (Huta Samotisz) [Самотішншя] – 57, 224
Sarnówka (Sarniwka) [Сарнівка] – 142, 287
Sarny [Сарни] – 100, 120, 253
Sechy [Сехи] – 120, 270
Serkizów [Серкизів] – 102, 131, 256, 279
Siedmiarki [Сьoмаки (Сюмаки?)] – 142, 287
Siemieniołka [Семеньовка] – 131
Sitowicze [Сітовіче] – 104, 257
Smoligów (Smolihiw) [Смолигів] – 142, 287
Sobibór [Собібор] – 113, 264–265
Sokół [Сокіл] – 60, 88, 96, 125, 227, 246, 372,
Sokołówka [Соколівка] – 133
Stachór [Стагор] – 114, 266
Stachów (?) [Стагор?] – 114, 266
Stanisławów [Станіслав/Станіславів], zob. Iwano-Frankiwsk
[Івано-Франківськ] 44, 62, 196, 228, 351–352, 355, 372
Staryki [Старики] – 120, 269
Stawki [Ставки] – 9, 56, 59, 133–134, 226, 280–282,
307, 347, 350
Stefankowice [Стефанковіче] – 124, 273
Stężarzyce (Stężarycze) [Стенжаричі] – 57, 224
Strupin Mały [Cтрупін Малий] – 142, 287
Stryj [Стрий] – 66, 125, 230, 355
Szack [Шацьк] – 100, 123, 132, 179, 186, 193, 254, 272, 279,
299, 302
Szarowola [Шароволя] – 140–141, 285–286
Szepel [Шепель] – 58, 142, 225, 287, 349
Sztuń [Штунь] – 56, 141, 286
Śniatyn [Снятин] – 62, 228, 352
Świerże [Свєрже] – 60, 227
Świtaź [Світязь] – 9, 100, 123, 193, 254, 272, 307

Warszawa [Варшава] – 19, 21, 35, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 59,
69, 70, 167, 185, 186, 188, 201, 203, 204, 213, 218, 219, 220,
221, 226, 232, 301, 302, 303, 304, 315, 316, 317, 327, 334,
335, 336, 337, 338, 340, 342, 343, 349, 357, 358, 387, 388,
389, 390
Werba [Верба] – 46, 220, 278
Włodawa [Влодава] – 91, 113, 127, 275
Włodzimierz Wołyński [Володимир-Волинський] – 9, 46, 57,
106, 108, 127–128, 137–138, 146, 148, 180, 193, 196–197,
219, 224–225, 254, 259–260, 276–277, 284–285, 290–291, 300
Włodzimierzec [Володимирець] – 100
Wojciechówka [Войцехівка] – 68, 232, 357
Wola Ostrowiecka [Воля Оcтровецька] – 35, 96, 141, 212, 286,
303, 326, 372
Wołkowyja [Вовковия] – 37, 215, 225, 329
Worczyn [Ворчин] – 58, 348
Wólka Dulibska [Вілька Дулібська] – 59, 226
Wólka Falemicka [Вулька Фалемицька] – 146, 289
Wólka Wydranecka [Вулька-Видранецька] – 136, 283
Wsiewołodówka [Всеволодівка] – 122, 271
Wedronka [Видранка], zob. Parchomenkowe [Пархоменкове]
– 135–136, 282–283
Wysock [Висоцьк] – 56, 224, 347
Wydżgów [Вижгів] – 56, 224, 302
Zabłotów [Заболотів] – 65, 354, 375
Zabłoćce (Zabołoć) [Заболотці] – 91–92, 349
Zaborol [Забороль] – 93–96, 122, 180, 250–252, 272, 386
Zakanale [Заканалє] – 131, 279
Zaleszany [Залішани] – 121, 270
Załawie [Залав’є] – 9, 101, 120, 193, 255, 270, 307
Załuże [Залужжя] – 136, 283
Zamłynie [Замлиння] – 56, 224
Zawadka Morochowska [Завадка Мороховська] – 26, 206, 319
Zawóz [Завуз] – 37, 215, 329
Zosin [Зосін] – 128, 140–141, 276, 286
Żabie (Wechowyna) [Жаб’є (Верховина )] – 62, 65, 228,
230, 352

Tarnopol [Тарнополь (Тернопіль)] – 61, 228
Tatynne [Татинне] – 109, 120, 269
Terka [Терка] – 37, 214, 215, 329
Tomaszogród [Томашгород] – 120
Torczyn [Торчин] – 9, 131, 142, 193, 279, 287, 180,
300, 307, 386
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